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COLLEGE CALENDAR— 1953-54
Fall Quarter
September
September

—

— 1953

Tuesday, 9:00 A.M. College Faculty meeting, Library.
Wednesday, 8:00 A.M. Registration, sophomores, juniors, seniors, and graduate students.
September 17 and 18 Freshman conferences and registration.
15.
16,

—

—
—Classes meet as scheduled.
November
Wednesday—Armistice Day
November 26-29 —Thanksgiving holidays.
December 14 and 15—Registration.
December
and 18 — Examinations.
December 18 — Fall quarter ends.
September 21

11,

holiday.

16, 17,

— 1954

Winter Quarter
December
December

14

and

—Registration.
—Christmas holidays.

15

19- January 4

—Classes meet as scheduled.

January

4

March
March

and 17— Examinations.
—Winter quarter ends.

15, 16,

17

Spring Quarter

—

1 954

and 20—Registration.
—Classes meet as scheduled.

March
March

19
22

April 16-18

May

31,

June

4

—Easter holidays.
1 and 2 —Examinations.

June

—Commencement

exercises. Spring quarter ends.

Summer Quarter

—

June 7 Registration.
June 8 Classes meet as scheduled.

—
July 14— Examinations.
July 14— First term ends.
July 15—Registration, second term.
August 20—Examinations.
August 20—Summer quarter ends.

—

1 954
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STATE BOARD OF EDUCATION
Governor Frank G. Clement
Commissioner Quill E. Cope, Chairman
Hon. Fred S. Elliot

Nashville
Nashville

..Whitehaven

Norman Frost
Hon. Edward L. Jennings
Hon. W. R. Landrum
Dr.

Nashville
Liberty

Trenton
Johnson City
Chattanooga
Jackson
Bell Buckle

Mrs. Ferdinand Powell

Hon. Bartow Strang
Hon. Lawrence Taylor
Hon. W. R. Webb
Hon. Sam Wilson

Loudon

COUNTY AND CITY SUPERINTENDENTS
OF WEST TENNESSEE
County or City

Name

Alamo

T. H. Strange

Postoffice

Basil

Benton

Bert P. Cagle

Brownsville..
Carroll

E. D.

Chester
Covington
Crockett
Crockett Mills
Decatur

Dyer

J.

Alamo

Crider

Bells

J.

Thompson

C.

Denton

Brownsville

Huntingdon
Henderson

.

..Tom Armour
R. K. Castellaw
R. E. Black
Melvin Carlton

Crockett Mills

Kennedy

Decaturville

G.

T.

Covington

Alamo

H. Claude Moore
G. D. Stephenson

Dyersburg
Dyersburg

Joseph R. Martin

Somerville
Friendship

J.

Gadsden

W. Frank Latham.

Gibson

H. Cole
Ben Carr
H. F. Snodgrass
Joe T. Naylor

F.

Bailey

Gadsden
Trenton

C.

Hardeman
Hardin

Haywood
Henderson

Henry

Joe T. Herndon
C. H. Pudor

Lake

Jack Brewer

Lauderdale.
Lexington

Edric Owen
Paul G. Caywood
Alton Copeland
Wilbur H. Smith

City

D. E.

W.

Newbern

Joe L. Mullins
Joel Shore

Paris
Shelby
Tipton
Trezevant

Brownsville
Lexington
Paris

O.

Hollow Rock
Huntingdon
Jackson

Ray

McKenzie
McNairy
Memphis

Obion

Bolivar

Savannah

Ira C. Powers
John R. Miller

Hollow Rock
Huntingdon
Jackson

Madison

Bells

Camden

Dyersburg.. ...
Fayette
Friendship

Maury

*

Tiptonville

Ripley
Lexington
Jackson

Maury

Warren
Hughes

Carlie
E. C. Ball
A. C. Stimbert
(Assistant Superintendent)

W.

O.

Inman

George H. Barnes
Shannon Faulkner
A.

J.

Steele

City

McKenzie
Selmer

Memphis
Newbern
Union City

„

Paris

Memphis
Covington
Trezevant
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Trimble
Union City

Wilton Roberts
J.

C.

Maddox

Weakley

J.

T.

Miles

Trimble
Union City
Dresden

COUNTY AND CITY HIGH SCHOOLS
OF WEST TENNESSEE
Name

of School

Alamo

Principal

Postoffice

Adamsville

Max

Adamsville

Alamo

__

Beech Bluff

Beech Bluff

Bells

Bells

Bethel Springs

Bethel Springs

Big Sandy

Big Sandy

Blackwell, Nicholas

Bartlett

Bolton
Bradford
Brighton

Arlington

..

Bradford
Brighton

Buchanan

Buchanan

Byars-Hall
Central
Central
Central
Central
Central
Chester County...
Clarksburg
Cloverdale

Covington

Hanna

Savannah
Henderson

Rex C. Turman
James Williams

..Clarksburg
Elbridge

Otto Thomas
W. B. Hargett
Herman Osteen

Cottage Grove

Maury

City
Decaturville

Union City, Rt.
Dresden
Dyer
Dyersburg

2.

Julian Brewer
Wilbur H. Smith
J. H. Johnson
Willard Bagwell
_.W. L. Darnall

Woodrow W. Jacobs
James

Memphis
Somerville

Friendship

Frayser
Friendship

Gadsden

Gadsden

Gibson
Gleason
Grand Junction

Gibson
Gleason
Grand Junction

Greenfield

Hamlett-Robertson
Haywood County

Greenfield
Paris
Halls
Crockett Mills
Brownsville

Henry

Henry

Holladay

Holladay

Hornbeak

Hornbeak

Halls

Kermit Kemp
E. Simonton
C. B.

Memphis

-

J.

Ford Hollingsworth
Joe T. Herndon
R. E. King

Collierville

Grove

_.

Bolivar

Cottage Grove
Crockett County.
Dixie

Ralph B. Hunt
Mrs. Louise B. Barrett
Russell R. Tuck
J. H, Bennett

Camden

Collierville

Dresden
Dyer
Dyersburg
East
Fayette County
Frayser

C. L. Hendrix
Hildon T. King

Hollow Rock

Decatur County

Hile

H. Strange
Neill B. Davis
Basil J. Crider
T.

C. Sawyers
P. Snider

J.

...J. W. Harden
Leon Stevenson

J.

F. Bailey

W. F. Latham
James Webb
J.

J. T. Moore
Simon Smith
Hubert Jaco

Dwight L. Norman
James C. Perry
Melvin Carlton
George Herring
Charles K. Pullen
Charles T. Young
C. D. Parr
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Name

of School

Memphis

State College

Principal

Postoffice

W. E Wilson

Humboldt

Humboldt

Humes

...Memphis

Huntingdon
Jackson
Kenton

Huntingdon
Jackson
Kenton

Lexington

Lexington

McKenzie

...McKenzie

Malesus
Martin

Malesus
Martin

Mason Hall
Medina

T. C. Brindley
C. H. Pudor
Lowell Crane

Dowtin

V.

J.

W. L. Bobbitt
W. O. Warren
Wayman W. Barker
E. B. Eller

...Kenton, Rt. 4

Robert T. Jarvis
Joe Norvell
Mrs. J. J. Mulherin

Mercer
Messick

Medina
Mercer
Memphis

Michie
Middleton
Milan

Michie
Middleton
Milan

Millington Central
Morris Chapel

Millington

Munford
Newbern

Munford
Newbern

E. C. Pritchett
Joe L. Mullins

Jackson
Obion

M. G. Anderson

North
Obion

,

....

Side.

Palmersville
Parsons..

Peabody
Pinson...

Puryear

Ramer.
Ridgely.

Ripley
Rives
Rutherford
Saltillo..

H. V. Webb
Lyle Putnam

Parsons
Trenton
Pinson
Puryear

Robert Q. Naquin
Charles T. Jenkins

Ridgely
Ripley
Rives
Rutherford...

Selmer.

Sharon

Selmer
Sharon

Shiloh

Pittsburgh Landing

South Fulton
South Side
Spring Hill

Fulton,

Vaughn

Tom

Johnson

Charles V. Butler

W. L. Algea
Quinton Atchison
Curtis Woodall

C. H. Wadley
E. O. Jenkins

Trenton
Springville

Memphis

Tiptonville

Tiptonville

Treadwell
Trezevant.
Trimble

Trezevant
Trimble

Memphis
Troy
Union City
Whitehaven
Whiteville

Woodland

Germantown
Woodland Mills

Yorkville

Yorkville

B

Wayne Jones
M. N. Burrow

Memphis

Springville

J.

Bemis

Woody

R. F. Raines
B. T. Kiser
Ralph N. Rogers

Kentucky

Technical

Young,

L. G.

G. G.

Scott's Hill

Whiteville
Williams, Mabel C.

Carman

W. Roberts
W. A. West

J.

Palmersville

Scott's Hill

Whitehaven..

Osteen

L.

N. B.

.....Sardis

Troy
Union City

Taylor

W. Thomas

Wm.

Morris Chapel

Saltillo

Sardis

Grinter

C.

J.

J.

Ramer.
.

H.

T.

Eugene A. Hamilton

M. Taylor

A.

Highsaw

L.

J.

Jerry Burns

W.

L.

A

Maybry
J.

Steele

Wilton Roberts

W.

B.

Forrester

John E. Miller

M

F. S. Elliott

J.

R. Basden
D. Barnes

L. S. Betty
L. Sparks

A

James Walker
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COUNTY AND CITY SUPERVISORS
OF WEST TENNESSEE
County or City

Postoffice

Benton

Camden

Carroll

Huntingdon
Henderson

-

Chester
Crockett

-

Supervisor

Mrs. Wyly C. Lockhart
Mrs. Sue McMackins
Miss Delia Murchison
Miss Naomi Kenner
.Mrs. Allie Mae Stevens
Mrs. Margaret Pope
Mrs. States Welborn
Miss Frances Wainright
Mrs. Jamie Carr Harris
Mr. Mitchell Bennett
Mrs. Oma G. Dixon

-

Alamo

Decatur

Decaturville

Dyer...

Dyersburg

Dyersburg
Dyersburg

Fayette
Gibson

Trenton

Hardeman

Bolivar

Somerville

Hardin

Savannah

Haywood

Brownsville Miss Minnie McRae Powell
Lexington. .Miss Mary Margaret Ramsey
Paris
Miss Mary E. Cannon
....

Henderson.

Henry
Huntingdon
Jackson

_.

Huntingdon
Jackson

Lake

Tiptonville

Lauderdale
Madison.

Ripley

McKenzie
McNairy
Memphis

McKenzie
Selmer

Obion

Union

Shelby

Memphis

Jackson

Memphis

City..

Tipton

Covington...

Trezevant..

Trezevant
Trimble
Dresden

Trimble

Weakley

J. C. Forbes
Mrs. Frances Barker

B. L. Dillard
_

Miss Winnie Lee Bizzell
Mrs. Hilda E. Cawthon

...

Miss Kathleen Wright
Miss Edna Sebralla
Miss Anne Nolen
Miss Melville Jameson
Miss Lala Stephens
Mr. Harry B. Sharp
Miss Catherine Moores
C. D. Hilliard

Mrs. Elizabeth Daggon
Arthur Rauscher, Jr.

Miss Dorothy Flowers
Mrs. Jane Moffett
Mrs. C. B. Fisher
Miss Louise Hunt

Memphis
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COLLEGE ADMINISTRATION
ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICERS
Millard Smith, B.S., M.A
R. M. Robison, B.A., M.A

...President

J.

Dean

Lamar Newport,

B.A., M.S
Flora Rawls, B.A., M.A

R. P. Clark, B.S.,

Bursar

Dean

M.A

of

Women
Registrar

DIRECTORS OF SCHOOLS
Robert

C.

Anderson,

Director, Graduate School
Ph.D
M.A., Ph.D. .Director, School of Arts and Sciences

B.S., M.A.,

W. P. Carson, B.A., Ph.B.,
Edward I. Crawford, B.S.,
Bascom H.

M.S., Ed.D.

Story, B.S., M.A.,

Director, School of Business Administration
Director, School of Education
Director, Extension Division

Ed.D

ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF
Mary Baker, B.S., M.A
Mrs. Ada Marie Bell

Supenrisor

Joan Brunson

~_

Mrs. Matilda Caruthers

Morgan

Christian, B.S.,

M.A

Leo Davis, B.A., M.S
Mrs. Frances Duncan
Judy Evans, B.S.
Mrs. Evelyn P. Fisher, B.S
Mrs.
Mrs.
Mrs.
Mrs.
Mrs.

Secretary to the Registrar
Secretary, Alumni Office
Assistant Dietitian

Supervisor
Director of Student Enterprises
Assistant Hostess, Mynders Hall
Secretary to the Bursar
Secretary, School of Business Administration

Clara G. Flinn, B.S
Geneva N. Folden, B.S

Recorder
Secretary to the Bursar
Secretary, School of Education
Secretary,
Hostess, Mynders Hall

Celeste G. Gillan

ROTC

Hilde W. Haggh
Nell Haynes

.

Ray Herzog

Engineer

Mrs. Doris Y. Herzog

Hostess, Scates Hall
College Physician
Secretary to the Supervisor
College Nurse
:.
... Secretary to the Registrar
Secretary to the Dean
Secretary to the Librarian
Dietitian
Secretary to the President

Dr. A. G. Hudson
Aileen Hurley

Florence Illing, R.N., B.S
Mrs. Ruth F. Johnson, B.A
Ethel Lewis

Jean Norment, B.A
Mrs. Helen S. Peebles, B.A
Kathryn Quisenberry

Eugene

A. Roper,

Jr., B.A.,

M.A.

Alumni

Mona Spaulding
Mrs. Mary Agnes
James

Secretory

and Director

of Public Relations

Cashier
St.

John

L. Taylor
Mrs. Margaret H. Warno
Mrs. Sarah J. Wynn, B.A., M.A.

~

Hostess, Student Center
Assistant Bursar

Manager, Bookstore
and Sciences

Secretary, School of Arts
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FACULTY COMMITTEES FOR
The President

of the College

ADMINISTRATIVE

:

is

ex-officio

Administrative

1952-53

member

Officers

of all committees.

and Chairmen

of

Departments

ATHLETIC:

DESOTO:

Humphreys, R. W.

Robison, Curlin, Davis, Coltharp,
Johnson, Mitchell, Newport

Taft,

McCormack, Newport, Chairman

of Student Govern-

ment, and Editor of the Desoto

DISCIPLINE: Rawls, Brown,

Clark,

ENTRANCE AND CREDITS:

McCormack, Robison

Clark, Rumble,

Hughes, Kaltenborn,

Markle, Rudolph

EXTENSION: Story, R. C. Anderson, Carson, Clark, Crawford
FACULTY TENURE: Carson, S. H. Johnson, Fox, Miller, and Chairman of Department concerned
LIBRARY: Evans, Boom, E. L. Brown, Cobb, Holmes, Jennings,
McNees

PUBLIC PROGRAMS: Harris, Mitchell,
RELIGIOUS ACTIVITIES: Fox, Brown,

SCHOLARSHIPS AND LOANS:

Newport, Rawls, White

Hudson, Lundy

Hayden,
Jennings

Freeman, Rawls,

Evans,

STUDENT ACTrVITIES:

Rawls, Clark, Newport, Roane, Rumble, and
four Class Presidents

STUDENT ELECTIONS:
TIGER RAG: Kendrick,

Mitchell, Carson, Clark, Rawls, Robison

Coltharp, Cobb, Heatherly, Humphreys,
Newport, President of the student body, and Editor of Tiger Rag

10
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COLLEGE FACULTY
1952-1953

J.

MILLARD SMITH
B.S.

President

(1946)

Memphis

(1929),

State College; M.A. (1930), George Peabody

College for Teachers.

WILLIAM CARTER ABBETT
Memphis

B.S. (1948),
versity.

SHEILA ADEN
B.S.

Assistant Professor, Latin

(1952)

M.A.

(1927),

Instructor, English

(1949)

State College; M.A. (1949), Vanderbilt Uni-

(1933),

HOLGER W. ANDERSEN

George Peabody College for Teachers.
Associate Professor, Psychology

(1949)

B.A. (1926), Nebraska State Teachers College; M.A. (1930), University of Wyoming; Ph.D. (1937), George Peabody College for
Teachers.

ROBERT
B.S.

C.

ANDERSON

(1942),

(1950).- Professor

Alabama Polytechnic

North Carolina; Ph.D.
University.

sity of

York

SAM ANDERSON

(1950),

(1946)

...Associate Professor,

B.A. (1929), Southwestern; M.A.
for Teachers.

PETER BANNON

and Director, Graduate School
M.A. (1947), UniverSchool of Education, New

Institute;

(1932),

Mathematics

George Peabody College
Professor, English

(1947)

B.A. (1936), M.A. (1937), Ph.D. (1943), State University of Iowa.

RUTH

E.

BANNON

(1951)

Instructor,

Mathematics

B.A. (1932), University of Toronto.

EUGENE BENCE
B.S. (1933),
University.

JAMES

H.

BOBO

AARON

M.

State College;

BOOM

M.A.

Special Instructor,

(1953)

Memphis

B.S. (1949),
versity.

and Drama
Northwestern

Instructor, Speech

(1949)

Memphis

(1949),

Management and Finance

State College; LL.B. (1951), Vanderbilt UniAssociate Professor, American History

(1949)

B.A. (1940), M.A. (1941), University of Nebraska; Ph.D.
University of Chicago.

EMMETT L BRASSEUX

(1952)
Assistant Professor, Air Science

B.S. (1939),

(1948),

and Tactics

Ohio State University.

DORRICE BRATCHER
B.A. (1939),
Chicago.

Assistant Librarian

(1949)

Mississippi

College;

B.L.S.

(1945),

University

of

Bulletin,
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COLLEGE FACULTY—Continued
WILLIAM
B.S.

A.

BROTHERTON

(1948),

Memphis

Instructor, Industrial Arts

(1948)

State College; M.A. (1951), George Peabody

College for Teachers.

CARL

BROWN

D.

..Assistant Professor, Biology

(1952)

Oklahoma Baptist

University; M.S. (1947), Louisiana
State University; Ph.D. (1951), Iowa State College.

B.S.

(1947),

CHARLES

S.

BROWN

Associate Professor, American History

(1940)

B.A. (1931), Union University; M.A. (1940), George Peabody College for Teachers.
E. L,

BROWN

Librarian

(1947)

B.A. (1931), Berea College; B.S. in L.S. (1935), Peabody Library
School; M.A. (1938), University of Michigan.

LEON W. BROWNLEE

Associate Professor, Education

(1952)

B.S. (1939), Sul Ross State College; M.Ed.
University of Texas.

OSCAR W. BUCHANAN

(1952) Instructor, Health

(1947),

Ph.D.

(1952),

and Physical Education

B.S. (1948), M.A. (1949), University of Mississippi.

E.

LOUISE CAMBRON

Assistant Professor, Marketing

(1950)

B.S. (1947), Southeast Missouri State College;
versity of Iowa.

ALFRED ORVILLE CANON
(1944),
versity.

W. PIERCE CARSON

(1949),

Uni-

(1952) ^Assistant Professor, Political Science

Southwestern; M.A. (1949), Ph.D.

B.A.

M.A.

(1953),

Duke Uni-

(1950)
Professor

and Director, School of Arts and Sciences
B.A. (1915), Furman University; M.A. (1916), University of Chicago; Ph.D. (1925), Columbia University.

EVELYN LUMBLEY CAUSEY

Instructor, Secretarial Science

(1950)

East Texas

State Teachers
George Peabody College for Teachers.

B.S.

R. P.

(1945),

CLARK

B.S.

College;

M.A.

Registrar

(1946)

(1928),

Memphis

(1948),

State College; M.A. (1933), George Peabody

College for Teachers.

MYRTLE COBB

(1940)

Associate Professor, Education

.

B.A. (1929), Pennsylvania College for
versity of Pittsburgh.
R.

J.

COLTHARP

B.A.

SAMUEL

(1927),

Women; M.A.

Uni-

Professor, Industrial Arts

(1945)

Wesmar

(1932),

College; M.S.

(1938),

Kansas State

College.

R. CORNELIUS (1949)
Associate Professor, English
B.A. and B.S. (1941), Maryville College; M.A. (1943), Vanderbilt
University; Ph.D. (1948), University of Pittsburg.

Memphis
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COLLEGE FACULTY-Oontinued)
E.

EARL CRADER

Professor, Education

(1952)

(1928), Southeast Missouri State College;
(1952), George Peabody College for Teachers.

B.S.

EDWARD IRWIN CRAWFORD

M.A.

(1946),

Ph.D.

(1946)

and Director, School of Business Administration
B.S. (1916), University of Washington; M.S. (1936), University of
Southern California; Ed.D. (1946), New York University.
Professor

*

JAMES

CRUMBAUGH

C.

Instructor, Psychology

(1947)

B.A. (1935), Baylor University; M.A.
University.

ZACH CURLIN
B.A.

Assistant Prof., Health

(1924)

Vanderbilt University;

(1941),

Southern Methodist

(1939),

LL.B.

and Physical Ed.

(1919),

University of

Memphis.

JOHN ANDERSON DAVIS
B.A.

M.A.

(1949),

VINCENT DE FRANK

Instructor, Social Science

(1951)

Southern Methodist University.

(1950),

Special Instructor,

(1952)

Music

Percy Such, Georges Miguelle, Fritz Magg;
conducting with Serge Koussevitzky. Former member of Detroit
and St. Louis Symphony Orchestras. Conductor, Memphis SinViolincello student of

fonietta.

KENNETH

S.

DONAHUE

Instructor, Health

(1951)

and Phys. Ed.

B.S. (1951), University of Tennessee.

DUKE

JOHN

Assistant
G.
(1952)
B.B.A. (1948), University of Georgia

PAUL

EAHEART

B.

Prof.,

Air Science and Tactics

Associate Professor, Music

(1946)

Mus. Ed. (1937), Memphis State College;
Northwestern University.

B.S.

in

DEAN GEORGE EPLEY
B.

TRAVIS ESTES
B.S. (1947),

Kent State University
...Laboratory Assistant, Chemistty

(1951)

Memphis

State College.

BERTIE HARVEY EVANS
B.A.

(1946),

Instructor, Sociology

(1952)

B.S. (1947), M.A. (1950),

MA.

Instructor, English

(1946)

Chattanooga;

(1915), University of

B.S.,

(1922),

George Pea-

body College for Teachers.

HENRY
B.S.

B.

EVANS

(1923),

M.A.

Professor, English

(1942)
(1928),

Ph.D. (1938), George Peabody College for

Teachers.

GEORGE

A.

FALCONER

B.S. (1941), M.A. (1947),

JOHN

E.

B.A.

*On

FARRIOR
(1939),

M.A.

leave of absence.

(1950)

Visiting Lecturer in Speech Correction

Washington University.

(1948)
(1944),

......Associate Professor,

University of North Carolina.

English

Memphis
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ELTON FISHER
B.S.

York

DEWEY
B.S.

(1937),

Brigham Young University; Ph.D.

(1942),

College.

LORETTA FLOYD
B.S.

V6

Associate Professor, Chemistry

(1949)

(1936), M.S.

Iowa State

State College

and Physical Ed.

Instructor, Health

(1952)

Alabama State

(1946),

College for

Women; M.A.

(1947),

New

University.

FOLDEN,

B.

B.A

(1947),

JR. (1949)
Instructor, Biology
Morris Harvey College; M.S. (1949), West

(1948),

Virginia University.

JESSE W. FOX
B.S.

CHESTER

P.

Associate Professor, Chemistry

(1947)

M.A.

(1931),

(1937),

FREEMAN

George Peabody College for Teachers.
Associate Professor, Biology

(1934)

B.S. (1921), Mississippi A.&M. College; M.A. (1923), George Peabody
College for Teachers; M.S. (1927), University of Chicago; Ph.D.
(1932),

George Peabody College for Teachers.

NOEL GILBERT

(1948)
Special Instructor, Music
Student of Joseph Henkel, Scipione Guidi. Concert-master, Memphis Symphony Orchestra. Conductor, Memphis Concert Orchestra.

GORDON

JOHN

R.
Associate Professor, Sociology
(1947)
B.A. (1929), MA. (1932), Baylor University; Ph.D. (1951), University of Texas.

MARY FRANCIS GYLES

Assistant Professor,

(1949)

European History

Woman's

College, University of North Carolina;
(1945), Ph.D. (1949), University of North Carolina.

B.A. (1939),

RAYMOND

H.

HAGGH

B. Mus. (1949),

M.M.

(1950)
(1950),

Instructor,

MA.
Music

Northwestern University.

RALPH

Director of Bands, Music
G. HALE (1952)
Student of Frank Simon, Tilden Well. President Music Camp of
the Ozarks. Director of Bands, Christian Brothers College, Memphis, Tennessee.

GEORGE

J.

HARRIS

B.A.

(1936),
versity.

(1947)

Professor,

Greenville College;

RALPH HATLEY

M.M.

(1947),

Professor, Health

(1947)

Music

Northwestern Uniand Physical Ed.

B.S. (1936), M.A. (1950), University of Tennessee.

GROVER

H.

HAYDEN

Professor, Physical Science

(1918)

B.A. (1908), Peabody College, University of Nashville; M.A. (1928),
Columbia University.

HERSCHEL
B.S.

M.

(1949),

HAYES

Instructor, Physical Sciences

(1952)

Middle Tennessee State College; M.A.

(1950),

George

Peabody College for Teachers.

VELMA
B.S.

B.

HEATHERLY

(1928),

M.A.

Associate Professor, Modern Languages
George Peabody College for Teachers.

(1932)

(1932),

...
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MARY

HEISKELL

L.

Associate Professor, Modern Language
(1931), University of

(1932)

B.A. (1917), University of Wisconsin; M.A.
Chicago.

HENDERSON

BESS

Associate Professor, Home Economics
L.
(1927)
B.S. (1921), George Peabody College for Teachers; M.A. (1927),
Teachers College, Columbia University.

ROWLAND

M.

HILL

Professor, English

(1948)

B.A. (1928), Dickinson College; M.A.
University.

WARD

HOFFMAN

G.

B.S.

(1946),

B.S.

Professor, Air Science

(1951)

North Eastern State College

ELMORE HOLMES

Ph.D. (1941), Boston

(1929),

of

and Tactics

Oklahoma.

Associate Professor, Chemistry

(1947)

Princeton University; M.A. (1926), Columbia UniverPh.D. (1947), University of Tennessee.
(1922),

sity;

OWEN

HUGHES

(1921)
Professor, Philosophy and Psychology
University of Tennessee; M.A. (1920), George Peabody College for Teachers.

R.

B.A.

(1912),

HUMPHREYS

CECIL

C.
(1947).-.. Prof., Physical Ed., Director of Athletics
B.S. (1936), M.A. (1938), University of Tennessee.

CHARLES CARROLL IJAMS

Associate Professor, Physics

(1947)

B.A. (1936), Union University; M.S. (1937), Ph.D. (1941), Vanderbilt University.

FLORENCE

V.

ILLTNG, R.N.

(1951)
Instructor, Health

and Physical Education
G.N. (1936), School of Nursing, Medical College of South Carolina;
B.S. (1950), George Peabody College for Teachers.
R.

W. JENNINGS

(1951) —Professor, Business Ed. and Office Management
B.S. (1927), University of Iowa; M.A. (1928), Ph.D. (1949), University of Kentucky.

RAYBURN W. JOHNSON

(1925)
(1924), M.A. (1925), George Peabody
Ph.D. (1936), University of Chicago.

B.S.

SAM

H.

JOHNSON

B.S. (1931),
versity.

JOHNSON

VIRGINIA

L.
(1930),

B.S.

Memphis

Geography

Assistant Professor, Education
(1939), Columbia Uni-

(1949)

Memphis

Professor,

College for Teachers;

State College; M.A.

(1940)

Assistant Prof., Secretarial Science
M.S. (1944), University of

State College;

Tennessee.

LOUIS

H.

KAISER

(1951)

Assistant Professor, Air Science

and

Tactics

B.S. (1948), University of Arkansas; M.A. (1950), University of

Wy-

oming.

HELEN
B.A.

Ph.D.

H.

KALTENBORN

(1931),
(1938),

Instructor,

(1946)

Barnard College; M.A.
University of Michigan.

(1934),

Mathematics

Columbia University;

Memphis
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H.

KALTENBORN

Professor, Mathematics
(1931), Ph.D.

(1946)
(1928), Carnegie Institute of
(1934), University of Michigan.

S.

Technology; M.S.

B.S.

EVELYN KEMPE

Instructor, Speech and Drama
(1952)
B.A. (1947), Simpson College; M.A. (1951), University of Alabama.

FRED COLEMAN KENDRICK
B.A.

Assistant Professor, English
(1947), University of Wis-

(1949)

Mercer University; M.A.

(1928),

consin.

EUGENE W. LAMBERT
B.S.E.

(1951) Professor, Health and Physical Education
University of Arkansas; M.S. (1935), University of

(1930),

Texas; Ed. D.

UNDINE LEVY

Columbia University.

(1942),

Assistant Librarian

(1929)

Library

B.A. (1912), Certificate in
State College for Women.

EDWARD DANBY LEWIS

Science

Mississippi

(1912),

Associate Professor, English

(1949)

B.A. (1929), Yale University; M.A. (1935), University of Washington; Ph.D. (1941), Yale University.

CARL

H.

LINDEN

Associate Professor,

(1947) _._

B.A, (1936), Wayne University;
versity of Michigan.

FRANK

A.

LOOB

M.A.

Ph.D.

(1937),

Assistant Professor, Air Science

(1951)

German

(1940).

and

Uni-

Tactics

B.A. (1941), Fresno State College.

MOZELLE LUNDY

Associate Librarian

(1946)

(1934), University of Tennessee;
(1942), Peabody Library School.

B.A.

ELNA BROWING McBRIDE

(1946)

B.S.

in

Library Science

Associate Professor, Mathematics

B.S. (1930), M.S. (1931), University of Tennessee.

MARIE McCORMACK

(1914)

GENORA McFADDEN

(1952)

B.S.

(1928),

Instructor, Art

and Penmanship

Associate Professor, Education

M.A. (1931), University of
George Peabody College for Teachers.

University of Virginia;

Michigan; Ph.D.,

(1948),

ROBERT W. McGOWAN

Assistant Professor, Biology

(1949)

B.A. (1946), Lambuth College; M.A. (1947), George Peabody College for Teachers.

WAYNE McLAURIN
B.A. (1948),

POLLY McMILLAN
B.S. (1951),
C. H.

McNEES

B.S. (1928),

State College; M.A. (1950),

(1952)

Memphis
(1946)

Instructor, English

(1950)

Memphis

Instructor,

Duke

University.

Health and Physical Education

State College.
:

_. ..:

Assistant Professor, Chemistry

Arkansas State Teachers College; M.A.

Peabody College for Teachers.

(1935),

George
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HERBERT

J.

MARKLE

(1951)

Professor,

Management and Finance

PhJX

B.B.A. (1932), University of Minnesota; M.A. (1949),
State University of Iowa.

JAMES
B.S.

MATTHEWS

S.

(1936),

M.A.

Associate Professor, Geography

(1949)

(1941),

(1951)

Kent State University; Ph.D.

(1949),

University of Chicago.

ETHEL TAYLOR MAXWELL

.Special Instructor, Music
(1952)
Southwestern. Voice student of Arthur Wrege, Jean
Teslof, Estelle Liebling; opera with Luigi Rossi. Soprano soloist,
Calvary Episcopal Church, Memphis, Tennessee.

B.A.

(1936),

JAMES MERREST

Assistant Professor, English

(1950)

B.A. (1937), Southwestern; M.A.
of Chicago.

WALTER

S.

MERRITT

B.A.

D.

MILLER

(1939),

Ph.D.

(1948),

(1951) ...Assistant Professor, Air Science

B.S. (1931), College of the City of

WILLIAM

(1940),

(1948)

New

and

Tactics

York.

Associate Professor, American History

Duke

University of Florida; M.A. (1943),

WILLIAM H. MILNER

University

(1948) Associate Professor,

University.

Management and Finance

B.A. (1916), University of Alabama; M.A. (1922), George Peabody
College for Teachers.

HENRI

S.

MINSKY

Music

Special Instructor,

(1950)

B.A. (1930), Northeastern State College; M. Mus. (1937), University
of Oklahoma; Ph.D. (1945), George Peabody College for Teachers.

ENOCH
B.S.

L.

MITCHELL

(1929),

(1939)

Memphis

Professor,

American Histo>y

State College; M.A. (1938), George Peabody

College for Teachers.
G.

ROBERT MOHR

Assistant Professor, Economics

(1950)

B.S. (1948), M.A. (1950), State University of Iowa.

CHARLES

F.

NAGY

B.S. (1947), M.S.
nessee.

ELIZABETH C. NAGY
B.S. (1949),
versity.

DELBERT

P.

Assistant Professor, Accounting

(1951)
(1949),

Indiana State College;

(1952)

Instructor,

(1950),

N.

NEWCOMER

B.A. (1935),

Instructor, Indusrial Arts

(1950)

(1949)

Ten-

Indiana Uni-

B. Ed. (1934), Eastern Illinois State Teachers College;
Ohio State University.

LEE

(1952),

Management and Finance

Indiana State College; M.B.A.

NAVE

CPA

M.A

(1939),

Associate Professor, American History

DePauw Columbia; M.A.

Ph.D. (1948), Columbia University.

(1936),

Ohio State University;
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WILSON

J.

NORTHCROSS,

Special Instructor, Music

JR. (1948)

Davidson College. Director of Music, Madison Heights
Methodist Church, Memphis.
B.S. (1939),

EDWARD NO YES

GEORGE W. PARCHMAN
B.S.

(1948),

M.A.

European History
Ohio State University.

Associate Professor,

(1947)

B.S. in Ed. (1938), M.A. (1940), Ph.D. (1945),

1949,

Instructor, Biology

(1951)

George Peabody College for Teachers.

Assistant Professor, Mathematics
H. POTTER (1952)
A.B.E. (1943), M.A. (1949), University of Florida.

LARRY

RACHEL QUANT

Music

Special Instructor,

(1952.)

B.A. (1942), Hamline University; M.A. (1951), Smith College. Director of Music, Buntyn Presbyterian Church, Memphis.

FLORA RAWLS

Dean

(1947)

of

Women

B.A. (1925), M.A. (1930), Vanderbilt University.

RUDOLPH

L.

RENKER

B.S. (1941),

ELMA ROANE
B.S.

(1952) Assistant Professor, Air Science

and Tactics

Lehigh University.
(1946)

Assistant Professor,

Memphis

(1940),

State

College;

M.S.

Health and Physical Ed.
(1943), University of

Tennessee.

JEROME

P. ROBERTSON (1948)
Special Instructor, Music
Student of Percy Rector Stephens, 1921-23; Enrico Rosati, 1924-25;
Robert Hosea, 1926-27; Basil Ruysdael, 1928; Albert Jenotte, 1929;
Gaetano DeLuca, 1930, Director of Music, Second Presbyterian
Church, Memphis.

R. M.

ROBISON

(1946)

B.A. (1924), Southwestern;
for Teachers.

M.A.

(1931),

Dean
George Peobdy College

HENRY

I. ROLAND (1947)
Principal of Training School
B.A. (1924), Union University; M.A. (1930), George Peabody College for Teachers.

A.

S.

RUDOLPH

Professor, Biology

(1945)

Western Kentucky State Teachers College; M.S.
University of Kentucky, Ph.D. (1938), Iowa State College.

B.S.

(1924),

HEBER ELIOT RUMBLE
B.A. (1924), Oakland
University of Illinois.

LADA SANDS
B.S. (1939),

Professor, Education

(1946)

City

College;

(1951)

Memphis

DOROTHY SEAY

(1950)

(1929),

M.A.

(1933),

Instructor,

Ph.D.

Home

(1943),

Economics

State College.
Assistant Professor, English

B.A. (1918), Randolph Macon; M.A. (1927), Ph.D. (1941), University
of Chicago.

Memphis
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DARRELL D. SIMMONS
B.S.

M College.

homa A &

PAUL

Instructor, Industrial Arts

(1950)

Arkansas State Teachers College; M.S.

(1940),

H. SISCO 1947)

B.S.

Okla-

Geography

Assistant Professor,

Memphis

(1934),

(1949),

State College; M.A. (1947), George Peabody

College for Teachers.

LAWRENCE

C.

B.S. (1948),

SMITH

Memphis

WALTER R. SMITH

Instructor, Physical Education

(1949)

State College.
Associate Professor, English

(1951)

B.A. (1939), Lambuth College; M.A. (1940), Southern Methodist
University; Ph.D. (1951), University of California.
L. E.

SNYDER

B.S.

(1931),

GEORGE
B.A.

SOIKA

R.

(1948),

Geography

Instructor,

(1933)

M.A.

(1932),

George Peabody College for Teachers.
Instructor, Philosophy

(1952)

Birmingham-Southern College; M.A.

and Psychology
(1950),

George

Peabody College for Teachers.

DANIEL
B.A.

C.

SOSSOMON

(1942),

M.A.

JESSE W. SPICELAND
B.S.

(1947),

CHARLES

R.

Assistant Professor, Accounting

Illinois University; M.S.B.A.
(1951), Tennessee.

(1948),

Wash-

CPA

SPINDLER

Associate Professor, Marketing

(1950)

(1939), Northeast Missouri
(1942), State University of Iowa.

B.S.

BASCOM H. STORY

European History

University of North Carolina.

(1949)

Southern

ington University;

Assistant Professor,

(1951)

(1948),

(1951)

Teachers

State

Professor

College;

and Director, School

M.A.

of Education

North Texas State Teachers College; M.A. (1941),
Southwest Texas State Teachers College; Ed. D. (1949), University

B.S.

(1934),

of Texas.

CALVIN M. STREET
B.S.

(1939),

Associate Professor, Industrial Arts

(1939)

Memphis

State College;

M.S.

(1946),

University of

Tennessee.

DONALD C. STREETER
B.S.

Professor, Speech

(1948)

University of Minnesota; M.A.
State University of Iowa.
(1933),

WILLIAM HOWARD TAFT
B.A.

Ph.D.

(1937),
(1951),

and Drama

Ph.D.

(1948),

Associate Professor, English

(1950)

Westminister; B.
Western Reserve.

(1938),

J.

(1938),

M.A.

(1939),

Missouri;

Memphis
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....Special Instructor,

Music

Chicago Musical College. Voice student
of Burton Thatcher, Berlle Forbes Cutter, Percy Rector Stephens,
Herbert Witherspoon, William S. Brady, Richard Hageman, Oscar

B.A.

(1923),

(1925),

Sanger.

INELL TEAGUE
B.S.

(1948)

Instructor, Secretarial Science

Memphis

(1936),

State College; M.A. (1941), George Peabody

College for Teachers.

CLARENCE

UNDERWOOD

L.

B.S. Agr. (1918),

Associate Professor, Education

(1950)

West Virginia

University; M.S. (1920), Ohio State
University; Ph.D. (1935), University of Pittsburg.

WILLIAM W. VICKERY
B.S. (1947),

THOMAS

H.

(1951)
Assistant Professor, Air Science

Alabama Poleytechnic

WEBBER,

and

Tactics

Institute.

JR. (1952)

......

Special Instructor,

Music

Associate Degree, American Guild of Organists, 1929, Board of
Regents, New York University. Director of Music, Idlewild Presbyterian Church, Memphis, Tennessee.

ALMA WHITAKER
B.S.

Assistant Professor,

(1947)

Memphis

(1929),

State College;

M.S.

Home

(1941),

Economics

University of

Tennessee.

BRADFORD WHITE
B.A. (1934),
University.
A.

University

EARL WILKINSON
B.S.

(1946),

Associate Professor, Speech

(1948)

of North

Carolina;

and Drama

M.F.A. 1939), Yale

Instructor, Psychology

(1948)

North Texas State Teachers College; M.A.

(1948),

Southern Methodist University.

GERHARD

N.

WOLLAN

(1951)

Assistant Professor, Mathematics

BA.

(1931), Luther College; M.S. (1936), State University of
Ph.D. (1952), University of Georgia.

LAWRENCE WYNN

(1950)

Emory

Assistant Professor, English

University; M.A. (1940),
(1947), Ph.D. (1951), Princeton University.

B.A. (1936),

BEVIN

K.

YOUSE

B.S. (1949),
of Georgia.

(1952)

Alabama Polytechnic

Iowa;

Duke

University; M.A.

Instructor,

Mathematics

Institute; M.S. 1952), University

20
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1952-1953

H.

I.

ROLAND

(1947)

Principal

B.A. (1924), Union University; M.A. (1930), George Peabody College for Teachers.

PERRY ALEXANDER
B.S. (1950),

MARY ANDERSON
B.S.

State College.
Supervising Teacher, Third Grade

(1951)

Memphis

(1947),

Supervising Teacher, First Grade

(1947)

Memphis

State College; M.A. (1952), George Peabody

College for Teachers.

OPAL COLEMAN

Supervising Teacher, Third Grade

(1931)

Q925), Texas State College for
Peabody College for Teachers.

B.S

MATTIE LOU CONNELL
B.S.

M.A.

(1929),

(1930)

(1930),

MARY SMITH DOBBINS

Women;

M.A.

(1932),

George

Supervising Teacher, Fourth Grade

George Peabody College for Teachers.

(1952)

Supervising Teacher, Fifth Grade

B.A. (1940), Bethel College; M.A. (1942), George Peabody College
for Teachers.

MARY DUNN
B.S.

B. E.

(1928),

M.A.

FULGHUM

B.S.

Supervising Teacher, Second Grade

(1924)

(1930),

(1932),

George Peabody College for Teachers.
Supervising Teacher, Physical Education

(1948)

Memphis

State College; M.A. (1942), George Peabody

College for Teachers.

ELBA GANDY

Supervising Teacher, Music

(1948)

B.M.E. (1944), Louisiana State University; M.M.
western University.

MILDRED GRAGG
B.S.

(1941),

North-

Supervising Teacher, English

(1949)

Memphis

(1946),

State College; M.A. (1948), George Peabody

College for Teachers.

CLAIRE HENRY

Supervising Teacher, First Grade

(1952)

JANET TADLOCK JENNINGS

(1952) ... Supervising Teacher, First

Grade

B.A. (1940), M.A. (1946), University of Kentucky.

HELEN KIRBY

(1943)

B.S. (1929), M.A. (1945),

Supervising Teacher, Sixth Grade

George Peabody College for Teachers.

Memphis
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(1932),
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Supervising Teacher, Social Science

(1934).-—

Memphis

State College

State College; M.A. (1934), George Peabody

College for Teachers.

JOHN ETHEL MEASELLS

Librarian

(1946)

(1931), Memphis State College; M.A. (1946), B.S. in
Science (1951), George Peabody College for Teachers.

B.S.

IRENE MOORE
B.S.

Supervising Teacher, Fifth Grade

(1929)

Memphis

(1929),

Library

State College;

M.A.

(1940),

University of

Texas.

NELLE MOORE
B.A.

(1930),

DELBERT

P.

Supervising Teacher, Fourth Grade

(1948)

Lambuth

NAVE

College; M.A.

Duke

University.

Supervising Teacher, Industrial Arts

(1950)

B.Ed. (1934), Eastern

(1946),

Illinois State

Teachers College; M.A.

(1939),

Ohio State University.

ANNIE LAURIE PEELER
B.S.

NELLE
B.S.

(1929),

C.

M.A.

SHORT

(1928),

(1929),

JOHN CHRIS STATHIS

(1947),

Supervising Teacher, English

George Peabody College for Teachers.

(1952) Supervising Teacher, Mathematics, Science

B.S. (1950), M.A. (1951),

B.S.

George Peabody College for Teachers.

(1930-40) (1942)

M.A.

JULIA THOMAS

Supervising Teacher, Sixth Grade

(1930)

(1930),

Memphis

State College.
Supervising Teacher, Second Grade

(1947)

Memphis

State College; M.A. (1951), George Peabody

College for Teachers.

MARY ROSS TURNER

(1937) .....Supervising Teacher, Latin, Mathematics

B.A. (1923), University of Alabama.

EVELYN WARR

MARY
B.S.

K.

WIGGINS

(1935),

Supervising Teacher, Fifth Grade

(1949)

B.A. (1930), University
State College.
(1951)

of

Mississippi;

M.A.

(1952),

Memphis

Supervising Teacher, Fourth Grade

Delta State Teachers College; M.A. (1951), Memphis

State College.
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HISTORICAL STATEMENT
The State Normal Schools of Tennessee were established by an act
of the General Assembly of 1909. That act is popularly known as the
General Education Bill, and included appropriations for all public
school agencies of the state. It provided that thirteen per cent of the
State School Fund which was thirty-three and one-third per cent of
the gross revenues of the state should be used for the establishment
and maintenance of normal schools.

—

—

The law vested the location and control of the normal schools in
the State Board of Education. Acting under this authority, the State
Board of Education received proposals from various cities and counties
in the state for the location of the normal schools, and finally decided
upon the location of three schools for the training of white teachers, as
follows: West Tennessee State Normal School at Memphis, Shelby
County; Middle Tennessee State Normal School at Murfreesboro,
Rutherford County; and East Tennessee State Normal School at JohnCity, Washington County. These cities and counties made
most generous appropriations in consideration of the location of the
schools. Memphis and Shelby County issued bonds for the West Tennessee State Normal School to the amount of $350,000 and donated a
site of approximately fifty acres, to which was added thirty acres, the
whole forming a beautiful campus now within the corporate limits of
Memphis.

son

The school appropriations and the accumulation from the State
Fund for three years were invested in a magnificent main building and a dormitory, and the institution was formally opened on September 15, 1912. The West Tennessee school, like the other state inSchool

stitutions, which were opened the year previous, had a most gratifying
attendance from the very start; and the succeeding years have been
even more successful.

PURPOSE OF THE COLLEGE
The General Education Law

of 1909, which created state normal
schools, declared their purpose to be "the education and professional
training of teachers for the elementary schools of the state." The Act
of 1925 provided for teachers colleges and declared that the function
of such colleges should be to prepare teachers for the public schools
of the state. In accordance with these laws Memphis State College is
preparing elementary and high school teachers, instructors and supervisors in special subjects, and principals and superintendents of county
and city schools.

In order to meet more adequately the educational needs of this
section of the state, the name of the college was changed by the
state legislature in 1941 from "State Teachers College" to "Memphis
State College," and began to offer subjects generally included in a
general liberal arts curriculum, and in addition many other subjects
which are demanded by the public school system of the state. By 1950,
Memphis State College had grown to such an extent that it was felt
to be necessary to reorganize the college in order to serve more effectively the students of West Tennessee and the surrounding areas.
By permission of the State Board of Education and by faculty action,
the general college was divided into the following schools: Arts and
Sciences, which was to offer preprofessional training and the basic
liberal arts work; Business Administration, which was to provide a
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of professional training at the college level for those

who

wish business training; Education, which was to provide a program
of teacher education which would promote the growth and development
necessary for successful teaching; and a graduate school which was
to offer a program leading to the Master of Arts degree with a major
in education and with minors in various areas.

THE COLLEGE PLANT

—

Location. Memphis State College is located on a
acres in the eastern part of the city of Memphis.

campus

of eighty

—

Administration Building. The administration building is an imposing structure containing the offices of the president, dean, registrar, bursar, and the directors of the several schools. The dean of
women's office and the alumni office are also located in this building.
In addition to classrooms for the departments of art, business administration, classical and modern languages, education, English, history, mathematics, music, philosophy and psychology, and social
science, the administration building contains individual office space
for the instructors in these departments.

Manning

Hall.

—The

science building, erected in 1930,

is

named

in

honor of Priestly Hartwell Manning, who was the first teacher of
science in Memphis State College, and a member of the first faculty
which began work in the State Normal School in 1912.

The Department of Chemistry occupies the first floor and the
basement level. In addition to modern laboratories and class rooms, the
first floor contains the science auditorium, which is equipped for visual
aids and is available for scientific lectures and demonstrations. The
laboratories and the class rooms of the physics and biology departments are located on the second floor. The Department of Home Economics occupies the entire third floor of Manning Hall, which includes
a demonstration apartment consisting of a living room, dining room,
bedrooms, kitchen, closets, and store rooms.
The Library Building, erected in 1927, is named for former President John Willard Brister. It has recently been remodeled and expanded
so that it will have a capacity of 150,000 volumes. The collection at present numbers 57,000 volumes. Subscriptions and files are maintained for
periodicals of a general and specialized nature to fill the needs of the
curriculum.
The funds appropriated for the use of the library enable the college to maintain the standards set by accrediting agencies.
Mynders Hall is a fireproof building offering modern, attractive
quarters to 160 girls. Dormitory facilities include attractive parlors,
sound proof music rooms, a laundry equipped with automatic washers, dryers, and ironers for the use of the students, a kitchen for
use in entertaining, and a sun deck. Rooms are arranged in suites of
two bedrooms with connecting tile bath. Most suites accommodate
three girls; a few accommodate four. Each room has a closet for each
occupant, single beds with innerspring mattresses, chest, desk, desk
chairs, and easy chairs. Floors are covered with asphalt tile.
is a three story structure with a capacity of 136
This building has a three-room apartment for the
manager and his family. The halls are well lighted, sound proof, and
air conditioned. Each room is equipped with furniture for from one to

Scates Hall

men

students.
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three occupants. All floors are of concrete and are covered with asphalt tile. Each room also contains two closets and two double electric
outlets for study lamps and radios.

Hayden Hall, completed in the summer of 1952, is named in
honor of Professor Grover H. Hayden, professor since 1918. Fireproof
and modern in every detail, it is a two-story, three-unit building designed to house 81 men students.

—

Training School. The Training School Building is designed to accommodate the elementary school and the junior high school. It
has twenty-four classrooms, an auditorium, a library, and a cafeteria.
of over 700, and furnishes facilities for training student teachers and opportunities for observing
good teaching procedures.

The school has a normal enrollment

Gymnasiums —There are two

buildings. One, erected in 1928, has
class rooms, and space for corrective
exercises and recreational activities. This building is used for physical
education classes for men and has shower and locker rooms for their
use. The new building with a seating capacity of 4000 for basketball
games was completed in 1951. It has shower and dressing facilities
for the varsity athletic teams, and shower and locker rooms for
offices for the teaching staff,

women's physical education

two

classes.

—

Student Center The college recognized the importance of providing a place where social life of students may be centered. The
newly erected Student Center adjoins the cafeteria, and maintains
a soda fountain, snack bar, and offers facilities for games, dancing,
and group meetings. It is beautifully decorated and equipped in a
modern manner. The second floor of the Student Center has sorority and fraternity rooms and quarters for the Panhellenic hostess.

—

Cafeteria The cafeteria, at the north end of the Student Center,
a newly decorated structure with a seating capacity of 500. The
large and well-lighted kitchen is provided with all modern conveniences, including up-to-date ranges, ovens, and cold storage.
is

AF-ROTC
AF-ROTC

—The

south end of the Student Center houses
offices for the ROTC staff. This area
also has been recently redesigned and redecorated to suit the needs
of the military unit.

the

Building
class

rooms and

The Power Plant—The power
for the heating of all the buildings

plant contains a battery of boilers

on the campus.

—

Industrial Arts Building. The industrial arts building was built in
1941 for the use of the N. Y. A. In 1946-47 it was remodeled and modernized at a cost of $64,000. It is of concrete block construction, faced
with brick veneer. It provides facilities for woodwork, drafting, metalwork, electricity, ceramics, photography, and general shop practices.

—

Veterans Houses. Nineteen buildings were erected on the northern portion of the campus in 1946-47. The buildings provide housing
facilities for 75 families. The buildings were erected by the F. P. H. A.
to relieve the housing shortage for married veterans.

—

College Auditorium This auditorium is designed to seat approximately twelve hundred persons and is used for college assemblies.
The stage has been modernized to provide more adequately for the
dramatic and musical productions that are sponsored by these departments.
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The lighting system has been redesigned in order to provide
proper lighting effects for any type of production that may be ofmodern

fered on the

stage.

The new

addition to the stage provides workshops, dressing rooms,
and lavatory facilities. The stage is also equipped with a concert
grand piano and a connsonata electric organ. The stage well rises
fifty feet above the floor level and contains a fully equipped counter
weight system for scenery.

—

Health Center Services of a physician and a registered nurse
are provided for minor treatment and consultation in the College
Health Service which is located on the first floor of the Administration Building. The student is responsible for arrangements for hospitalization or medical care beyond that offered by the Health Service. Parents of resident students will be notified by the Health Service if medical care is necessary.

—

Bookstore The College Bookstore is located on the first floor of
the Administration Building. Here the students may purchase their
textbooks and other supplies.

—

Post Office Each dormitory student is expected to rent a mailbox
to facilitate the handling of his mail, and should have his mail addressed: Memphis State College Station, Memphis 11, Tennessee.

When To

GENERAL INFORMATION
Enter. — The college year covers four quarters

of twelve

weeks each, and students may enter at the beginning of any quarter.
The Summer Quarter carries courses for two accelerated six-weeks
terms as well as for the full quarter, and credit is allowed accordingly.

—

Room Reservation Students entering Memphis State College and
wishing to live in the dormitories should make application at the
earliest possible date. Rooms are reserved in the order in which applications are received. A deposit of $10.00 is required for reservation,
the amount of the fee being credited to the expense of the term. The
reservation fee is refunded if notice of cancellation is received 30 days
before the opening of the quarter for which the reservation is made;
it is not refunded on later notice.

Students living in the dormitories during the spring quarter and
wishing to retain a room for the fall quarter should make this reservation early in the spring.
of

Reservations for the women's dormitory are made with the Dean
for the men's dormitories with the Dean of the College.

Women;

—

What Students Furnish. Students expecting to live in the dormitories should bring the following articles: towels, bed linen, blankets,
and a pillow. Students in the dormitories are required to keep their
own rooms in order.

—

Conduct. It is assumed that applicants for admission to Memphis
State College are ladies and gentlemen and every consideration will be
shown them as such until, by their own acts, they forfeit the confidence
reposed in them. Rules of government and regulations in regard to
general conduct are, of course, necessary. Whenever any number of
people live together, each must forfeit some individual privilege for
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the general good. The rules and regulations are of such nature as to
secure ready conformity and also sympathy and co-operation on the
part of students in making them effective.*

Students are expected to give their college obligations first conprompt and regular in attendance on all classes and
examinations ,and to observe properly the hours set apart for study
by making diligent use of the same.
sideration, to be

Hazing.

—Any

form

of hazing

is

positively forbidden.

—

Railway and Baggage. Memphis is easily reached by a number of
railway and bus lines. Students coming to Memphis State College via
the Southern Railway may get off at Buntyn, but trunks which they
have checked will be carried to Union Station. Students make their
own arrangements with transfer companies for delivery of their trunks
and baggage to the dormitories.

—

Special Advantages. In addition to the usual school advantages,
the college offers its students many opportunities that are considered
especially valuable.
All of the large libraries in the city of Memphis furnish free use
of their books and buildings to the students of the college.

The students of this institution are given free admission to the
lecture course of Goodwyn Institute, probably the most extensive and
celebrated course of its kind in the United States. Students have the
opportunity of attending the performances of professional stage plays,
grand and light operas, symphony orchestras, and of other musical and
theatrical artists.
Leading business and manufacturing enterprises of the city offer
free inspection and study of their business methods and plants to
classes of the college students accompanied by their instructors.

—

Co-operation. Memphis State College regards itself as an integral
part of the public school system of Tennessee and recognizes the need
of the closest co-operation with the county and city school authorities.
Accordingly, it constantly endeavors to serve faithfully all public
school interests, especially by the preparation of better teachers for
the schools. In this work it has uniformly received the hearty support
of public school authorities.

—

Placement Service. Memphis State College is not a teachers'
agency and it can not guarantee positions to its graduates. It endeavors, however, to place students with satisfactory records in good
school positions, and it invites county and city school authorities to
make use of its placement service in securing desirable teachers.

—

Alumni Association. Memphis State College has recently reorganits Alumni Association and now maintains active contact with
most of its graduates. The association is for the mutual benefit of the
graduates and the college. An Alumni Office is maintained in the Administration Building and has the services of a secretary and staff.
Annual meetings of the association are held on the college campus
each autumn in connection with the homecoming football game.
ized

Possession of firearms or fireworks is prohibited.
bring firearms to the campus are subject to dismissal.
*

Students

who
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All graduates of Memphis State College are urged to keep in contact with the Alumni Office. Students in attendance at the college are
invited to become acquainted with alumni activities.

LOAN FUNDS
The College Loan Fund. The college has a revolving loan fund
it makes loans in varying amounts to eligible students.
2. The Aull Loan Fund. A fund of $250.00, contributed by Mrs.
Genevieve Aull, is to be used for loans to members of the senior class
who have demonstrated their scholastic eligibility by one or more years
of satisfactory work in residence at the college.
The United States Daughters of 1812 Loan Fund. This fund of
3.
1.

from which

$625.00,

consists

donated by the Old Hickory Chapter, U.S.D., of 1812, Memphis,
of three awards, as follows: (1) the Mary Robinson Day

Memorial Scholarship of $250.00; (2) the Martha Moore Allen Scholarship of $250.00; and (3) the Willis Hitzing Scholarship of $125.00. All
three of these awards are loan funds, and may be awarded to a man or
woman on recommendation of the faculty.
4. The
Shelby County Parent-Teacher Association Loan Fund.
This is a fund of $602.38, available in varying amounts to eligible students who apply to the College Loan Fund Committee.
The American Association of University Women Loan Fund.
5.
This fund of $200.00, administered by the Memphis Branch of the
A.A.U.W., is available to women students recommended by the college.

Brister Loan Fund. On the occasion of the twenbirthday celebration of the college, the members of the faculty
presented a fund of $150.00 to be named in honor of the late President
John Willard Brister.
7. The Class of 1933 Loan Fund. This fund of $102.00 was donated
by the Class of 1933 as a class memorial.
6.

The John W.

ty-first

8.
The Quota Club Loan Fund. This is a fund administered by the
Quota Club of Memphis. Women students of junior or senior rank are
eligible to receive loans from this fund. Applications may be made to
Mrs. Ellen Davies Rodgers, Chairman of the Education Committee of
the Memphis Quota Club.

9. The Zonta Club Loan Fund. The Zonta Club of Memphis has
established a loan fund of $250.00, to be increased from year to year.
Eligible junior and senior women may apply to the dean of women,
who will submit their names to a committee of the Zonta Club for
selection and approval.

10. The Ernest C. Ball Loan
for loans to eligible students.

Fund. This fund of $280.36

11. The Marion Circle Loan Fund. This fund of $100.00
for loans to eligible students.

is

available

is

available

12. The Kappa Lambda Sigma and Phi Lambda Delta Loan Fund.
This fund of $206.00 was presented by the Kappa Lambda Sigma sorority and the Phi Lambda Delta fraternity in memory of those Phi
Lambda Deltas who lost their lives in World War II.

Except as otherwise specified, applications for loans from any of
the funds listed above should be made to Professor G. H. Hayden,
Chairman of the Scholarships and Loans Committee.
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SCHOLARSHIPS
The P. H. Manning Scholarship Fund. The late Professor P. H.
Manning, who was connected with the college for a number of years
1.

from its beginning, left the bulk of his estate to be used by the State
Board of Education to provide scholarships for young men students
meeting certain conditions set forth in his will. These scholarships of
$100.00 each are given to young men from the counties of Gibson,
Henderson, Carroll, and Decatur. Application should be made to Professor G. EL Hayden, Chairman of the Scholarships and Loans Committee.
2.

The American Association

of University

Women

Scholarship.

Beginning in 1935-36, the Memphis Branch of the A. A. U. W. has
awarded a scholarship of $50.00 each year to a junior or senior woman.

making the ward the following points are considered: CI) the
college scholarship record of the applicant for the quarter preceding
January 1; (2) the need for financial assistance; (3) intention to graduate from the college; and (4) general acceptability. Applications for
this scholarship are to be made by January 1 of e#ch year to the
A.A.U.W. Scholarship Committee, through the dean of women.
In

The Robert H.

Parish, Jr., Memorial Scholarship amounting to
annually is a four year scholarship offered each year to a
male graduate of East High School, Memphis, Tennessee. The scholarship is a memorial established by Mr. and Mrs. Robert H. Parish of
Memphis to their son, Robert H. Parish, Jr.
4. The Rosalyn Levy Memorial Scholarship has been established
by Dr. Louis Levy. The scholarship of $100.00 annually will be awarded
to a student who shows promise of outstanding accomplishment on
one of the stringed instruments.
The Kahn Trust provides for two scholarships, each of $100.00
5.
per annum, to be awarded to students of the violin, viola, cello, or
bass viol.
6. The Arabesque Music Scholarship began in 1949. The recipient
is awarded $42.00 a quarter to a total of $126.00. To receive this award
the applicant must be or plan to become a music major, have and
maintain a C average, need financial assistance, and be approved by
the Arabesque Club. Applications for this scholarship should be made
to the Music Scholarship Committee.
7. The Yeargin Piano Scholarship set up in 1952 by G. S. Yeargin,
Jr., of Memphis, provides $45.00 a quarter to be awarded to students
who show promise of outstanding accomplishment on the piano. Application should be made to the Music Scholarship Committee.
8. A scholarship fund has been set up at Memphis State College
for outstanding students who wish to do college work in the field of
the social sciences economics, geography, political science, sociology).
The fund has been providing a scholarship of $100 for two freshman,
two sophomore, two junior, and two senior students each year. Half
of the scholarships are awarded to students from Shelby County and
half to students from West Tennessee outside of Shelby County. The
freshman student selected may be either a boy or a girl whose average
grade during the four years of high school is among the highest ten
percent in the school. For further information contact the Social
Science Scholarship Committee.
3.

$150.00

,

9.
The Nellie Angel Smith Scholarship, established in honor of
Dr. Smith by friends and former students, provides an annual scholar-
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ship of $100.00 to a student from West Tennessee wishing to major
in Latin. Applications for this scholarship should be made by May
1st each year through the Dean of Women's office.

AWARDS
The Women's Association
to the

of the college offers an award annually
of the senior class who, having done all her
at this institution, shows the highest scholastic attainment.

woman member

work
The

international fraternity of Delta Sigma Pi annually awards a
scholarship key to the senior man majoring in business administration with the highest scholastic average.

The City Pan-Hellenic Association makes an award each year to
the sorority woman in the graduating class with the highest average.

STUDENT ACTIVITIES
Student activities provide opportunities for recreation, for developing interests, and for building leadership and initiative. These
activities are under the direction of a committee composed of the
presidents of the four classes and five faculty members. The Student
Activity Committee sets standards for student life, regulates and arranges social functions, and allocates funds from the Student Activity
fees for the support of various activities.

—

Student Government Student affairs are under the direction of
a council composed of representatives of all student organizations.
The officers of the student government are a president, vice president,
and a secretary.

—

Sororities and Fraternities The following national sororities and
fraternities have chapters on the campus: for women, Alpha Delta Pi,
Alpha
Delta, Alpha Xi Delta, Delta Zeta, Phi Mu, Sigma Kappa
and a local, Theta Mu; for men, Kappa Alpha, Kappa Sigma, Lambda

Gamma

Chi Alpha, Phi Epsilon Pi, Pi Kappa Alpha, Sigma Phi Epsilon, and
two locals, Chi Sigma and Phi Alpha. Students carrying as many as 12
hours and maintaining a "C" average for the preceding quarter may
become members on invitation.

—

Clubs The college has a
interests of the students.

number

of clubs

which serve the diverse

The Arabesque Club

is open to all students interested in music.
promotion of interest in music through production
and participation in musical activities in Memphis.

Its objective is the

The Arts Club brings together a group of students interested in
the various fields of the arts, such as music, art, journalism, and
dramatics. Activities of the club include visits to the Brooks Memorial
Art Gallery, Memphis Museum, and programs dealing with the various
arts.

The Association of Childhood Education is an international organizations for leaders in the field of elementary education. Through
speakers, visits to schools, and discussions, the local chapter promotes good fellowship and understanding of the probelms and opportunities in the profession.

The Business Education Club
of

men and women who

is a local organization consisting
are preparing for teaching business subjects.
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club has petitioned for membership in Pi Omega Pi, national
honorary scholarship fraternity in Business Education.
The Cub Club is organized to foster school spirit. The members
are elected from every club and organization on the campus. Fifteen
freshmen are also invited to join annually. The club is responsible for
most of the pre-sport activities, such as posters and decorating.
Euparthenes is a social organization open to all women belonging
to sororities which do not have chapters on this campus.
The History Association is open to all students who are interested
in extra-classroom programs and activities that will aim at obtaining a better understanding of our institutions and system of values
through reference to history.
The Independents Club promotes the interests and social life of
students who do not belong to Greek letter organizations.
The International Relations Club is open to upper classmen majoring in Social Sciences with an average grade of "B" or above. It
meets bi-monthly to discuss topics of international interest and world

The

affairs.

The Industrial Arts Club is composed of students who are interested in industrial arts in college. Its objective is to integrate group
activities into concerted action which will stimulate further appreciation of the industrial arts.
The Ioka Wikewam Club, open to any girl taking a home economics course, is designed to stimulate interest in home economics
and current topics in this field and to develop better citizens and social leaders.

Les Images welcomes all students and faculty interested in creative and critical writing. Programs are chiefly concerned with discussion and evaluation of work done by members of the club. Modern
professional writers are studied occasionally.

The Mathematics Club is open to all students interested in mathematics. Its monthly meetings are devoted to discussion of mathematical
topics of general interest but not usually included in formal courses.

The Memphis

State College Rifle and Shooting Association, afwith the National Rifle Association of America, is composed
of students interested in instruction in the use of firearms, in target
practice, and in competitive matches.

filiated

The "M" Club has as its objective the promotion among its
members of good sportsmanship, integrity, and other qualities of good
character. Any student who has been awarded the school letter "M"
for satisfactory participation in a varsity sport shall be eligible for

membership in this club.
The purposes of the Modern Dance Club are to provide participation and stimulate interest in modern dance by giving all interested
persons an opportunity to work together, to gain cultural and practical
training, to gain experience in dance and choreography, and to provide entertainment to others through the presentation of formal and
informal programs.

The Physical Education Majors Club is open to all students interested in physical education, health, and recreation. It endeavors to
promote better fellowship, to develop leadership, and to increase an
understanding of problems and opportunities in the profession.
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The Psychology Club is designed to promote interest in the field of
psychology through programs and reports dealing with current problems. The club is not limited to majors or minors in the department
but is open to all students who share an interest in psychology.
The Social Science Club, open to Social Science majors and minors,
promotes the advancement of the social sciences as the key to the understanding of human relationships, investigates professional opportunities available in the field of social studies, and concerns itself
with promoting good fellowship and common interests on the part of
members.
Sock and Buskin is an organization for students interested in the
drama. Its purpose is to further the educational benefits which a
theatrical program can furnish to the college community. It encourages the training of actors, directors, and stage technicians for the
college theatre and for the school and community theaters of the area
served by the college. It strives to develop an appreciation of good
theatrical productions. Membership is open to all students who meet
its

the qualifications of the club.

The Y.W.C.A. is open to all girls who are interested in promoting
Christian activities and in inspiring Christian living in daily campus
relationships. Regular monthly meetings are held at which time outstanding speakers from the campus and the city bring programs
that are interesting and uplifting. Through projects the members help
various community organizations. Vespers in the girls' dormitory are
sponsored by the Y.W.C.A.
The religious life on the campus is under the direction of a faculty
committee. Denominational clubs organized to promote religious activities are: Baptist Student Union, Canterbury Club, Cumberland
Club, Disciples of Christian Fellowship, K. Club, Newman Club, Wesley
Foundation and Westminister Fellowship.

—

Honorary Fraternities Alpha Psi Omega, a national honorary
dramatic fraternity, was organized to provide an honor society for
those doing a high standard of work in dramatics and to encourage
a wider fellowship for those interested in the college theatre. The
fraternity is not intended to take the place of the regular dramatic
club or other producing groups, but as students qualify, they are rewarded by election to membership in this society.
Phi Chapter of Chi Beta Phi, national honorary scientific fraternity, was established to provide the opportunity for the advancement of scientific knowledge, to stimulate scientific investigation and
sound scholarship, and to serve as a means of awarding distinction
to students of exceptional scientific ability.

Delta Epsilon is a local honorary journalism fraternity which gives
recognition to those students who have done outstanding work on
one of the college publications. Only juniors and seniors are eligible
for membership. The group is petitioning Pi Delta Epsilon, national
honorary journalism fraternity, for a chapter at Memphis State College.

Delta Kappa is a leadership fraternity whose purpose is to recognize men who have attained a high standard of efficiency in collegiate activities, and to inspire others to strive for similar attainment.
Delta Kappa was founded and chartered at Memphis State College
in the spring of 1950. The club membership is limited to one percent
of the student body.
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Gamma Delta Chapter of Sigma Delta Pi, national Spanish
honor fraternity, has been established with these purpose: "to foment
a wider knowledge of and a greater love for the Hispanic contributions to modern culture; to foster friendly relations and the cooperative spirit between the nations of Hispanic speech and those of English speech; and to reward those who show special attainments and
interests."

Lambda Delta, an honor society for freshmen women, elects to
membership each year freshman women students who, for two quarters, have maintained a scholarship average of 3.5. The organization
cooperates with Tassel in encouraging high academic standards

women

among

students.

The Liberal Arts Honor Society, sponsored by members of Phi
Beta Kappa on the college faculty, and devoted to the encouragement
of superior scholarship, elects to membership each year several outstanding students from the School of Arts and Sciences. Criteria for
selection include "sound moral character, broad cultural interests, and
scholarly achievements."

Tassel is a senior honorary society for women students. It recognizes scholarship, leadership, and service by inviting into membership women students who are outstanding in these areas.

Tau Kappa Alpha, a national honory forensics fraternity, was organized for the purpose of encouraging and rewarding outstanding
achievement in the field of forensics. Membership eligibility is based
on two years of active participation in forensics or participation in
his senior year; students must be in the top 35% of their class.

—Gamma

Zeta Chapter of the InternaProfessional Fraternities
tional Fraternity of Delta Sigma Pi is a professional fraternity organized to encourage scholarship and the association of students for
their mutual advancement in the field of commerce. Its membership
is selected from those students majoring in business administration
who have maintained a general scholastic average of "C" and an
average of better than "C" in business administration.

Gamma

of Phi
Nu is a professional sorority for
interest is business administration. The sorority
seeks to promote closer friendship and loyalty among the members,
to promote a high standard of scholarship, to encourage participation
in school activities, and to stimulate interest in civic and professional
enterprises.

Sigma Chapter
whose major

girls

The Arnold Air Society is a national military fraternity honoring
the late General of the Air Force, Henry H. Arnold. Membership is
restricted to advanced Air Force ROTC cadets who have excelled in
military leadership and military studies. The professional fraternity
is dedicated to the preservation and development of the qualities of
good and efficient officers and to the dissemination of true and adequate information concerning the national defense requirements of
the United States.

—

Student Publications The De Soto, college
to record campus activities in an attractive and
to keep alive the memories of college life.

annual,

is

designed

permanent form and

Imagine, the student literary magazine, provides an opportunity
for all students interested in writing to submit for publication essays,
stories, poems and plays.
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The Tiger Rag, student newspaper, provides timely news of college
organizations and activities. It is an organ for the expression of student thought and it works to sreate a wholesome school spirit and to
support the best traditions of the college. For interested students it
provides training in useful and purposeful writing.

—

Speech and Dramatic Activities The College Theatre, with a fine
staff of directors and technicians, offers an extensive program each
year. Usually four major productions are presented, and from six to
ten one-act plays. Students are invited to try-outs for all plays. Majors in the field of speech and drama are given opportunity to design
and direct one-act plays.

The Forensics Program

includes participation in intercollegiate
Individual activities include oratory, extempore speaking, after-dinner speaking, interpretation, etc. The college sponsors several speech institutes for high school speech students
in the mid-south area. Students of forensics make several trips each
year to take part in contests, festivals, and conferences.

debating

and

discussion.

—

Musical Activities The Department of Music presents each year
a variety of programs in which students are invited to participate. All
of these activities are open to any qualified student, regardless of the
student's major area of study. The College Band, the Concert Orchestra, the Music Education Orchestra, and the College Chorus are
heard in concerts each quarter, and frequent recitals are presented
throughout the year by faculty members, students, and guest artists.
Annual events are Handel's "Messiah" and the presentation of a grand
opera, the latter in cooperation with the Department of Speech and

Drama.
Copies of the programs presented during the 1952-53 season will
be mailed on request. Address your letter to Chairman, Department
of Music.

ATHLETICS—The

college sponsors a two-phase program of athintramural and intercollegiate.
In the intramural program, which is active throughout the year,
tournaments and contests are held in the seasonal sports. Students
are offered an opportunity to compete as individuals or members of
teams from the various student organizations. Softball, touchball, basketball, volleyball, and track are offered for team participation. Individual recreation is offered in tennis, shuffleboard, badminton, table
tennis, and archery. An athletic supply room is open throughout the
day from which recreational equipment may be checked out by all
letics,

students.

The intercollegiate athletic program consists of sponsoring teams
in football, basketball, baseball, track, golf and tennis. These teams
compete in a regular schedule with teams from other recognized colleges of the same scholastic level as Memphis State. All equipment
and excellent coaching is provided for members of all the intercollegiate teams. The college is a member of the Southern Intercollegiate
Athletic Association, the oldest athletic organization in the South, and
the National Collegiate Athletic Association. All intercollegiate activities

are conducted under the regulation of these two organizations.

Athletic facilities on the campus include two college gymnasiums,
ten all weather tennis courts, football field, quarter mile running track,
baseball and softball fields. All policies of the intramural and athletic
program are set by the college athletic committee.

:
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The Department of Health and Physical Education is closely associated with the intramural and intercollegiate programs. All coaches
serve as instructors in this department and students majoring in
health and physical education utilize the two programs and facilities
in preparation for careers as coaches and in the field of health and
physical education.

FEES
All regular students

AND EXPENSES

pay the following fees

Maintenance, per quarter
Student Activity, per quarter

Dormitory students,

room rent per
Meals

$33.00

_

7.00

in addition to the fees listed above,

pay

$30.00

quarter.

in the college cafeteria cost

approximately $1.25 each day.

Laundry services may be procured from the commercial laundries
Memphis.

of

—

Tuition Students who are residents of Tennessee pay no tuition.
Non-residents in addition to the maintenance and student activity
fees, pay tuition of $75.00 per quarter, or $37.50 for a term.

Fees for Private Lessons in Music:—Music 071, 081, 091, 095, 171,
181, 191, 195, 271, 281, 291, 295, 371, 381, 391, 395, 471, 481, 491, 495 have the
following fees:

One

minute lesson weekly, per quarter
$22.50
minute lessons weekly, per quarter
45.00
Maintenance Fee for Resident Special Students: Resident students who register for less than 12 hours per quarter are classified
as special students. Such students will pay a maintenance fee of $3.50

Two

thirty
thirty

—

per quarter hour.
Tuition and Maintenance Fees for Non-Resident Specif! Students:
Non-resident special students who register for less than 12 hours will
pay a tuition fee at the rate of $6.25 per quarter hour and a maintenance fee of $3.50 per quarter hour.
Late Registration Fee. Registration should be completed within
the official registration period. Registration is not complete until all
fees for the quarter have been paid. For registration after the day or
days announced in the catalogue, an extra fee of $1.00 each day is
charged. Students who delay more than 30 days in completing their
registration will not be allowed to register the following quarter.
Fee for Changing Course. For change of course after the second

—

—
—

meeting of either class involved, a charge of $1.00 is made.
Fee for Late Examination. Students who are absent from a final
examination with the instructor's prior permission must pay a fee of
$1.00 for each examination taken late. A receipt from the bursar's
office will admit the student to his examination, provided the examination is taken within the time limitations for "Incompletes." The
receipt referred to shall be forwarded to the registrar's office along
with the final grade, as a requisite for the filing of the final grade
on the course.

—One

copy of a student's record is furnished free.
transcript, a fee of $1.00 is charged. Transcripts of
records are issued only at the request of the student or his authorized
Transcript Fee.

For each additional
agent.
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—

Diploma Fee. Degree candidates pay a fee of $15.00, which includes the fee for the diploma, the rental of cap and gown, and other
incidentals connected with commencement exercises. This fee is payable thirty days before the June convocation.

—

Breakage and Material Cards. Students in chemistry, physics,
industrial arts, and certain courses in business administration are required to purchase breakage or material cards. Any unused balance
is refunded at the close of the quarter.

—

Dormitory Breakage Deposit. The college holds students responsible for damage to, or breakage or loss of, college property.
breakage fee of $3.00 is collected from all students living in the dormitories. All, or any unused balance, is refunded when the student leaves
the college.

Key

Deposit.

—A

key deposit of

living in either dormitory. This

A

$1.00 is required of

amount

is

each student
the key is

when

refunded

returned.

Payment and Refund

of Fees

and Rentals

and rentals are payable quarterly in advance.
The maintenance fee of $33.00 is charged all regular students
whether the period of attendance be for six or twelve weeks. No part
All fees

of this fee

is

refunded.

The diploma

Rooms

fee is not refunded.
are rented by the quarter in advance.

for late registration or for

Board

is

an absence

of less

served on the cafeteria plan and

No

reduction

is

made

than two weeks.
is

available to all stu-

dents.

No
No

refunds are made except as specified above.
student may enroll, graduate, or receive a transcript of his
record until all accounts are settled. The term "transcript" includes
application for the issuance or renewal of teaching certificates; the
term "accounts" includes library fees, books or equipment not returned, and any other indebtedness to the college.

ENTRANCE AND CREDITS
THE SCHOLASTIC YEAR
The

scholastic year of Memphis State College covers a period of
forty-eight weeks divided into four quarters of twelve weeks each.

GENERAL, TERMS OF ADMISSION

—

Statutory Provisions: White persons, residents of the state, who
have completed the full four year course of an approved high school
shall be admitted to Memphis State College without tuition. Residents of the state over twenty-one years of age who have not completed a four year high school course may be admitted as special
students, without tuition.

—A

medical history and physical examination is required
Health
of all students entering the college. (See instructions to Applicants
for Admission, page 173.) Each student must show evidence of vaccination for smallpox within the past five years. The Memphis and
Shelby County Health Department and Shelby County Tuberculosis
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Association provide for chest x-ray of each student. X-rays are arranged through the Health Service at the time of admission.

METHODS OF ENTRANCE
Freshmen are admitted by any one
1.

By a

of the following methods.
transcript of credits showing graduation from an ap-

proved high school.
2. By certificate and examination. An applicant from an unapproved school who presents a satisfactory certificate will be required
to take examinations only in subjects covering four units of high
school work taken in the senior year.
3. By examination. An applicant who does not present a satisfactory certificate may be admitted by passing examinations on fifteen
units required for graduation in an approved high school.
4. Young men and women who are twenty-one years of age and
over, and who have not completed four years of high school work
may be admitted as special students and permitted to take such
courses as they are prepared for, provided that such special students
must satisfy all entrance requirements to qualify for a certificate or
a degree.

ENTRANCE CREDITS
Beginning students should present their high school record for
entrance credits before the date of registration. Students failing
to file entrance credits before their entrance will not be allowed to
complete registration until this has been done. Students asking for
advanced standing should have a transcript of their college record
sent direct to the registrar. College credits will be withheld until
entrance credits are satisfied. All transcripts become the property of
the college and will not be returned.
See the several schools of the college for required high school
units for each school.

ADVANCED STANDING
Advanced standing

will be granted

to students

who have com-

pleted in approved institutions courses equivalent to those counted by
Memphis State College for credit towards its degree. Students asking
for advanced standing may save themselves inconvenience or loss by
presenting transcripts for evaluation before entrance. To be accepted
for advanced standing at Memphis State College, a student must have
a statement of honorable dismissal from the last institution attended.

Transfer students whose transcripts show credits with the lowest
possible passing grade are subject to the following policy: Credits
earned with the lowest passing grade are not accepted until the
student has demonstrated his general ability by two or more quarters
with an average grade of "C" or better.
Students requesting advanced standing on the basis of work done
at unaccredited institutions are required to validate such credits.

DEGREES
Memphis

State College confers the following degrees: Bachelor
of Arts, Bachelor of Science, Bachelor of Science in Business Administration, Bachelor of Science in Education, and Master of Arts
in Education. The Bachelor of Arts and the Bachelor of Science de-
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the School of Arts and Sciences, the Bachelor of
Administration is offered in the School of Busiand the Bachelor of Science in Education and
in Education are offered in the School of Education. The specific requirements for these degrees are set forth in
grees are offered in
Science in Business
ness Administration,
the Master of Arts
the several schools.

GENERAL, REQUIREMENTS FOR GRADUATION
Basic courses required of all graduates from Memphis State College are English 111, 112, 113, 211, 212, 213; History 221, 222, 223; and
6 hours of physical education or its equivalent.
To receive a Bachelor's degree from any of the schools in the
college, a student must have at least 198 quarter hours credit and at
least 396 quality points. If for any reason a student offers more than
198 quarter hours credit for graduation, the ratio of 2 quality points
to 1 quarter hour credit must be maintained. To attain this standard the candidate must have a C average on all courses attempted
in college.

Students who enter Memphis State College with advanced standing
are required to maintain an average of C on all courses taken here.
Should his transferred work have less than a C average, a student
will be accepted on probation, but the deficiency must be removed
by superior work before he will be recommended for graduation.
A student can complete the residence requirements of the college
for graduation by establishing residence as a regular student for not
less than three of the six quarters of his junior and senior years, provided that his last quarter as a regular student shall be in residence.
A student having completed the three quarters of residence in his junior and senior years as a regular student and lacking NO
than
six quarter hours toward completion of degree requirements, may
earn these additional credits by residence at another approved institution, or by acceptable correspondence or extension work.

MORE

DEFERRED GRADUATION
Students are ordinarily allowed to graduate under the requirements of the catalog of the year in which they enter college. If, however, a student begins work on a degree and fails to complete the
required work for the degree, he must, after a seven year interval,
reorganize his degree plan to conform to the current catalog.

EXTENSION DIVISION
State College has for a number of years conducted general education workshops. The increasing demand for these services
has resulted in the organization of an Extension Division. The Extension Division was authorized by the State Board of Education in
1951 to afford an official avenue through which college services could

Memphis

be extended off-campus.

Extension Class Instruction

Both graduate and undergraduate class instruction is given at.
centers within the state where suitable arrangements are made in
advance. Extension classes meet for a minimum of 33 clock hours of
class work for 3 quarter hours credit. Classes usually have 11 weekly
meetings for

3

hours duration. The subject matter taught in extension
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classes is the same as that offered on the campus. Regularly employed
staff members of Memphis State College teach extension courses.

Credit by Correspondence or Extension
State College does not offer correspondence work but
does accept credits earned by correspondence or extension, provided
that such credits are taken from an institution which is a member
of the Teachers College Extension Association, the University Extension Association, or the appropriate regional accrediting association.
Not more than one-fourth of the credits applied on the bachelor's
degree may be earned by correspondence or extension or a combination of the two.
No student is permitted to enrol for correspondence or extension
courses while registered as a full-time student at Memphis State College. Part-time students are not permitted to enroll for correspondence
or extension courses without special permission.

Memphis

Other Extension Services

Where circumstances

justify, the Extension Division attempts to
provide various types of help to organized groups within the service
area. This assistance may take the form of such activities as conferences, public addresses, consultative service, and other types of
school and community aid. Regularly employed staff members of
Memphis State College are available for this service.
To the end that an effective extension service may be carried on
by Memphis State College correspondence is invited with groups or
individuals who are interested. Please address:
Extension Division
Memphis State College
Room 202 Administration Building

Memphis, Tennessee

GRADES AND GRADE POINTS
The grades and
Grade of
hour.

Grade
Grade
Grade
Grade
Grade

their quality point values are as follows:
high scholarship four points each quarter

—

A—Exceptionally

—

—

of B Superior scholarship three points each quarter hour.
of C Good average scholarship two points each quarter hour.
of
Poor but passing One point each quarter hour.
of F No point value.
of I Incomplete.

—
D—
—
—

—

—

In arriving at the student's scholarship ratio all courses attempted are included. As an example, a student carrying five courses for
a total of 15 hours makes the following grades: A, B, C, D, F, accumulating grade points 12, 9, 6, 3, 0, for a total of 30 grade points. In arriving at his scholarship ratio, the number of hours attempted, 15, is divided into the grade points earned, as follows: 30 divided by 15
2.0
The grade "I" indicates that a student has not completed the
course for some unavoidable reason that is acceptable to his instructor. This grade may be changed by the instructor and credit allowed
when the requirements of the course have been met, provided the
work has been completed within the first four weeks of the next
quarter the student is in residence; and provided further that the deficiency must be made up within one calendar year from the date

—

=
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the grade of "I" was given, even if the student has not reentered
college. If the student fails to complete the course within the specified
time, no credit will be given for the course. The fee for late examination

is $1.00.

All grades, with the exception of "I", when once reported, can be
changed only by the instructor who reported them, and then only
after the faculty has voted approval of the change.

THE UNTT OF CREDIT
One quarter hour

of credit is based
lecture or recitations for one quarter; or
laboratory work for one quarter.

upon one hour per week
upon two hours per week

in

of

CLASSIFICATION OF STUDENTS
Students having 37 quarter hours of credit and 3 quarters of residence are classified as sophomores; students having 82 quarter hours
of credit and 6 quarters of residence are classified as juniors; students having 127 quarter hours of credit and 9 quarters of residence
are classified as seniors.

CREDIT LOAD
The minimum number

of hours for a regular student is twelve.
Ordinarily the maximum load is seventeen hours for students with a
point average of less than three, and eighteen for those with a point
average of three. (Two points means an average grade of "C", three
points, an average grade of "B", four points, an average grade of "A").

Only those students who enter the first week of a quarter are allowed to make full credit; late entrants are required to limit their
loads to sixteen hours or less.

who are working to support themselves should reduce
academic load; counting two hours preparation for each credit
hour, they should not schedule more than an eight hour working day
for their combined academic and business duties.
Students

their

ABSENCE, DROPPING, WITHDRAWAL
In no case is credit alowed in any course for which the student
is not duly registered; and all courses for which the student is registered are recorded as passed, failed, or dropped. No student will be
granted credit for a subject which does not appear, properly signed,
on his registration card in the registrar's office.

A course may be dropped only by permission of the instructor and
the director of the school in which the student is registered. Only
under special circumstances

will

dropping be permitted after mid-

term.

Dropping a course without permission incurs a mark of "F."
Absence from
structor incurs a

final examination
of "P."

without the permission of the

Absences are counted from the first scheduled meeting of the
Absences may be excused only by the instructor.

Withdrawal from the
office

in-

mark

class.

college should be reported to the dean's
promptly in writing. Neither a general withdrawal nor the
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permitted after the examination

CHANGE OF COURSE
A

may change from

one course to another within one week
of registration day, provided he has the approval of the instructor in
charge of the course which he is entering, and the approval of the
director of his school.
fee of one dollar will be charged after the
second meeting of either course involved in the exchange.
student

A

SCHOLASTIC STANDING AND PROBATION
are expected to maintain a reasonable standard of
scholarship. Any student whose quality credits fall below the number of quarter hours for which he is registered is placed on probation
for the next quarter enrolled. Any regular student who fails to pass
at least nine hours of the twelve or more he is carrying also places
himself on probation for the next quarter enrolled. If the student
fails to maintain the minimum standard during the probationary period, he is suspended for an indefinite period.

Students

DEAN'S LIST
The

composed of those students who make at least
two "B's," no "C's," and who are carrying not less than

dean's

list is

three "A's,"
fifteen hours exclusive of required physical education.

THE HONOR ROLL
The honor roll for each quarter is composed of students who have
attained a degree of excellence higher than is indicated by the minipassing grade.

mum

For the selection of honor students, the faculty has adopted the
following regulations:
1. Only those students who matriculate for at least 12 hours credit,
complete all courses, make some honor points, and are otherwise in
good standing, are eligible for the honor roll. Students on probation,
and others who are scholastically deficient, are not eligible.

From

2.

the

list

of eligibles the highest ten per cent are selected

on the basis of honor points earned.
3. For a grade of B, 5 honor points for each quarter hour are
lowed for a grade of A, 10 points.

al-

;

THREE-YEAR PRE-PROFESSIONAL CURRICULUM
A

student

who

takes nine quarters of college work before entering

an advanced professional school may, upon evidence of satisfactory
completion

of

the

professional

degree,

be

granted

the

Bachelors

Degree from Memphis State College, provided:
1.

That the minimum requirement
school

2.

is

for entrance to the professional
ninety quarter hours of college work.

That the professional school is an integral part of a university
accredited by the appropriate regional association, or that the
professional school is accredited by the recognized national association in

its field.
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work be done

That the candidate complete 148 quarter hours

in

at

pre-profes-

sional courses.
5.

That the candidate complete,

in his pre-professional work, at
thirty-six quarter hours in courses numbered above 299,
including at least nine quarter hours in his major field.

least

6.

7.

That the candidate meet all freshman and sophomore
ments of the degree curriculum.

require-

That the candidate complete thirty-six quarter hours in his
major fields, and twenty-seven quarter hours in a minor field.

The candidate in the Pre-Professional Degree Curriculum should
notify the dean's office of his intentions no later than the beginning
of his sophomore year, and should, with the guidance of his major
professor, plan his study program at that time.

PREPARATION FOR PROFESSIONAL STUDY
Memphis State College offers thorough pre-professional preparation for the study of dentistry, engineering, law, medicine, optometry,
and pharmacy. Students who plan to prepare themselves for entrance
into professional schools should register in the School of Arts and
Sciences. Those students whose interests are in dentistry, medicine,
optometry, or pharmacy will be guided by the Departments of Chemistry and Biology; those whose interests are in law will be guided by
the Departments of English and Social Sciences; and those whose
interests are in engineering will be guided by the Departments of
Mathematics and Industrial Arts. The sequence of courses required
for the several pre-professional studies are available at the registrar's
office.

MEMPHIS ACADEMY OF ARTS
State Board of Education has approved the Memphis Academy
of Arts as a teacher training institution. Memphis State College will
accept up to 27 quarter hours of credit earned in that institution to
apply toward a degree and for certification purposes.

The

MISCELLANEOUS INFORMATION
Courses numbered from 100 to 199 are of freshman rank; 200 to
sophomore rank; 300 to 399, junior rank; 400 to 499, senior rank.
Figures in parentheses following the title of a course indicate the
number of quarter hours of credit.
299,

COLLEGE ORGANIZATION
Memphis State College comprises the following divisions the School
of Arts and Sciences, The School of Business Administration, The
School of Education, and The Graduate School.
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DEPARTMENT OF
AIR SCIENCE
AND TACTICS
The following personnel are assigned to the Department of Air
Science and Tactics:
Rank

Name
Hoffman, Ward G.

Lieutenant Colonel

Renker, Rudolph

Lieutenant Colonel

Brasseux,
Merritt,

L......

Emmitt L

Walter S

Duke, John

Major
..'....

G

Kaiser, Louis

Captain
.-Captain

H...

A

Loob, Frank

Captain

W.

Vickery, William

Brown, Rawdon

McHugh, James

Master Sergeant

J. Jr.

Joseph...

Brock, Ulyss

H

Campany, Richard
Norwood, Joseph
Parvin,

James H.

Haggh, Hilde

W

Captain

Master Sergeant.

T.

Hess, William H.

Shuckrow,

Major

C.

R

...Master Sergeant

Master Sergeant
Technical Sergeant

Title

Professor of Air Science
and Tactics
Assistant Professor of
Air Science and Tactics
Assitant Professor of
Air Science and Tactics
Assistant Professor of
Air Science and Tactics
Assistant Professor of
Air Science and Tactics
Assistant Professor of
Air Science and Tactics
Assistant Professor of
Air Science and Tactics
Assistant Professor of
Air Science and Tactics
Instructor of Air Science
and Tactics
Sergeant Major
Instructor of Air Science
and Tactics
Supervisor of Supply
Publications and
Files Clerk

Technical Sergeant

Supply Non-

Technical Sergeant

commissioned Officer
Instructor of Air Science
and Tactics

Staff Sergeant

Training Non-

commissioned Officer
Civilian

Secretary

The purpose of the AF ROTC program is to serve as the primary
source of young college-trained officers for the Air Force. In time of
national emergency these young officers are expected to serve for a
period of time.
The requirements necessary to secure an ROTC commission in the
Air Force are: (1) complete the four-year course of instruction or have
credit in lieu of portions of the training; (2) complete summer camp
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training; (3) secure a baccalaureate degree from the college, and
be physically qualified.

(4)

of AF ROTC cadets are based upon: (1) scholastic
the student's potential for leadership; (3) physical examination status. Normally, deferments for freshmen (Air Science 111
students) will be submitted at the end of the first quarter. The reason
for this is to permit the Department of Air Science and Tactics to determine whether or not the student's scholastic standing is sufficient
to warrant a deferment. Deferments once granted remain in effect
for so long as the ROTC cadet remains in good standing and until he receives his degree and commission. Some reasons for not submitting a deferment or withdrawing a deferment on a cadet are: (1)
poor scholastic record; (2) lack of military aptitude; (3) lack of
leadership potential; (4) excessive absences; (5) withdrawal from
college; (6) physical reasons.

Deferments

standing;

(2)

The ROTC program is a full four-year course. The first two
years (freshman and sophomore) are known as the Basic Class and
are required of all able-bodied male students at Memphis State College
unless excused. Some reasons for which students may be excused from
taking the basic courses are: (1) physical reasons; (2) religious or
conscientious objections; (3) prior military training or service equivalent to the basic course; (4) age limitation (under 14 over 26).

—

two years (junior and senior) are known as the Advanced
Cadets are selected for the Advanced Class when they
complete the basic course, normally at the end of their sophomore
year. Factors used in selecting the cadets for the Advanced Class are:
(1) leadership potential; (2) scholastic standing; (3) recommendations
of instructors and tactical officers. It might be pointed out that all
cadets who desire to enroll in the Advanced Class cannot be accommodated. This is the time when the selection process takes place
which is based upon competition among the cadets in accordance with
the factors listed above. Students who complete the Basic Course may
if they so desire withdraw from the ROTC program.

The

A

last
Class.

uniform deposit is required of all Basic cadets, and a
deposit is required of all Advanced Class cadets. Deposit is
made in the office of the Bursar prior to enrollment. All items lost
or damaged must be paid for by the student concerned. When all items
are turned in the deposit is returned.
$15.00

$20.00

DESCRIPTION OF COURSES
Air Science 111-112-113

(2 credits

per quarter).

This course of study includes an introduction to the AF ROTC
program, history of the development of aviation, geographic regions
of the earth, map projections, international tensions and security
structures, instruments of national military security, and leadership,
drill and exercise of command.*

Air Science 211-212-213

(2 credits

per quarter).

This course includes such subjects as elements of aerial warfare,
types and definitions of military targets, intelligence functions,
weapons, the air ocean and its significance as a medium for delivery
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of weapons, types of air bases and factors relating to their size and
location, career in the United States Air Force, and leadership, drill
and exercise of command.*

Air Science 311-312-313

(3 credits

per quarter).

This course of study includes an explanation of the Advanced AF
program, responsibilities of the Air Force commander and his
staff, problem solving techniques, communications and Air Force correspondence, military law, courts and boards, aerodynamics and propulsion, navigation, weather, Air Force base functions, and leadership,

ROTC

drill

and exercise of command.*

Air Science 411-412-413

—Flight

—

Operations

(3

credits per quarter).

This course covers such subjects as military administration, The
Inspector General Department, military teaching methods, military
law, military management, career development, and a continuation of
Air Science 311, 312, 313, Flight Operations, plus radar navigation
and bombing, all weather fighter operation, and electronic counter
measures.*

—Administration

Air Science 421-422-423

and

Logistics.

— (3

credits per

quarter).

This course covers such subjects as military teaching methods, The
Inspector General Department, military law and boards, military management, career development, and a continuation of Air Science 321,
322, 323, Administration and Logistics, plus comptroller.*

*

Any

deviation from the prescribed chronological order
must be cleared with the AF ROTC department.

of

courses
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THE SCHOOL OF
ARTS AND SCIENCES
The School of Arts and Sciences is the basic unit of the college in
the sense that the other schools of the college, both professional and
graduate, require some work in the School of Arts and Sciences. Here
also students who plan to do work in professional schools elsewhere
may take the pre-professional work in medicine, dentistry, pharmacy,
law, engineering, and laboratory technique that is required for entrance in such schools. Graduates of the School of Arts and Sciences
who plan to teach either on the elementary or secondary level in the
public schools receive excellent training for this profession by taking the required education courses for certification in the School of
Education at the same time that they are completing requirements in
their

own

school.

The major objective of the School of Arts and Sciences, however,
to give to its students a well-rounded and liberal education. It attempts to do this by introducing its students to nearly all of those
major fields of human interest which are included in the humanities,
social sciences, and natural sciences. It endeavors to make them fully
acquainted with one or more of the subjects included in these several
divisions and to stimulate within them the desire to continue their
pursuit of truth. It is the earnest belief of the School of Arts and
Sciences that the most essential and best possible preparation for any
profession or vocation is a thorough foundation in the liberal arts,
a belief which is shared more and more by professional and business
leaders throughout our nation. In addition it seeks to give the student
a richness of background which will increase his capacity to enjoy
and appreciate the worthwhile things of life, and will make him a real
citizen of the world in which he is to live and play his part
is

The School of Arts and Sciences offers two degrees, The Bachelor
of Arts and The Bachelor of Science. The work of the school leading
to both degrees is organized into two divisions: (1) The Lower Division, consisting of the work of the freshman and sophomore years,
and (2) The Upper Division, consisting of the work of the junior and
senior years.
In order to be admitted to the Upper Division, the student must
have completed the work of the Lower Division with an average grade
of C (2.0). In addition, he must have submitted to his adviser for approval a complete program of study for work in the Upper Division.
In the Lower Division is concentrated most of the work required
of all candidates for the B.A. and B.S. degrees. These required courses
are designed to supplement the training received in high school and
to prepare the student for the specialization required in the Upper
Division.
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DIVISION

Entrance Requirements and Prescribed Courses For
Bachelor of Arts Degree

The entrance requirements

for the Lower Division are graduation
15 high school units, divided as
follows: English, at least 3 units; mathematics, at least 2 units; foreign language, at least 2 units in one language 1 the remainder to

from an approved high school with

;

be chosen from other high school units, with not more than 3 from
vocational subjects.
The prescribed courses in the Lower Division for the Bachelor
of Arts degree are as follows:
English (111, 112, 113; 211, 212, 213)...18 hours
2Foreign Language (9-18 hours).
.....18 hours
History 221, 222, 223
9 hours
sSocial Science
9 hours
Biology, Botany, or Zoology (one year of any one)
12 hours
Chemistry, Geography (141, 142, 143), Mathematics, or
Physics (one year of any one)
9-12 hours
Electives
~
18 hours
Physical Education
6 hours
.

Total

99-102 hours

Entrance Requirements and Prescribed Courses For
Bachelor of Science Degree
for the Lower Division are graduation
15 units divided as follow: 3 units
of English, 2 units of mathematics, the remainder to be chosen from
other high school units with not more than 4 from vocational subjects. If the student offers only 1 unit in mathematics, he will be admitted to the Lower Division, but will be required to take one quarter
of college mathematics (110 or 101).

The entrance requirements

from an approved high school with

!A student who does not present at

least 2 units in a foreign
language will be admitted to the college, but will be required to
complete three years in college in one foreign language as a
candidate for the B.A. degree.
2The details of the foreign language requirement are as follows:
three year college requirement in one
a. No entrance credit

—

language.
three year college requirement in one
b. 1 unit entrance credit
language.
two year college requirement in same
c. 2 units entrance credit
language offered for entrance credit.
two year college requirement in same
d. 3 units entrance credit
language offered for entrance credit.
one year college ree. 4 units entrance credit in one language
quirement in same language offered for entrance credit.
4 units entrance credit with 2 in each of two languages two
f.
year college requirement in one of the languages offered for
entrance credit.
g. Students not continuing the language in college offered for entrance credit three year college requirement in one language.
3Nine hours from one of the following: Economics, European
History, Geography, Political Science, Sociology, Philosophy
and Psychology.

—
—
—

—

—

—
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The prescribed courses in the Lower Division for the Bachelor of
Science degree are as follows:
English (111, 112, 113; 211, 212, 213)
18 hours
iForeign Language
9 hours
History (221, 222, 223)
9 hours
Science (one year of Biology, Chemistry, Geography
.9-12 hours
(141, 142, 143, Mathematics or Physics)
Electives
48 hours
Physical Education
6 hours
_

..

Total

99-102 hours

UPPER DIVISION
In the Upper Division, the work of the School of Arts and Sciences
for both the Bachelor of Arts and the Bachelor of Science degrees is
divided into three concentration groups as follows:
a. Humanities (English, French, German, History, Latin, Mathematics, Music, Philosophy and Psychology, Spanish, Speech and Drama)
b. Social Sciences
(Economics, Geography, History, Philosophy
and Psychology, Political Science, Sociology)
c.
Natural Sciences (Biology, Chemistry, Geography, Mathematics,

Physics)

MAJOR AND MINOR
For the Bachelor of Arts degree, the student must complete a
major and a minor within one of these concentration groups. The
major must be in one subject, and in this subject the student will be
required to complete at least 27 hours of course work, exclusive of
beginning courses and required courses in the Lower Division. 2 At
least 18 of these hours must be in courses above 299 (Upper Division
courses). A minimum grade of C (2.0) is required of every course for
the major except in beginning courses and in sophomore English.
Within his concentration group the Bachelor of Arts candidate
must also complete a minor of not less than 18 hours in subjects other
than his major, exclusive of beginning courses and required courses
in the Lower Division. At least 9 hours must be from courses above
299 (Upper Division courses).
For the Bachelor of Science degree, the requirement for the major
is the same as that for the Bachelor of Arts. The Bachelor of Science
candidate may, however, choose as a minor any subject in the three
undergraduate schools of the college which offers a minor. This minor
must be composed of not less than 18 hours in subjects other than his
major, exclusive of beginning courses and required courses in the
Lower Division of the school in which his minor subject belongs.
The remaining courses for both the Bachelor of Arts and the
Bachelor of Science degrees may be elected from any in the institution
for which the student is qualified to register, provided that these
elected courses meet with the approval of his advisor and provided

working for the B.S. degree must have one year of
foreign language in college. A student with no high school units
in foreign language will satisfy this requirement with first-year
courses; students with 2 high school units will satisfy this requirement with second-year courses. Students with 2 high school
units may not take the first-year courses in college for credit.
2History 221, 222, 223 will be accepted as a part of the 36 hours
requirement for a major in History.

1A11 students
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that not more than 27 hours* are taken from any one department
outside the three concentration groups listed above.
Students of the Schools of Arts and Sciences who expect to teach
must elect such courses in education as will qualify them for teaching positions they expect to hold.
Transfer students are required to earn at least 9 hours in residence
at Memphis State College in their major subject.

General Requirements
At least 60 hours of the
must be above 299. Not more
one subject. For graduation a
at least 146 hours must be in

student's work in the Upper Division
than 63 hours will be accepted in any
total of 198 hours is required, of which
the concentration groups listed above.

PROSPECTIVE TEACHERS
Prospective teachers in the School of Arts and Sciences who enter
college in September, 1953, or thereafter, are reminded that 36 hours
of education is now required for teacher certification in Tennessee on
both the elementary and secondary levels. In order to meet this requirement, it is suggested that the student take Education 101 as early
in his college course as possible, preferably in his freshman year, and
that the other required courses in education be spaced in his sophomore, junior, and senior years.

Such prospective teachers are also reminded that teachers in Tennessee must now complete a General Education Core, the details of
which are set forth in the School of Education, page 122. The greater
part of this required General Education Core will normally be taken
by the Arts and Sciences student in fulfilling the requirements of his
school, but one required course, Health 101, and several elective courses
are outside of the School of Arts and Sciences.

DEPARTMENT MAJOR AND MINOR REQUHIEMENTS
In addition to the general requirements for the major and minor
set forth above, there are supplementary departmental requirements
for a major and minor. These departmental requirements follow:

BIOLOGY
Majors in biology are required to complete 44 hours in prescribed
courses in biology and one year of general chemistry. Enough work
to constitute a minor must also be completed in some other department. For those who plan to teach general science or to do graduate
work in biology, one year each of mathematics, physics, and organic
chemistry are recommended.
The major in biology may choose between two areas of concentration, botany and zoology, for the greater portion of his work. The
majors who choose botany for their field of concentration will take
Biology 142, 143, 201, 203, 204, and 300. Those who choose zoology will take Biology 141, 142, 143, 300, 330, 331, and 332. The major
in either field may elect 12 additional hours from any courses in
biology above 299.
A minor in biology requires that the student complete 27 hours in
the department including 141, 142, 143. Electives may be chosen from
any biology courses above 299.

iThe 6 required hours
these 27 hours.

in Physical education are not included in
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CHEMISTRY
Students majoring in chemistry must select 48 hours from courses
in this catalog. General Inorganic Chemistry (111, 112, 113) is
required of all students who major in the physical sciences. The required courses for a major in chemistry are:
Chemistry 111, 112, 113; Math. Ill, 112.
1st year
Chemistry 211, 212, 213; or Chemistry 321, 322, 323.
2nd year
3rd year
Chemistry 321, 322, 323; or Chemistry 411, 412, 413; or
Chemistry 421, 422, 423; and Math. 311, 312, 313, if
Physical Chemistry (411, 412, 413) is elected.
4th year
Chemistry 411, 412, 413; or Chemistry 421, 422, 423.
A minor in chemistry may be secured by completing 27 quarter
hours as follows:
listed

Either
or

Chemistry
Chemistry
Chemistry

111, 112, 113
211, 212, 313
321, 322, 323

12 hrs.
15 hrs.
12 hrs.
Chemistry 411 may

—

—

If 321, 322, 323 are taken, an additional 4 hours
be taken.
A student may also major in physical science by acquiring 48
quarter hours in chemistry and physics. Chemistry 111, 112, 113, and
Physics 211, 212, 213, are required of physical science majors.
A student majoring in another field may satisfy the requirements for a minor in the physical sciences by completing not less
than 27 hours of physical science courses, of which 9 hours are in
courses numbered above 299.

ENGLISH
A major

in English consists of not less than 45 quarter hours
English courses, 18 of which are basic courses required of all
graduates of the institution. The additional 27 quarter hours must
be selected from junior and senior courses (above 299) as outlined
under the English department in this catalog.
A minor in English includes English 111-2-3, 211-2-3, and 18
additional hours in English, at least 9 of which must be selected
from the Upper Division courses required of an English major.

of

FRENCH
A major in French includes 18 hours of
above 299. The upper division courses will
with the student's major advisor.
A minor in French includes 9 hours of
above 299. The upper division courses will
with the student's major advisor.

work

in courses numbered
be chosen in consultation

work

in courses numbered
be chosen in consultation

SOCIAL SCIENCES

A

major

in Geography is 36 hours, 18 of which must be in the
Division. It includes 121-2-3, 221-2-3 or 231-2-3, and 321-2.
student majoring in Geography must complete also, as a part of his
minor or as electives, 9 hours in Economics, 9 hours in History, and
9 hours in Sociology.

Upper

A

A

minor in Geography is 27 hours. For students majoring in the
Social Sciences it includes 121-2-3, 221-2-3, and a nine-hour sequence in
the Upper Division. For students majoring in the Physical Sciences it
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includes 141-2-3 and 441-2-3.

A

major in Economics consists of 36 hours, and a minor consists
of 27 hours. The major includes 211-2-3, 311-2-3, 321-2-3, and 411-2-3.
The minor includes 211-2-3, 321, and 15 hours in the Upper Division.
In either case the student must complete also, as a part of his minor
or as electives, one year of Economic Geography.

A major in Sociology consists of 36 hours, and a minor consists of
27 hours. In either case the student must complete also, as a part of
his minor or as electives, one year of Economic Geography or one year
of philosophy and Psychology.

GERMAN
A minor in German includes 9 hours of work in courses numbered
above 299. The upper division courses will be chosen in consultation
with the student's major advisor.
HISTORY
1st

The requirements for a major in history are:
year— History 111-2-3, and Geography 121-2-3.

—History 221-2-3, and Economics
221-2-3, or Sociology 211-2-3.
year—Nine hours in 300 or 400 courses.
year—Nine hours in 300 or 400 courses.

2nd year
3rd
4th

211-2-3, or Political Science

Hours required

in history: 36; additional hours required: 18.
History 221-2-3 must be completed for college graduation.
A minor in history includes 18 hours in the Lower Division and
9 hours in the Upper Division.

LATIN

A major in Latin includes 18 hours of work in courses numbered
above 299. The upper division courses will be chosen in consultation
with the student's major advisor.
A minor in Latin includes 9 hours of work in courses numbered
above 299. The upper division courses will be chosen in consultation
with the student's major advisor.

MATHEMATICS
Students majoring in mathematics may choose either the Bachelor
Science or the Bachelor of Arts degree. For either degree, the
minimum requirements in mathematics are: one year of calculus
(Math. 311-2-3) and its prerequisites, and 15 quarter-hours in courses
of

numbered above

313.

In addition, one year of either physics or chemistry

Any

is

required.

which conforms to the general college
requirements in acceptable as a minor in mathematics. The following
sequences of courses are recommended for various major fields:
selection of courses

Natural Science or Engineering: Math. 141-2-3, 311-2-3.
Business Administration: Math. 121-2-3, 221-2-, 301-2, 323, 431.
Liberal Arts or Education: Math. 101-2-3, 141, 221-2 and any three
of the courses, Math. 301-2, 311, 323, 421, 431.
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MUSIC
Major

in

Theory and Composition

Mus. 111-2-3
Mus. 211-2-3
Mus. 401-2-3

12
12
...
9
9

_

Additional Upper Division Courses from Group 1
Additional Upper Division Courses from Groups I,

II,

III

9

51

Minor in Theory and Composition
Mus. 111-2-3
Mus. 211-2-3
Mus. 401-2-3
Additional Upper Division courses from Group

12
12
1

9
9

42

Major

in

Applied Music

(Piano, Voice, Violin, Viola, Organ, Harp,

Flute, Oboe, Cello).
Mus. 111-2-3
Mus. 401-2-3
Applied Music (Six hours will not count

.12
9

toward degree)

Minor in Applied Music
Mus. 111-2-3
Mus. 401-2-3
Applied Music

(12 or 24 crs.

48

12
9

must be above

300)

24
45

PHILOSOPHY AND PSYCHOLOGY
The major in this department consists of 36 hours taken in sequence in the prescribed courses offered, and 9 hours in sociology.
The minor consists of any 27 hours of the courses offered in this
department.

SPANISH

A major in Spanish includes 18 hours of work in courses numbered
above 299. The upper division courses will be chosen in consultation
with the student's major advisor.
A minor in Spanish includes 9 hours of work in courses numbered
above 299. The upper division courses will be chosen in consultation
with the student's major advisor.
SPEECH
In conformance with general requirements listed above, a major
speech and drama consists of at least 27 hours of course work, exclusive of beginning and required courses in the Lower Division. These
beginning and required courses shall include Speech and Drama 111,
112, and 121. At least 18 of the 27 hours must be in courses above 299.
A minor in speech and drama consists of at least 18 hours of course
work, exclusive of the beginning and required courses listed above. At
least 9 of the 18 hours must be above 299.
in
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DEPARTMENT OF

BIOIjOGY

Mr. Rudolph, Chairman
Mr. Brown, Mr. Folden, Mr. Freeman, Mr. McGowan, Mr. Parchman
Courses in the Department of Biology are designed to increase
the student's appreciation of his environment and to contribute to
his cultural background. The courses meet the needs of students
preparing to enter the fields of professional biology, medical technology, and nursing; and to meet the entrance requirements for
dental, medical, and pharmacy schools.

Majors in biology are required to complete 44 hours in prescribed
courses in biology and one year of general chemistry. Enough work
to constitute a minor must also be completed in some other department. For those who plan to teach general science or to do graduate work in biology, one year each of mathematics, physics and organic chemistry are recommended.
The major in biology may choose between two areas of concentration, botany and zoology, for the greater portion of his work. The
majors who choose botany for their field of concentration will take
Biology 142, 143, 201, 202, 203, 204, and 300. Those who choose zoology
will take Biology 141, 142, 143, 300, 330, 331, and 332. The major in
either field may elect 16 additional hours from any courses in biology
above

299.

A

minor in biology requires that the student complete 27 hours
the department including 141, 142, 143. Electives may be chosen
from any biology courses above 299.
Premedical students may meet the biology requirements for entrance to medical school by completing Biology 141, 142, and 143. It
is recommended that they also take 330, 331, and 332. Prepharmacy
students may meet the biology requirements by taking Biology 201,
202, and 203, or any two of these and one quarter of zoology.
Student nurses may meet the biology requirements by taking
Biology 121, 122, and 130. Rome economics majors are required to take
Biology 241, 242, and 302. Students who plan to enter the field of medical technology should take Biology 141, 142, 143, and 302. Non-science
students, except those working toward the B.A. degree, may satisfy
the biology requirements by taking Biology 111, 112, and 113. Those
who plan to take the B.A. degree must have Biology 141, 142, and 143.
in

DESCRIPTION OF COURSES
100—Nature Study.

(3).

A course to encourage an interest in living things in relation to
their environment, to develop the observational powers of the student, and to discover the aesthetic and cultural values of nature
study in the grades. Two hours lecture, two hours field or laboratory work.

— Introduction to Biology.

Ill, 112, 113

(3 credits

per quarter).

Designed primarily for those who plan to teach in the elementary
grades and for other students who may desire a general survey course
in biology. A general survey of the plant and animal kingdom with
emphasis upon biological principles. Not acceptable for pre-medical
requirements or biology major. Two one-hour lectures discussion
periods and one two-hour laboratory period each week.

—
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(4).

A

detailed study of the structure of the human organism, but
with physiological correlations whenever advisable. Lectures, demonstrations, and laboratory exercises. Two hours lecture and four
hours laboratory.

—Anatomy and Physiology.

122

(4).

A

continuation of 121. Physiological considerations predominate,
but additional anatomical and histological studies are included where
needed to clarify the subject. Two hours lecture, four hours laboratory.
130

—Microbiology.

(4).

Lecture-demonstrations, recitations, and quizzes are closely correlated with laboratory practice to develop an understanding of the

and activities of micro-organisms and their relations
to health and disease. Microscopic study and laboratory practice in
some of the basic aseptic techniques are emphasized. No prerequisite,
but general chemistry is advised. Two hours lecture; four hours
characteristics

laboratory.

141— General Biology (Plant Biology).

(4).

A

survey course designed to introduce students to fundamental
biological principles and processes studied from the standpoint of
natural history, identification characteristics, physiological functions,
adaptation, interrelationships, and economic importance. Three hours
lecture;

two hours laboratory.

142—Zoology.

(4).

A

continuation of Biology 141 in which the same plan of study
is applied to invertebrate animals exclusive of Arthopoda. Three hours
lecture; two hours laboratory.

143—Zoology.

(4).

A

continuation of Biology 142 in which the same plan of study
is applied to the Arthropoda and to selected types of vertebrate animals. Three hours lecture and two hours laboratory per week.

201— General Botany. (4).
Main emphasis will be placed on the structure
plants. Some
to freshmen.

202

of the higher seed
consideration will be given to their physiology. Open
Two lectures and four laboratory hours per week.

—General Botany.

(4).

A

continuation of Biology 201 with emphasis given to the algae,
fungi, mosses, and ferns. Two lectures and four laboratory hours
per week.

203— General Botany. (4).
Gymnosperms and angiosperms will receive some consideration.
Reproduction, ecology, and classification of higher plants will be
emphasized during the last part of this course. Two lectures and four
laboratory hours per week.

204—Field Botany.
be

(4).

Representative specimens of the flowering plants in season will
collected, classified, and mounted. Attention will be given the
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habitats of the plants on field trips. Prerequisite: at least eight hours
of the Botany 200 series or permission of instructor. Two lectures and
four laboratory hours per week.
241, 242

—

Physiology. (4 credits per quarter).
study of the fundamental physiological processes of the human
body. Studies of the structure of the various parts of the body will
be included where they may be helpful to an understanding of the
physiological principles involved. The laboratory work consists of
experiments illustrating fundamental physiological processes. Designed for sophomores and others who have had at least eight hours
of animal biology or zoology, or home economics majors by permission. A year of chemistry is recommended. Two hours lecture, four
hours laboratory each week. Physiology 241 must precede 242.

A

300—Genetics.

(4).

A

study of the principles of heredity. These principles are illustrated in the laboratory by Drosophila breeding experiments. Two
hours lecture; four hours laboratory. Prerequisite: twelve hours of
biology.

302

—Bacteriology.

(4).

especially bacteria, yeasts and molds, will be
studied in their biologic and economic aspects. Two hours lecture;
four hours laboratory. Prerequisite: twelve hours of chemistry.

Microorganisms,

310

—Landscape Gardening.

(3).

A

study of landscape ornamental plants and planting plans. Three
hours lecture-recitations per week; field trips.

311— Entomology.

(4).

An

introductory course in which emphasis is placed upon insects
of economic importance. A representative mounted collection of local
insects is required. Two hours lecture; four hours laboratory.

315—History of Biology. (3).
The development of the biological sciences from early times and
the influence of some of their contributions. Three hours lecture.
Prerequisite: twelve quarter hours credit in biological science.

320— Forestry.

(3).

A

study of trees in regard to their identifications, strength and
uses of wood, destructive agents, their requirements for growth, and
their economic aspects. Two hours lecture; two hours laboratory.
330

—Comparative Anatomy of Vertebrates.

(4).

A

comparative study of the organs and systems of selected forms
of vertebrates. Two hours lecture; four hours laboratory. Prerequisite:
Biology 142 and 143.
331

—Comparative Anatomy of Vertebrates.

Continuation of Biology 330.
oratory. Prerequisite: Biology 330.
332

—Vertebrate Embryology.
A

Two

(4).

hours lecture; four hours lab-

(4).

consideration of the fundamentals in the development of selected vertebrate embryos from the fertilized egg cell. Two hours lecture; four hours laboratory. Prerequisite: Biology 330 and 331.
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(4).

A

study of the habitats, migrations, nesting habits and the classification of birds. Field trips for recognition of the more common local
birds will be organized as needed. Two hours lecture; four hours laboratory. Prerequisite: twelve hours of biology, including Biology 143.
360

—Animal Parasitology.

(4).

A

general survey of morphology, life history, and economic importance of some of the parasites of man and domestic animals with
special emphasis placed on those that affect man. Two lectures and
four laboratory hours each week. Prerequisite: twelve hours of biology with laboratory.

—Animal Parasitology.

361

A

(4).

continuation of Biology 360.

Two

lectures

and four laboratory

hours each week.

—Histological Technique.

404

(4).

Methods

of preparing animal tissues for microscopic study, theories of staining, and preparation of permanent mounts of animal tissues. Two hours lecture: four hours laboratory. Prerequisite: eight
hours of zoology or consent of instructor.

—Sanitary Bacteriology.

405

(4).

A

study of microorganisms in relation to water and sewage; disinfection and disinfectants. Public health aspects are emphasized.
Two hours lecture; four hours laboratory. Prerequisite; Biology 302
or

its

equivalent.

—Food

410

Bacteriology.

(4).

The

relation of bacteria, yeasts, and molds to food products; the
control of microorganisms in preserving and processing of foods.
Lecture two hours; laboratory four hours. Prerequisite: Bacteriology
302 or its equivalent.

—Aquatic Botany.

420

(4).

A

general study of the aquatic algae in local waters. Their identification and life history will be considered. Two hours lecture; four
hours laboratory. Prerequisite twelve hours of botany.
:

—Dendrology.

430

(4).

and growth requirements of principal trees
consideration will be given to other trees of the
Two hours lectures: four hours laboratory. Prerequisite:
twelve hours of botany.
Identification, habitat,

in this locality.
United States.

Some

440— Field Zoology.

(4).

Designed to acquaint the student with a field knowledge of the
animals of this locality. Identification, life history, and habitat will be
considered. Birds and insects to be omitted. Two hours lecture; four
hours laboratory. Prerequisite: twelve hours of biology including
eight hours of zoology.

—Economic

450

A

Entomology.

(4).

study of the insect pests of farm, garden, orchard, and household. Their structure, life history, injury, and control measures will
be considered. Two hours lecture; four hours laboratory. Prerequisite Biology 211 or its equivalent.
:
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GRADUATE COURSES
Note Courses preceded by "G" are described above.
:

—
—Sanitary Bacteriology.

G-404
B-405

Histological Technique.

G-410— Food Bacteriology. (4).
G-420—Aquatic Botany. (4).
G-430—Dendrology. (4).
G-440— Field Zoology. (4).
G-450 Economic Entomology.
500

—
—Special Problems.

(4).

510—Plant Pathology. (4).
540— Ornithology. (4).
560—Protozoology. (4).

(4).
(4).

(4).
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DEPARTMENTS OF CLASSICAL AND MODERN LANGUAGES
Miss Aden, Mrs. Heatherly, Miss Heiskell, Mr. Linden

LATIN
Students who major in Latin are required to take 18 hours
courses numbered above 299. The upper division courses
chosen in consultation with the student's major advisor.
Students who minor in Latin are required to take 9 hours
in courses numbered above 299. The upper division courses
chosen in consultation with the student's major advisor.
Courses 321, 322, and 323 are given in English and are
students who have had no Latin.
in

of

work

will

of

be

work

will be

open to

DESCRIPTION OF COURSES

—Elementary Latin. (3 credits each quarter).
213 — Second year Latin. Selections from Cicero's

111, 112, 113

211, 212,

Vergil, Books
quarter).

I-VI and Ovid's Metamorphoses.

—Advanced Latin Grammar
—Horace's Odes and Epodes.

220

and Composition.

311

(3).

—Selections

312

from Cicero's Letters and Essays.
of Books XXI-XXII. (3).

(3

Orations,

credits

each

(3)

(3).

313—Livy—Parts
321

—Roman

Public and Private Life. (3).
Roman history in the Later Republic and in the
Augustan Age, giving the setting for careers of prominent Romans. The course is designed as a background for all courses in
Roman literature and is open to students who have had no Latin.

An

outline of

322— Greek and Roman Mythology.
This course

is

(3).

given in English and

is

open to students not taking

Latin.

323—Greek and Roman

Art. (3).

This course enables Latin teachers to know and make available
to students a large body of material in foreign and American

museums.

411—Catullus.

(3).

Offered in 1953-54 and alternate years.

—Tacitus' Agricola,
Offered in 1954-55 and alternate years.
413—Roman Comedy—Terence and Plautus.
412

(3).

(3).

Offered in 1953-54 and alternate years.

—Latin Satire—Martial and Juvenal.

420

(3).

Offered in 1954-55 and alternate years.

421—Vergil— Selections from Books VI-XII

of the Aeneid. (3).
Offered in 1953-54 and alternate years.
422—Advanced Horace. (3).
Roman life in the time of Horace is studied through his writing
and those of his contemporaries. A careful study is made of the
De Arte Poetica. Offered in 1954-55 and alternate years.
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FRENCHi
Students who major in French are required to take 18 hours of
work in courses numbered above 299. The upper division courses will
be chosen in consultation with the student's major advisor.
Students who minor in French are required to take 9 hours of
work in courses numbered above 299. The upper division courses will
be chosen in consultation with the student's major advisor.
Tests will be given to determine whether or not a student who
has had two years of French in high school should take French 211.

DESCRIPTION OF COURSES

—Elementary French (3 credits each quarter).
213—Intermediate French. (3 credits each quarter).

111, 112, 113

211, 212,
311, 312,

313— Survey of French.
322—Poetry. (3).
Poetry from its beginning
1953-54

(3 credits

to the twentieth

century. Offered in

and alternate years.

323—The Essay-Philosophic Prose.

A

each quarter).

(3).

reading and discussion of philosophic ideas of Rabelais,
Descartes, Pascal, La Rochefoucauld, Montesquieu, Voltaire, and
Rousseau. Offered in 1954-1955 and alternate years.
Conversational French. (3 credits each quarter).
331, 332, 333
Elective for students who have completed one year of French.
Recommended for students in French 211, 212, 213 or 311, 312, 313, and
especially for students majoring or minoring in French. Not to be
used to satisfy any part of the Liberal Arts language requirement in
the Lower Division.
411, 412, 413—The Novel. (3 credits each quarter).
Offered in 1954-1955 and alternate years.
421, 422, 423 The Drama. (3 credits each quarter).
Offered in 1945-55 and alternate years.
critical

—

—

SPANISHi
Students who major in Spanish are required to take 18 hours of
work in courses numbered above 299. The upper division courses will
be chosen in consultation with the student's major advisor.
Students who minor in Spanish are required to take 9 hours of
work in courses numbered above 299. The upper division courses will
be chosen in consultation with the student's major advisor.
A student who wishes to major in Spanish will be advised to
take certain related courses as well as the prescribed courses in
Spanish, on a basis of what studies he has had in high school and
whether he wishes to use Spanish commercially or as a teacher.
Tests will be given to determine whether or not a student who has
had two years of Spanish in high school should take Spanish 211.

—First

DESCRIPTION OF COURSES

Year Spanish. (3 credits each quarter).
Pronunciation, grammar, content reading. Open to students who
have had no Spanish. Students who have had only one year of high
111, 112, 113

i Unless the student has at least 2 units of a foreign language
earned in high school, credit toward a degree will not be allowed for
less than one year's work in that language. This does not apply to

Latin.
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school Spanish may enter 112 at midterm. It is advisable for these
students to confer with the head of the department as early in the
year as possible.

—Second

211, 212, 213

ing,

Year Spanish.

(3

credits each quarter).

Review and building of grammar and vocabulary, content readsome conversation. Open to students who have had two years of

high school Spanish or the equivalent of
311, 312, 313

—Survey

111, 112, 113.

of Spanish Literature. (3 credits each quarter).

History of Spanish literature from the twelfth century to the
present day; study of the development of poetry, prose, and drama;
reading of representative works in the various fields in successive periods. Open to students who have had the equivalent of 211, 212, 213.
Offered in 1953-54 and alternate years.
321

—Advanced Composition and Conversation.
Development

of ability

and

skill in

(3).

the use of Spanish in practi-

cal, everyday experiences; review of grammar and vocabulary building where necessary. Open to students who have had the equivalent
of 211, 212, 213. Offered in 1954-55 and alternate years.

331

—Commercial

Spanish.

(3).

Study of technical terms, vocabulary, and phraseology used in
and commerce with Spanish-speaking countries, such as
letters, invoices and papers required by consular regulations. Open
to students who have had the equivalent of 211, 212, 213. Offered in
1954-55 and alternate years.
business

332

—Commercial Spanish.

(3).

Continuation of 331. Special emphasis is given to drill in the
use of commercial terminology and problems connected with foreign
trade. Offered in 1954-55 and alternate years.
411

— Spanish Literature
The Drama

412

— Spanish

(3).

of the Siglo de Oro.

Literature. (3).
Period.

The Romantic
413

—Spanish

Literature.

(3).

The Modern and Contemporary Drama.
421

— Spanish-American Literature.

(3).

Drama, Poetry, and Essay.

—Spanish- American Literature.
El Cuento Criollo (Spanish-American
423—Spanish American Literature.
422

(3).

Short Story).

(3).

La Novela Criolla (Spanish-American Novel).
431—Spanish Literature—1500 to 1700. (3).
432—Spanish Literature—1700 to 1900. (3).

—Spanish Literature—1900 to present day.

433

(3).
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GERMANi
Students who minor in German are required to take 9 hours of
work in courses numbered above 299. The upper division courses will
be chosen in consultation with the student's major advisor.

DESCRIPTION OF COURSES

—Beginning

111

German.

(3).

Simple reading, vocabulary, pronunciation, and in grammar the
declensions of nouns and adjectives and the conjugation of the verbs
(simple tense).

—Beginning German.

112

(3).

reading, vocabulary, pronunciation, basic grammatical
principles, continued. Prerequisite: German 111 or equivalent.

Simple

—Beginning German.

113

(3).

Extensive prose reading, building up the vocabulary, pronunciation; basic grammatical studies completed. Prerequisite: German 112
or equivalent.

201— German.

A

(3).

German for students with one
year of German who wish a grammar review and additional reading
in preparation for the sophomore course.
211

course in reading and speaking

—Intermediate German.

(3).

Prose readings in German literature, enlarging the vocabulary,
perfecting the pronunciation. Prerequisite:

German

—Prose Readings in German Literature.
213—Advanced Readings in German Literature.
212

Extensive reading of prose,
quisite:

German

German.

scientific

—Survey

of

German. Open

to students

who

(3).

Readings in advanced medical or
dents who have completed German 222.
311-312-313

(3).

and dramatic poetry. Prere-

(3).

Readings in medical or
have completed German 211,

—Scientific

lyric,

212.

222— Scientific German.

223

113.

(3).

German

scientific

Literature.

(3

German. Open

to stu-

hrs. credit each).

Readings of masterpieces with emphasis on classical, romantic and
modern writers. Readings from representative works setting forth
German literature and culture from beginning to modern times.
321

—Composition and Conversation.

German;

(3).

practice in the comprehension and conversation
intensive practice in composition, grammar review.

Extensive

iSee Notei Page
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DEPARTMENT OF ENGLISH
Mr. Evans, Chairman
Mr. Abbett, Mr. Bannon, Mr. Carson, Mr. Cornelius, Mrs. Evans, Mr.
Farrior, Mr. Hill, Mr. Kendrick, Mr. Lewis, Mr. McLaurin, Mr. Merrin,
Miss Seay, Mr. Smith, Mrs. Streeter, Mr. Taft, Mr. Wynn.
All candidates for graduation at Memphis State College are required to complete English 111, 112, 113, 211, 212, 213, or their equivalent. These courses should be taken consecutively through the freshman and sophomore years. No credit will be allowed on any course
until all the preceding courses are completed. These courses cannot
be dropped from the student's course load, except under very special
conditions.

In addition to this requirement of 18 quarter-hours, students majoring in English must complete courses in the department as follows:
not less than 6 hrs.
not less than 6 hrs.
not less than 6 hrs.
420, 421, 422, 423
not less than 3 hrs.
432, 433, 434
Elective courses in English amounting to not less than 6 hours
must be completed.
Students majoring in English will choose a second field of concentration in which they must complete not less than 27 hours, at
least 9 hours of which must be represented by courses numbered

English
English
English
English

above

A

301, 302, 303
340, 341, 342, 352, 353

299.

minor

in

English includes English 111-2-3, 211-2-3, and 18 addi-

tional hours in English, at least 9 of which must be selected
Upper Division courses required of an English major.

from the

English majors planning to teach in the elementary schools are
expected to take English 351, and those planning to teach in high
school, Education 391. Courses in English history are strongly urged.
Students contemplating graduate study in English should take courses
in foreign languages.

DESCRIPTION OF COURSES
111—English Fundamentals.

(3).

Training in correct writing, including drill in sentence and paragraph construction, diction, punctuation, grammar, spelling, expository

and narrative themes and book

112— English Fundamentals.

A

reports.

(3).

continuation of the preceding course, with emphasis on reading
and writing based on this reading.

for comprehension
113

—English Fundamentals.

(3).

A

continuation of the preceding courses, with emphasis on more
complex forms of writing, including a comprehensive exposition based
on extensive library investigation.

211— English

A

Literature.

(3).

survey of English literature from the beginning to the period
of the Restoration with emphasis placed on major writers: Chaucer,
Spenser, Shakespeare, and Milton.
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(3).

A

survey of English literature from the Restoration to the end of
the Eighteenth Century.

213— English

A
301

Literature.

(3).

survey of English literature to the nineteenth century.

—Survey of American Literature.
From

(3).

the beginning to the early nineteenth century.

—Survey of American Literature.

302

(3).

Continuation of 301; from the early to the late nineteenth century.
303

—Survey of American Literature.

(3).

Continuation of 302; from the late nineteenth century to the
present time.
Note: Students who have had any one of the courses 321-322-323
should consult the instructor before registering for one of the above
courses in American Literature.
311

—American Novel, Early.

(3).

Critical analysis and appreciation of representative novels of
er, Hawthorne, Melville, Twain, Howells, and James.

312

—American Novel, Modern.

Coop-

(3).

Critical analysis and appreciation of representative twentieth
century novelists, including Dreiser, Crane, Norris, Anderson, Hemingway, Steinbeck, Wolfe, Dos Passos, Farrell, Caldwell, and Faulkner.

313—The Continental Novel.

(3).

and appreciation of some representative novels
chosen from the works of such authors as Tolstoi, Dostoevski, Turgenev, Gogol, Zola, Flaubert, Anatole France; Reymount, Zeromski,
Remarque, Mann, Asch.
Critical analysis

331—The Short

Story. (3).

Critical analysis of modern short stories.
under supervision, an original short story or

332—Modern Poetry.

The student
two

will write,
critical papers.

(3).

and appreciation of representative works of the
major recent and contemporary English and American poets.
Critical analysis

333— Modern Drama. (3).
Twenty-five modern plays are read and discussed from the standpoint of interpretation and structure.

—Seventeenth Century English Literature

340

(3).

Emphasis on the poetry of Donne and other metaphysical poets;
on the religious and philosophical prose of Donne, Bacon, Browne,
Hobbes; and on the poetry and essays of Dryden.
341

—Eighteenth Century English Literature.

to

The course includes the writings, both poetry and prose, from 1660
1780. Some attention is given to historical and philosophical back-

grounds of the period.

(3).
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—Romantic Poets of the Nineteenth Century.

(3).

A

careful study is made of the great British poets who flourished
between 1798 and 1832. The beginnings of the Romantic movement in
the previous century and their continuation in the great poets of the
period are noted.
351

—Literature in the Elementary Grades.

(3).

Materials and methods in children's literature; an historical survey of literature for children from earliest times to the present, in
poetry and prose; critical evaluation of recent children's books; the
educational value of literature for the development of wholesome attitudes is emphasized.

352—Victorian Prose.

(3).

An

intensive study of selected critical and philosophical prose
written between 1832 and 1900, with particular attention to social,
political, intellectual, and aesthetic interests of the era.

353—Victorian Poetry.

(3).

A

study of representative English poets (exclusive of Tennyson
and Browning) of the period 1832-1900, with some attention to social,
political,

361

intellectual,

and aesthetic interests of their times.

—World Literature—Ancient Period.

(3).

Classics from ancient literature, principally Greek and Roman, are
studied with a view to discovering permanent elements of culture.
English translations are used.

362—World Literature—Medieval Period. (3).
A study of translated European classics beginning with the Medieval epic

and ending with the Renaissance.

371—Advanced Composition. (3).
Individual work in exposition. Prerequisite permission

of the in-

structor.

373

—Advanced Composition.

(3).

Individual work in familiar essay, narrative, criticism, and thesis
writing. Prerequisite: permission of the instructor.

381— Old Testament

Literature.

(3).

A

study of the place of the Bible in the literature of the world,
using the narrative, biographical, prophetic, poetic, and dramatic
materials of the Old Testament.

382—New Testament

A

Literature. (3).

study of the gospels, Acts of the Apostles, the epistles, and the

book of Revelations.

420—Spenser.

(3).

A

study of The Faerie Queene and various minor poems in the context of the history and thought of Elizabethan England.
421—Poetry of Chaucer. (3).
As many of the Canterbury Tales as possible are read and discussed in class.

422—The Poetry

A

of Milton. (3).

study of the poetry of Milton, with attention to the theological
and philosophical backgrounds of Milton's thought.
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(3).

poems of different types produced by
each poet. Their philosophy and religion are considered, as well as their
connection with forerunners and successors.
431

intensive study of selected

—Development

Drama

of the

in England.

(3).

The English drama is studied with reference to the various influences to which it was subjected from its beginnings in the miracle and
morality plays through the Elizabethan and Jacobean periods.

—Shakespeare's Tragedies.

432

(3).

The

tragedies are read, and critical examination
least five of Shakespeare's greatest works. Attention
principles governing Shakespearean tragedy.

— Shakespeare's

433

The

best

made

is

is

of at

given to the

Comedies. (3).
of Shakespeare's Comedies are included in this

known

course.

—Shakespeare's Histories and Poems.

434

(3).

The

history plays of Shakespeare are taken up in this course, and
in addition the non-dramatic poems, especially the sonnets, are studied.

441—The English Language.

(3).

Basic principles of language development

—language

history and

philology.

442

—The English Language.

(3).

An

intensive examination of words, their history and meaning,
particularly word formation, borrowings and their cultural significance, levels of usage, and semantics.

443— English Grammar. (3).
Advanced English grammar

for

English

majors and students

planning to teach English.

451—The English Novel.

(3).

and appreciation of representative novels of the
eighteenth century with some consideration of their importance in the
development of fictional techniques.
Critical analysis

452—The English Novel.

A

(3).

continuation of 451.

453—The English Novel.

A

continuation of 452.

461— Hawthorne and Poe.

An

From

Scott to Hardy.

(3).

From Hardy

to

Aldous Huxley.

(3).

intensive study of literary themes and artistic forms in the
special attention to their origins

works of Hawthorne and Poe with
and development.
462

—Emerson

and Thoreau.

(3).

An

intensive study of writings of Emerson and Thoreau, with
particular emphasis on the interaction between Amerian and European literature and thought in the period.
of Whitman. (3).
intensive study of Whitman's biography and of his poetry, with
special emphasis on his influence on American poetry.

463—Poetry

An
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in Literature. (3).

A

study of the culture and tradition of the South as reflected in
the literature of this region. A broad and general knowledge of American literature is prerequisite, and considerable independent reading
will be required.

GRADUATE COURSES
Courses preceded by "G" are described above.

G420—Spenser. (3).
G421—Poetry of Chaucer. (3).
G422—The Poetry of Milton. (3).

—Tennyson and Browning.
—Development of the Drama in England.
G432—Shakespeare's Tragedies.
G433—Shakespeare's Comedies.
G434— Shakespeare's Histories and Poems.
G423
G431

(3).

(3).

(3).

(3).

(3).

G451—The English Novel. (3).
G452—The English Novel. (3).
G453—The English Novel. (3).
G461—Hawthorne and Poe. (3).
G462—Emerson and Thoreau. (3).
G463—Poetry of Whitman. (3).
G470—The South in Literature. (3).
501-3— Studies in the Teachings of English.
521-2

—Literature Criticism.

531-2— Studies in World Drama. (6).
541-2— Studies in the Eighteenth Century.
551-2—Milton and His Age. (6).
561-2

—American Literature.

571-2—Studies

in the

(6).

(6).

(6).

(6).

Nineteenth Century.

(6).

JOURNALISM
all college students above the
freshman year. First-year students who have had exceptional training

Courses in journalism are open to

in

high-school

courses.

A

journalism

limited

number

will be permitted to enroll in certain
of credits may be counted as elective in

the English major.

A

minor in English-journalism may be completed

in the depart18 hours in journalism as follows 212,
6 hours selected from the following courses: 211, 311,

ment provided the student takes

:

312, 323, 330, and
313, 321, 322, 411, 412.

Description of Courses
211

—Introduction to Modern Journalism.
A

(3).

survey course in the social background, the scope, the functions,
the organization of modern mass media of communication. Attention
will be given to both the newspaper and the magazine.
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(3).

A

study of the news story structure with practice in writing the
simpler types. It will also include a study of the factors that determine
the value of news. Both the practical and theoretical aspects will be
considered.

311—Reporting. (3).
Based on assignment work for Tiger Rag. These assignments will
cover the entire range of community news and will provide experience
in getting and writing all types of local stories. Students will become
familiar with both beat and spot news reporting and with news picture tie-ups.
312

—Copyreading and Newspaper Makeup.

(3).

Analysis of headline writing, discussion of page makeup of the
newspaper, with Tiger Rag used as a laboratory. Open only to students who have completed 311.
313

—Literary Journalism.

(3).

A

survey of the lives and works of journalists who have attained
fame in literature. The course should provide thought and material
for consideration of the literary journalist's value. An attempt will be
made to answer the question: Are literature and journalism compatible? Some time will be devoted to bibliographical study.
321

—Journalism in the Secondary Schools.

(3).

A

course intended primarily for those who expect to teach journalism in high school or to supervise high school publications. Financial problems, manner of directing high school courses and publications, and their relation to educational objectives are topics which
will be discussed.

322—Advanced Reporting.

(3).

A

course intended to develop further the "complete reporter"
by building on the foundation laid in course 311 in which the student was taught the fundamentals of newspaper style and the basic
characteristics of the reporter. Strict attention will be paid to specialized reporting, including featurized news, sports, society, critical
writing, handling publicity, etc. Tiger Rag will be used as a laboratory.

323— Feature and

Article Writing.

(3).

A

study of the magazine market and the techniques
writing the long special feature story. Students will write
articles for publication in magazines, newspapers, and for
by syndicates. Attention will be paid to requirements for
to which sale is attempted.

330—Radio News Writing and

Editing.

involved in

and submit
acceptance
periodicals

(3).

This is an introductory course in the processing of local and
leased wire service for radio. Students will study radio news style,
practice and preparation for special-event reporting. Students must
have a knowledge of current events. Work will include one lecture
period each week and four hours in the Memphis radio station
news room weekly. Admission to course by permission of instructor.

WMPS
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credit each quarter).

Internships for students who have completed basic courses in
journalism or whose work in other phases of journalism will prepare
them to handle the duties. Students may take work on either (a)>
Tiger Rag:, student newspaper, or (b) The DeSoto, student yearbookCredit for one hour per quarter may be allowed for supervised work:
of not less than three clock hours per week. A maximum of threecredits will be allowed.
411

—History of Journalism.

(3).

A

study of the origin of journalism in America and its development in the United States to the present time. It is recommended
that a student complete courses in United States history before enrolling in this class.

412—The

Editorial. (3).

A

study of the work of the editor and editorial writer with emphasis upon editorial writing and thinking. Editorial problems, methods, policies, and style will be studied.
413

—The Community Newspaper.

(3).

A

survey of the problem of the community newspaper administration. Historical and contemporary views of the small town daily
and country weekly newspaper will be studied in their economic,
social, and cultural aspects, with emphasis on the role of the editor
in

community

450—Public

life.

Relations.

(3).

A

survey course presenting the field of public relations to the layman so he may best deal with newspapers, radio and television stations and other media. A course designed to aid all individuals to better
their contacts with these media so that all may gain through better
handling of news.

Graduate Courses
Courses preceded by "G" are described above.

G450—Public

Relations.

(3).
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DEPARTMENT OF HISTORY
Mr. Mitchell, Chairman
Mr. Boom, Mr. Brown, Miss Gyles, Mr. Miller
Mr. Newcomer, Mr. Noyes, Mr. Sossomon

For the general requirements for either the B.A. or B.S. degree,
see pages 45, 48. The specific requirements for a major in history are
as follows:

—

1st year History 111-2-3, and Geography 121-2-3.
2mi year—History 221-2-3, and Economics 211-2-3, or Political Science 221-2-3, or Sociology 211-2-3.
3rd year Nine hours in 300 or 400 courses.
4th year Nine hours in 300 or 400 courses.
Hours required in history, 36; additional hours required, 18.
History 221-2-3 must be completed for college graduation. These
courses are also prerequisites for all 300 and 400 courses in history.
A minor in history includes 18 hours in the Lower Division and
9 hours in the Upper Division.

—
—

Description of Courses

History 111

—European

Civilization, 1300-1600. (3).

This is the first of a series of courses designed to provide an approach to the artistic, intellectual, and political aspects of European
culture from 1300 to 1660. Topics dealing with the emergence of the
earlier phases of modern institutions in Europe will be the basis of
discussion.

History 112—European Civilization, 1660-1815.

(3).

a continuation of History 111, and will provide a
discussion of the various changes and trends in the history of Europe
from 1660 through the Age of Napoleon.
This course

History 113

is

—European Civilization since 1815.

(3).

a continuation of History 112 and will provide a
discussion of European problems from 1815 to the present.
This course

is

221—United States to 1837. (3).
The first of a series of three courses presenting a survey

of United
States history from the discovery of America to the present. The
course includes a study of European backgrounds, colonial America,
the development of the constitution, and national growth and problems to the end of Jackson's administration.

222—United States from

1837 to 1896.

(3).

A

continuation of History 221. The course includes the controversy over slavery, division and reunion, and the triumph of industrial over agrarian America.

223—United States

A

since 1896.

(3).

continuation of History 222. Special emphasis is given to the
Progressive movement, the United States in two world wars with the
problems of readjustment, the New Deal, and the emergency of Ameriica as a world power.
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to 1603. (3).

This course begins with the physical features of the British Isles
and the fusion of Roman, Anglo-Saxon, and Norman contributions to
medieval English civilization. Particular attention is given to constitutional development and the significant achievements of the Tudor
period.

302—History

of England, 1603-1783. (3).
Discussion of the constitutional experiments of the seventeenth
century is followed by a study of the rise of political parties and of the
cabinet system in conjunction with the unrepresentative parliament of
the eighteenth century. Attention is also given to the founding of the
first British empire, the dominant position of Great Britain in international affairs in the eighteenth century, and the fall of the first
empire as a result of the American Rebellion.
303—History of England since 1783. (3).
The striking achievements of the Victorian era in economic, social,
and political reform are stressed as well as Great Britain's role in the
international relations of the European states. The course deals also
with the principles and practices involved in the creation of the second British empire and in the development of the British Commonwealth of Nations. Attention is given to the progress of the Labour

Party program after World War L
311—History of Greece. (3).
A study of the rise of the Greek city

state, the conquests of Alexander, and the Hellenistic period are presented, with special emphasis
on the contributions of the Greeks to world though, art, and litera-

ture.

312—Rome and the West.
The Roman conquest

(3).

and organization of the
studied as a prelude to the successful imperialism of the
A.D. The history of the disintegration of the empire is
by emphasis upon the permanent contributions made
of Italy

Western culture.
313—Medieval Civilization.

A

Republic are
first century

accompanied
by Rome to

(3).

record of the successful rebuilding of a civilization after the disintegration of the Roman empire. The twelfth and thirteenth centuries
are studied in cross-section through the economic life of manor and
town, the political conflict between the international church-state and
the developing monarchies, the intellectual achievement of the universities, literature, and the fine arts.
321—The Colonial Period, 1492-1763. (3).
An intensive study of the European background of American History, followed by a detailed study of the settlement and development
of each English colony. Special attention is given economic and social
life, population and labor, agriculture and land tenure, commerce and
industry, imperial supervision, the colonial churches, and the manners
and customs of the people.
322—The Constitutional Period, 1763-1816. (3).
An intensive study of the forces, ideals, and persons involved in the
drafting, ratifying and establishing of the Constitution. The nature
of the Union and the early crises through which the Union passed
until the triumph of the broad interpretationists following the close
of the War of 1812 are studied in detail.
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to Secession, 1816-1860. (3).

A

detailed study of the rise of nationalism, the bank issue, the
tariff, public land policies, internal improvements, the rise of the

common man,

political parties,

and the slavery question with

its

re-

sultant secession.
331

—American Foreign Policy to 1861.

(3).

This and the two following courses are designed to present the
foreign policy of the United States from the beginning of our national government to the present time.
Emphasis in this course is placed upon treaties, and upon foreign
relations as they affected expansion on the continent and the development of the United States into a world power.

332—American Foreign Policy 1861 to 1921. (3).
Emphasis is placed on the study of the Civil War diplomacy, and
the Civil War in relation to the North and the South. Other events
upon which attention is focused include the Alabama claims, arbitration,

imperialism,

Pan-Americanism, foreign affairs relating to

World War I, the League of Nations, and isolationism.
333 American Foreign Policy since 1921. (3).
In this course stress is placed upon the foreign policy of the
United States following World War I, and such major events as Naval

—

Limitations agreement, the Dawes Plan, the far eastern policy, relaJapan before Pearl Harbor, the United Nations, the
and the United States foreign policy vs. the Russian

tionships with
Atlantic Pact,
foreign policy.

341—Economic History

of the United States to 1861. (3).
This course begins with the study of the business aspects of colonization and continues to 1861. Colonial commerce, colonial banking,
economic readjustments between 1776-1787, the financial system of the
U. S., foreign trade, the rise of the industrial East, the economics
of slavery constitute some of the many subjects considered in this period.

Prerequisites

:

Economics

342—Economic History

211, 212, 213.

of the United States, 1861-1913. (3).

A continuation of History 341, down to 1913. Federal finances, Confederate finances, industrial transformation, a comparison of economic
life in the North and the South, railroad construction, the National
Banking Act, financial status of reconstructed state government business monopolies, organization of labor, decline of laissez faire, the
farmers' dilemma, dollar diplomacy, the Federal Reserve System are
emphasized. Prerequisites: Economics 211, 212, 213.
343— Economic History

of the United States, 1913 to the Present. (3).

A

continuation of History 342. The effects of World War I on
America economic life, the war debts question, technological unemployment, the great depression, the new deal, some economic aspects of
World War II, European aid are studied. Prerequisites: Economics
211, 212, 213.

401—The Far East

to 1890. (3).

This course begins with an introduction to the basic geographic,
racial, political, economic, and cultural institutions of China and Japan. Attention is then given both to the associations of the East
and the West, and to the internal developments of China and Japan.
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The course

closes with the period of intense economic and political
penetration of the East by the western powers at the close of the
nineteenth century.

402—The Far East

since 1890.

(3).

A

continuation of History 401. Special emphasis is laid upon such
topics as the partition of China into spheres of influence, the Korean
question, the emergence of Japan as a world power, revolutionary
China, the First World War, and its aftermath leading to the Second

World War.
403

—Russian History.

(3).

This course traces the developments in Russian history from the
early times to the present. A survey of early Russian history will be
presented, while a more intensivve study of modern and contemporary
Russia will be offered. Such topics as Russian autocracy, imperialism,
expansion, and economic developments will be presented. Especial
emphasis will be laid upon Russia as a nation looking both to the
Orient and the Occident.
411

—French Revolution and Napoleon.

(3).

The

intellectual leadership of France and the political and economic failure of the French monarchy in the eighteenth century are
discussed as the background of the French Revolution. The course
also deals with the Napoleonic era as it consolidated some of the
achievements of the Revolution in France and undermined the Old
Regime in Europe.

412—Europe from 1815 to the Twentieth Century. (3).
The study of the reorganization of European

affairs in 1815 is
followed by that of the attempts to upset that settlement. Special attention is given to the type of nationalism and liberalism involved in
he creation of modern Italy and of the German empire. Characteristic
developments in Great Britain, France, Austria, and Russia, and the
disintegration of the Ottoman empire are also studied. The impact of
the Industrial Revolution and the resulting social and economic readjustments are considered.

413

—Europe

from Background of World

War

I to Present. (3).

A

discussion of the theory and practice of modern imperialism, the
alliance system, and other aspects of the background of World War I
is followed by a study of the peace conference, the League of Nations,
and the search for security. The problems of post-war France and
Great Britain are compared with those leading to the establishment
of dictatorships in Russia, Italy,and Germany. The course concludes
with a discussion of the issues leading to World War II, the progress
of the war, and the current attempts to achieve a lasting peace.
421 Reconstruction, 1865-1896. (3).

—

A comprehensive, detailed study of the period from the end of
the Civil War to the defeat of Bryan in 1896.
422—Domestic Reforms and World War

I,

1896-1918. (3).

A

comprehensive .detailed study of the period beginning with
McKinley's administration and closing with the end of military activity in

423

World War

I.

—Contemporary American History since 1918.
A

(3).

comprehensive, detailed study of the United States from the
Paris Peace Conference to the present.
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431—Tennessee. (3).
The early development of the Old Southwest is surveyed briefly.
The political, economic, and social development of Tennessee from
1769 to 1861 is emphaisized. A detailed study is made of the land question, Indian affairs, internal improvements, early educational developments, the Constitutional Convention of 1834, the slavery controversy,

and secession.

432—The Old South.

(3).

This course begins with a study of the colonial South and traces
its history to secession. It involves a detailed study of the economic
and social patterns of the South in their relation to Southern ideology.
Special attention is devoted to the Southern political leader and the
relation of slavery to his thought and political ideas.

433—The West.

(3).

A

detailed study of the significance of the West in American history. It embraces the influence of the West on internal improvements,
the public land laws, the Louisiana Purchase, the rise of nationalism,
the War with Mexico, and the relation of the West to the slavery
question and to the division of the Union in 1860-61.

GRADUATE COURSES
Note

:

Courses preceded by "G" are described above.

EUROPEON HISTORY
G402—The Far East Since 1890. (3).
G403—Russian History. (3).
G412—Europe from 1815 to the 20th Century.

(3).

—Europe from Background of World War I to Present.
506—The Age of Overseas Exploration.
507—Recent Colonial Studies.
511—The Age of the Reformation.
512 —Social and Economic History of Europe since 1700.
516—Studies in European Diplomacy, 1870-1914.
517—Recent and Contemporary World Issues.
G413

(3).

(3).

(3).

(3).

(3).

(3).

539—Problems

in History. (3).

AMERICAN HISTORY
G421—Reconstruction,

1865-1896. (3).

—Contemporary American History since

G423

G431—Tennessee. (3).
G432—The Old South.

1918. (3).

(3).

—Historical Method and Historiography.
—The American Revolution.

500
521

(3).

(3).

522— Jeff ersonian and Jacksonian Democracy. (3).
523 Newer Interpretations of American History. (3).
526—The Far West. (3).
527—The New South. (3).
528 Progressive Movement in American History. (3).
531— Intellectual History of the United States, 1607-1861.
532— Intellectual History of the United States, 1861-1950.

—

—

539

—Problems in History.

(3).

(3).
(3).

(3).
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DEPARTMENT OF MATHEMATICS
Mr. Kaltenborn, Chairman
Mr. Anderson, Mrs. Bannon, Mrs. Kaltenborn, Mrs. McBride,

Mr. Potter, Mr. Wollan, Mr. Youse
This department offers basic mathematics training appropriate
programs of study. While it is not necessary that every
student acquire a working knowledge of mathematics, it is desirable
that every student obtain at least a general acquaintance with the
nature of mathematics as an essential part of a well-rounded education. The course, Survey of Mathematics, (Math. 101, 102, 103) is designed to fill this need. This survey course is recommended for students wishing to satisfy the natural science requirement for the B.A.
to the various

or B.S. degree.

Either Math. 101 or Math. 121 is recommended for satisfying the
mathematics requirement in the general education core curriculum.
However, the student may satisfy this requirement by completing any
three-credit course in mathematics for which he is qualified. For indorsement to teach mathematics in grades 7 12, the minimum requirement is 27 quarter hours of college mathematics, including college algebra, trigonometry, and analytical geometry. If the applicant
has not had solid geometry in high school it is recommended that it
be included in his college program.

—

Technical courses in mathematics are offered for students in the
natural sciences or engineering. Pre-Engineering students who lack
high school credit in solid geometry should schedule this course
(Math. 100). Students who lack adequate background in high school
algebra should complete Math. 121 before scheduling College Algebra
(Math. 141).

Students majoring in mathematics may choose either the Bachelor
Science or the Bachelor of Arts degree. For either degree, the
minimum requirements in mathematics are: one year of calculus
(Math. 311, 312, 313) and its prerequisites, and 15 quarter hours in
courses numbered above 313. In addition, one year of either physics
or chemistry is required.
of

Any selection of courses which conforms to the general college
requirements is acceptable as a minor in mathematics. The following
sequences of courses are recommended for various major fields:
Natural Sciences or Engineering: Math.

141-2-3. 311-2-3.

Business Administration Math. 121-2-3, 221-2, 301-2,
:

323, 431.

Liberal Arts or Education: Math. 101-2-3, 141, 221-2, and any three of
the courses Math. 301-2, 311, 323, 421, 431.

Description of Courses

100— Solid Geometry.
The usual topics

(3).

of solid geometry (lines and planes, polyhedrons,
cylinders, cones, spheres) stressing the nature of a proof, understanding of spatial relationships, and mastery of formulas for surface areas
and volumes. Prerequisite: one year of high school geometry.
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(3).

A

general cultural course recommended for students desiring an
over-all picture of mathematics. This is a flexible course, adapted to
the student's interests and abilities, and stressing the underlying ideas
and processes of arithmetic, graphing, and elementary algebra. Oral
reports on collateral reading on topics of a historical or recreational
nature, supplemented by a limited amount of problem-solving.
102

—Survey of Mathematics.
Continuation of Math.

and typical applications
rithms and trigonometry.

103— Survey

of

(3).

A survey of the principles, methods
geometry, consumer mathematics, loga-

101.

of Mathematics. (3).

Continuation of Math.

102.

A

survey of the principles, methods

and typical applications of the conic

sections, analytic

geometry and

calculus.

121

—Basic Mathematics.

(3).

Fundamental operations of arithmetic and algebra, formulas, exradicals, logarithms,
factoring, fractions.

ponents,

122—Basic Mathematics.

slide-rule,

linear equations,

variation,

(3).

Graphical representation, systems of linear equations, quadratic
equations, binomial theorem, progressions, simple and compound interest, installment buying.
123

—Basic Mathematics.

(3).

Averages, frequency distributions, normal curve, trend lines,
trigonometric ratios, scale drawings, solution of triangles, graphs of
equations, conic sections.

141—College Algebra.

(5).

Fractions, exponents, logarithms, quadratic equations, graphical
solutions, radical equations, progressions, binomial theorem, determinants, higher degree equations. Prerequisite: Math. 121 or permission
of the department.
142

—Trigonometry.

(5).

of angles, identities, reduction and other formulas,
slide-rule, right and oblique triangles with applications, radian measure, inverse functions, graphs, complex numbers. Prerequisite: Math.
122 or Math. 141, and one year of high-school geometry.

Functions

143

—Analytic Geometry.

(5).

Coordinate system, straight line, circle, general principles of
graphing, conic sections, transcendental functions, parametric representation, polar coordinates, simple surfaces. Prerequisite: Math.
103 or 123 or 142.

221—Elementary

Statistics. (3).

Collection and presentation of data in tables, graphical representation, methods of computation, averages, dispersion, applications.
Prerequisite: Math. 102 or 122 or 141.

Memphis
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—Elementary Statistics.

(3).

analysis, simple probability,
tribution, correlation, sampling. Prerequisite: Math. 221.

Frequency distribution

301
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—Mathematics of Finance.

normal

dis-

(3).

Simple and compound interest; discounts; equation of value;
amount and present value of annuities; deferred annuity; installment
buying. Prerequisite Math. 102, or 122 or 141.
:

302—Mathematics

of Finance. (3).

General annuities; logarithmic solution of annuity problems; sinkevaluation of bonds, life annuities; life insurance. Prerequisite: Math. 301.

ing funds;

311—Calculus.

(4).

differentiation of algebraic functions, with applications
to velocity, related rates, maxima-minima and approximations; indefinite integral, with applications. Prerequisite: Math. 143.

Limits;

312—Calculus.

(4).

Differentiation of transcendental functions; curvilinear motion;
radius of curvature; definite integral; integration by basic formulas;
determination of areas, volumes, work, and fluid force by integration.
Prerequisite: Math. 311.

313—Calculus.

(4).

methods of integration; approximate integration; indeterminate forms; series; Maclaurin's and Taylor's expansions; differentiation and integration with polar coordinates. Prerequisite:
Math. 312.
Special

323—Statistics. (3).
Fundamental theory,
control. Prerequisites:

411

—Differential

curve-fitting,

Math.

tests

of

significance,

quality

222, 311.

Equations.

(3).

Primitive of a differential equation; first order equation, and applications; singular solutions; linear equations with constant coef-

Math.

313.

—Differential Equations.

(3).

ficients. Prerequisite:

412

Linear equations of the second order; equations of higher order;
integration in series; total differential equations; partial differential
equations of the first order. Prerequisite: Math. 411.
421

—History of Mathematics.
The development

(3).

of mathematical ideas

earliest times to the present. Oral reports
requisite: senior standing.

422—Theory

An

of

Numbers.

on

and processes from the
collateral reading. Pre-

(3).

introductory course in the properties of integers. Prerequisite:
senior standing.
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of Mathematics. (3).

study of the logical development of mathematics from a postu-

Math. 141 and senior standing.

lational basis. Prerequisite:

431—Probability.

(3).

Permutations and combinations, simple probability, mathematical
compound probability, repeated trials, Poisson distributions, laws of large numbers. Prerequisites: Math. 141 and senior
expectation,

standing.

441—Theory

of Equations. (3).

General theorems on roots of algebraic equations; approximate
solutions of equations by graphs, Horner's method, and Newton's
method; general solution of cubic and quartic equations; matrices
and determinants. Prerequisite: Math. 313.

461—College Geometry.

(3).

of Euclidean geometry, geometric constructions,
properties of triangles and circles. Prerequisite: senior

Foundations
duality,

standing.
462

—Projective Geometry.

(3).

An introduction to the study of plane projective geometry based
on the use of homogenous coordinates. Prerequisite: senior standing.
471

—Advanced Calculus.

(3).

Review and critical study of the processes of differentiation and
integration; multiple integrals; partial differentiation; hyperbolic
functions: Beta and Gamma functions. Prerequisite: Math. 313.
481

—Vector Analysis.

(3).

Elementary operations; scalar and vector products;
differential

tion;

Math.

operations;

integration;

applications.

differentiaPrerequisite:

471.

Graduate Courses
Note:

Courses preceded by "G" are described above.

G421—History of Mathematics.
G422—Theory of Numbers. (3).
G423

—Foundations of Mathematics.

G431— Probability. (3).
G441—Theory of Equations. (3).
G461—College Geometry. (3).
G462

(3).

—Projective Geometry.

(3).

G471— Advanced Calculus. (3).
G481—Vector Analysis. (3).

(3).
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DEPARTMENT OF MUSIC
Mr. Harris, Chairman
Mr. De Frank, Mr. Eaheart, Miss Gandy, Mr. Gilbert, Mr. Haggh,
Mr. Hale, Mrs. Maxwell, Mr. Minsky, Mr. Northcross, Miss Quant,
Mr. Robertson, Mrs. Taylor, Mr. Webber

The aims
a.
b.
c.

of the curriculum of the Department of Music are:
give students a sound musical education by providing technical instruction in theory and applied music.
To equip prospective teachers with the necessary background, attitudes, and standards for teaching music in the public schools.
To develop in the student body as a whole an appreciation of
the values of music through experiences in listening and in performing.

To

All students who major in the Department of Music will be required to attend a minimum of twelve different recitals or concerts
presented, or specified, by the department during the regular school
year. One quarter hour of credit will be deducted each year from
the total number of credit hours earned if this requirement is not met.

CLASSIFICATION OF COURSES
Group L Music Theory and Literature: Music

101, 111-2-3, 211-2-3,
301-2-3, 305-6-7, 308-9, 315-6-7, 319, 401-2-3, 405-6-7, 411-2-3-4, 415-6-7.

Group H. Applied Music: Music

071, 081, 091, 095, 171, 271,
181, 281, 381, 481, 191, 291, 391, 491, 195, 295, 395, 495.

Group

DX

Music Organizations: Music

371,

471,

151, 251, 351, 451, 154, 254, 354,

454, 161, 261, 361, 461.

Group IV. Music Education: Music Education

121-2-3, 124-5-6, 127-8-9,
131-2-3, 137, 138, 231-2-3, 234-5-6, 320, 420, 425, 434.
Courses in Groups I, II, and III are offered for students enrolled in all of the schools of the college while courses in Group IV

are offered only for students in the School of Education, except for the
general provisions of the college which permit a student enrolled
in one school to take a limited number of hours credit in other schools.

MAJORS AND MINORS IN THE SCHOOL OF
ARTS AND SCDENCES
1.

2.

2.

Major in Theory and Composition
Music 111-112-113, 211-212-213, 401-402-403, and 18 additional hours
in Upper Division courses in Groups L n, and IH, at least 9
of which must come from Group I.
Minor in Theory and Composition
Music 111-112-113, 211-212-213, 401-402-403, and 9 additional hours
from Upper Division from Group I.
Major in Applied Music*
Music 111-112-113, 401-402-403, and 48 hours in Applied Music
courses meeting departmental approval.

4

Minor in Applied Music*
Music 111-112-113, 401-402-403, and 24 hours
Music courses of which 12 must be Upper

* Piano, Voice,

in

approved Applied

Division.

Organ, Violin, Viola, Harp, Flute, Oboe,

Cello.
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DESCRIPTION OF COURSES
Group

Music Theory and Literature.

I.

Mus. 101

—An Introduction to Music Theory.

(3).

note values, rhythms; introduction to aural theory. Three hours lecture.

Study of

Ill, 112, 113

clefs,

staff, signatures, scales,

—Music Theory

I.

(4 credits

per quarter).

A

correlated study of homophonic forms, two-part counterpoint,
elementary harmony, sight-singing, and ear-training covering rhythmic, melodic, and chordal recognition. Prerequisite: Music 101 unless
excused by examination. Six hours per week.
211, 212,

213—Music Theory

II.

(4 credits

per quarter).

A

correlated study of advanced harmony, the larger forms in
music, and three and four-part counterpoint. Further sight-singing
and ear-training covering more difficult rhythmic and melodic dictation, and recognition of sevenths, ninths, and altered chord structures. Keyboard harmony. Six hours per week.
301, 302, 303

—Canon

and Fugue.

(3 credits

per quarter).

A

study of the fundamentals of canonic and fugal writing, including the analysis of important works by Bach in those forms. Composition of canons and fugues. Three hours per week.
305,

306,

—Composition.

307

(3 credits

per quarter).

Compositions in the smaller forms and the sonata form, utilizing both vocal and instrumental mediums. Study of contemporary
compositional techniques. Analysis of important standard and contemporary compositions. Three hours per week.
308, 309

—Harmonic

and Formal Analysis.

(3 credits

per quarter).

An

intensive study of the outstanding examples of sonata, symphonic, and oratorio literature of the nineteenth century. Opportunity is given for students to pursue studies along lines of individual
interests.

Three hours per week.

—

315, 316, 317

Instrumentation. (2 credits per quarter).
study of the compass, possibilities, and tonal characteristics of
orchestral and band instruments. Arranging of various types of compositions for string, woodwind, and brass ensembles. Piano, organ, and
choral compositions arranged for full orchestra. Transcriptions of
selected works for band. Two hours per week.

A

319

—Music

Appreciation. (3).
introduction to music through a study of its literature and
history. Significant compositions are oriented to their proper social,
cultural, economic, and political settings in order to bring about the
most effective understanding and enjoyment of the music. Prerequisite: Mus. Ed. 121, 122, 123 or instructor's permission. Three hours
per week.

An

—

History of Music. (3 credits per quarter).
study of the development of the significant musical styles with
special attention to the individual contributions of the major composers. Music representative of the various epochs heard through
extensive use of phonograph recordings. Three hours lecture.
401, 402, 403

A
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credits per quarter).

Continuation of Music 307 with composition in the larger forms.
Three hours per week.
411

—Comparative

Arts. (3).

A

study of cultural activities in their interrelation with each other,
and with corresponding historic and economic events. Open to nonmusic majors without prerequisite. Three hours lecture.

—Modern Music.

412

(3).

A

study of contemporary music and composers from Debussy to
the present time. The works of Stravinsky, Bartok, Hindemith, and
Schoenberg will be considered as well as the works of American
contemporaries. Open to non-music majors without prerequisite. Three
hours lecture.

—Opera, Its Development and History.

413

(3).

A

study of the historical development of opera, and of the dramatic and musical significance of each phase of its development. Open
to non-music majors without prerequisite. Three hours lecture.

—Richard Wagner and His Music Dramas.

414

(3).

Analysis and appreciation of Wagner and his works in relationship to the period of creation. Wagner's influence on other composers.
Open to non-music majors without prerequisite. Three hours lecture.

—Conducting

415, 416, 417

and Score Reading.

(2 credits

per quarter).

Study of the fundamentals of conducting in both choral and instrumental fields. Individual practice in conducting with the opportunity for each student to conduct vocal and instrumental groups.
Two hours per week.

Group

II.

Applied Music.

Applied music study
tory,

and

(2)

collegiate.

is offered at two distinct levels. (1) preparaLessons are given on the campus by regular

faculty members and by affiliated instructors. All students enrolled
in applied music courses are required to participate in orchestra, choir,
band, or some small ensemble.

FEES: 1 (For private lessons in piano, voice, organ, or any orchestral instrument except harp). A charge of $22.50 per quarter is
made for students who register for one thirty minute lesson weekly,
or $45.00 per quarter for two thirty minute lessons weekly. The same
charges apply to both preparatory and collegiate levels. Practice facilities are provided without additional charge.
The Preparatory Level

Any student, regardless of initial degree of advancement,
register for individual lessons at the preparatory level.

may

CREDITS: One quarter hour credit will be granted for one thirty
minute lesson weekly. Two quarter hours credit will be granted for
two thirty minute lessons weekly. Practice hours will be assigned by
i In some instances students of their own choice may elect to study
with a teacher whose tuition rate is higher than the figures quoted.
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the instructor to meet the student's needs.
071. Preparatory Piano. Individual Lessons. (1 or 2 credits per
quarter).

Mus.
081.

Preparatory Orchestral Instruments. Individual Lessons.

(1 or 2

credits per quarter).
091.

Preparatory

Individual

Voice.

Lessons.

(1

or

2

credits

per

lessons.

(1

or

2

credits

per

quarter).
095.

Preparatory

Organ.

Individual

quarter).

The

Collegiate Level

who

desire to enroll in courses at this level will be
given a placement test which pre-supposes extensive training prior
to college entrance. Those who fail will study at the preparatory level
until such a time as they are able to pass the placement test.
CREDITS: Two quarter hours credit for one thirty minute lesson and
a minimum of twelve hours practice weekly. (Students who are unable to meet the minimum practice requirement for two hours credit
may register, with the instructor's permission, for one quarter hour
All students

credit.)

Four quarter hours

credit for two thirty minute lessons and a
of eighteen hours practice weekly.
EXAMINATIONS: As a final examination, each student at the Collegiate Level in Applied Music will prepare and present from memory a musical selection of a grade of difficulty appropriate for his
standing. The examination will be conducted near the end of each
quarter and will be attended by all, or any portion, of the faculty of
the Department of Music. No credit will be awarded to a student

minimum

who does

not take the examination.

Compositions and technical requirements

listed with each of the
course numbers in the following section are not intended to suggest
the extent of, but only the approximate grade of study to be carried
out each year.
171.

Piano. Individual Lessons.

(1,

2,

or 4 credits per quarter).

perform Bach Two-Part Inventions, a
movement from a simpler Beethoven Sonata, or compositions of equal
(Prerequisite:

Ability to

difficulty).

Bach: French Suites; selected Preludes and Fugues from WellTempered Keyboard. Beethoven: Sonatas, Op. 2, No. 1; Op. 26. Compositions of Romantic and contemporary composers. Scales and
arpeggios at moderate tempos.
271.

Piano. Individual Lessons.

(1, 2,

or 4 credits per quarter).

Bach: English Suites; selected Preludes and Fugues from WellTempered Keyboard. Beethoven: Sonatas, Op. 28; Op. 79. Sonatas of
Mozart and Haydn. Compositions of Schumann, Chopin, Brahms, and
contemporary composers. Scales and arpeggios at more rapid tempos.
371.

Piano. Individual Lessons.

(1,

2,

or 4 credits per quarter).

Bach: Partitas; selected Preludes and Fugues from Well-Tempered
Keyboard. Beethoven: Sonatas, Op. 90; Op. 31, Nos. 2 and 3; Op. 10,
No. 3. Sonatas of Mozart and Haydn. Concertos of Mozart, Schumann,
Mendelssohn, Grieg. Scales and arpeggios at maximum speeds.
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or 4 credits per quarter).

Bach: Chromatic Fantasy and Fugue; Italian Concerto; Toccatas.
Beethoven: Sonatas, Op. 52; Op. 57; Op. 110. Concertos of Beethoven
and Mozart. Sonatas of Brahms, Schumann, Chopin, Prokofieff, Hindemith. Difficult compositions of Romantic and contemporary composers.

A full

public recital creditably presented.

Orchestral Instruments. Individual Lessons.
per quarter).

(1,

2,

or 4 credits

Orchestral Instruments. Individual Lessons.
per quarter).

(1,

2,

or 4 credits

Orchestral Instruments. Individual Lessons.
per quarter).

(1,

2,

or 4 credits

181.

281.

381.

Orchestral Instruments. Individual Lessons. (1, 2, or 4 credits
per quarter).
The specific requirements for each of the orchestral instruments
may be obtained by writing to the Chairman of the Department of
Music. These requirements are similar in their general nature to those
enumerated for piano, voice, and organ. The instrumental major must
present a senior recital, appear as soloist with the orchestra, have four
years orchestral and chamber music experience, and be able to play
piano accompaniments of average difficulty.

481.

Individual Lessons. (1, 2, or 4 credits per quarter).
Correct posture and breathing. Enunciation and pronunciation as
applied to singing. Easier vocalises by Marchesi, Vaccai, Seber, Concone, and others. Standard songs and simpler classics by Franz, Handel, Schubert and others in English. Italian diction.

191. Voice.

291. Voice.

Individual Lessons.

(1,

2,

or 4 credits per quarter).

Special attention to tone quality and pitch consciousness.
minor and chromatic scales; arpeggi. Exercises to develop
flexibility, staccato, and sustained tone. Songs of the old
masters in Italian. Songs of Mozart, Schubert, Schumann, and
in German and English.
391. Voice.

Individual Lessons.

Development of

(1,

2,

Major,
agility,

Italian

others

or 4 credits per quarter).

and interpretation. Songs in French. Study
of the recitative form. Arias in Italian, French, German, and English.
Songs by Brahms and Wolf. Songs by representative contemporary
style

composers.
Individual Lessons. (1, 2, or 4 credits per quarter).
Building a concert repertory. Stage presence. Modern songs of
countries in the original languages and in English. A full recital

491. Voice.

all

creditably presented.

(Voice majors must be able to play piano accompaniments of
difficulty. A minimum of 9 credits
German must be earned before graduation).

average

in

French and

9 credits in

Organ. Individual Lessons. (1, 2, or 4 credits per quarter).
Freshman standing in piano.
Gleason: Method of Organ Playing. Bach: Short Preludes and
Fugues; Christ lag in Todesbanden, from Orgelbuchlein. Easier selections by contemporary composers.

195.

Prerequisite

:

82
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Organ. Individual Lessons. (1, 2, or 4 credits per quarter).
Gleason: Continuation of Method of Organ Playing; Bach: Prelude and Fugue in A major; In dir ist Freude, from Orgelbuchlein.
Bonnett; selections from Vol. I, Historical Recital Series. Suitable selections by contemporary composers.
295.

Organ. Individual Lessons. (1, 2, or 4 credits per quarter.)
Bach: Toccata and Fugue in D minor; Second Sonata; Choral
Prelude, Num Komm' der Heiden Heiland. Franck: Piece Heroic.
Mendelssohn selected movements from the six sonatas.
395.

:

Organ. Individual Lessons. (1, 2, or 4 credits per quarter).
Bach: Fantasie and Fugue in G minor; Chorale Prelude, Nun
freut euch. Franck: Chorales in A minor, E major. Widor and Vierne:
selected movements from the symphonies. Selected compositions by
Dupre, Mulet, Karg-Elert Sowerby, Messiaen, and others.
495

Group UQ. Music Organizations.

—College Band.

151, 251, 351, 451

The

band

(1 credit

open to

per quarter).

qualified students of the college.
During the fall quarter much of the band's activity is directed toward
preparation of half-time demonstrations for football games. At other
times of the school year emphasis is given to the band as a concert organization. Three hours laboratory.
college

is

—College

154, 254, 354, 454

all

Orchestra.

(1 credit

per quarter).

The orchestra offers opportunities
routines to the more capable students

for sight reading and orchestral
of string and wind instruments.
Standard overtures, suites, and symphonies are studied and presented
in concert. Three hours laboratory.
161, 261, 361, 461

—College Choir.

(1 credit

per quarter).

Open

to all qualified students; standard choral, oratorio, and
operatic literature is studied and presented in concert. Three hours

laboratory.

Group IV. Music Education.
For description of music education requirements and courses
School of Education.

see
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DEPARTMENT OF PHILOSOPHY AND PSYCHOLOGY
Mr. Hughes, Chairman
Mr. Anderson, Mr. Crumbaugh, Mr. Soika, Mr. Wilkinson

The major in this department consists of 36 hours in the following prescribed courses to be taken in sequence, and 9 hours in sociology.

The minor in this department consists of any 27 hours offered.
For those taking the pre-medical, or the pre-law program of
studies, the following electives are recommended 112, 113, 213, 311,

—

312, 313.

For those taking the pre-engineering program and those preparing for careers in business and industry, the folowing electives are

recommended—112,

113, 211, 212, 213.

For those preparing

to teach, the following are

recommended as

electives 113, 213, 413, 414.

Description of Courses

—

Introduction to the Study of Man. (3).
Orientation toward a philosophy of life based upon scientific
studies of heredity and environment. The inherited capacities of man,
their natural uses and their abuses, as the factors that account for the
history of the individual and of the race.

Philosophy 111

Psychology 112

—General Psychology.

(3).

The mental

structure: the functions of the muscular-glandular
systems, and the nervous system, in behavior.
113

—Psychology

of Personal Adjustment. (Formerly General Psychol-

ogy continued).

(3).

This course (following 112) is intended as a terminal course for
those who do not plan to continue in psychology, and as an introduction to the topics treated more intensively in advanced courses. Basic
principles of emotion, motivation, conflicts, intelligence, logical learning and conditioning, are presented, with their applications to personal problems.

211—Psychology

of Vocational Adjustment. (3).

A

study of the abilities, interests, and personal qualities that
should determine the choice of a vocation, by means of a battery of
personality tests, and tests
mechanical aptitudes.
212

ofscientific,

—Psychology in Business and Industry.

musical, business, art, and
(3).

Attitudes, morale, skill, motivation, fatigue, and other psychological
factors important in employer and employee relations in business and
industry. Introduction to the use of psychological tests in personnel
selection and management.

—Social

213

A

Psychology.

(3).

study of the influence of group behavior and cultural traditions
upon the individual's vocational, domestic, and social adjustments.
The psychological factors in the major social problems of today.

84
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(3).

A

study of the origins of personality traits and their development
into normal patterns of behavior.
312

—Psychology of Behavior Disorders.

(3).

Descriptions and interpretations of types of behavior deviating
from the normal. Distinction between the functional and the organic
causes of the neuroses and psychoses.
313

—Great Contributions to Psychology.

(3).

Binet's studies of intelligence; Galton's studies of individual differences; Pavlov's experiments in conditioning; Thorndike's animal
experiments; Watson's studies of infant behavior; Cannon's studies of*
emotional behavior; Freud's Psychoanalysis and Adler's Individual

Psychology.

—Psychology of Exceptional Children.

414

(3).

Home and

school problems of handicapped, retarded, emotionally
unstable, precocious, or gifted children. Not required for the major,
but may be substituted for Psychology 313.

Philosophy 411

— Survey of Philosophy.

(3).

Historical survey of philosophical thought. A study of the systems
of thought associated with the great names in western philosophy,
and their connections with political and social circumstances.
412

—Contemporary Philosophy.

(3).

Moral and ethical problems of today and traditonal attitudes toward them, in the light of the biological, psychological, and social
sciences.

413—Philosophy

of Education. (3).

How

a philosophy of education suited to the intellectual and emotional needs of men, and consistent with ideas of democracy, can
be derived from the study of literature and the fine arts, world history, science, and human relations.

GRADUATE COURSES
Courses preceded by "G" are described above.
Philosophy

G411—Survey
G412

of Philosophy. (3).

—Contemporary Philosophy.

G413—Philosophy
Psychology G414

(3).

of Education. (3).

—Psychology of Exceptional Children.

(3).
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DEPARTMENT OF PHYSICAL SCIENCES
Mr. Hayden, Chairman
Mr. Estes, Mr. Fox, Mr. Fisher, Mr. Holmes, Mr. Hayes,
Mr. Ijams, Mr. McNees
Students majoring in chemistry must select 48 hours from courses
in this catalog. General Inorganic Chemistry (111, 112, 113) is
required of all students who major in the physical sciences. The required courses for a major in chemistry are:

listed

1st

year

Chemistry

Math.

111, 112, 113;

Ill, 112.

2nd year

Chemistry

211, 212, 213; or

3rd year

Chemistry
Chemistry
Chemistry

321, 322, 323; or Chemistry 411, 412, 413; or
421, 422, 423; and Math. 311, 312, 313, if Physical

4th year

Chemistry

411, 412, 413;

A
hours

Chemistry

321, 322, 323.

(411, 412, 413) is elected.

minor in chemistry

may

or Chemistry 421, 422, 423.

be secured by completing 27 quarter

as follows:

Chemistry 111, 112, 113
Either, Chemistry 211, 212, 213
or Chemistry 321, 322, 323
If 321, 322, 323 are taken, an additional 4 hours
may be taken.

12 hrs.
15 hrs.
12 hrs.

—Chemistry

411

A student may also major in physical science by acquiring 48
quarter hours in chemistry and physics. Chemistry 111, 112, 113, and
Physics 211, 212, 213, are required of physical science majors.
A

student majoring in another field may satisfy the requirements
in the physical sciences by completing not less than 27
hours of physical science courses, of which 9 hours are in courses
for a

minor

numbered above

299.

Students who plan to become high school science teachers should
study carefully the state's certification law for science teachers.
Description of Courses

Aviation

110—Aerial Physics.

(3).

This course deals with units and definitions; with scaler and
vector quantities; motion; fluids at rest and in motion; work and energy; temperature and heat; transmission of heat; properties of gases;
isothermal, and adiabatic processes; principles of the altimeter; air
speed indicators; directional gyro; and other instruments. Three hours
lecture per week.
Ill

—Aerial Navigation.

(3).

maps and

charts; latitude and longitude; Mercator
and Lambert projections; study of the altimeter; compasses, and other

Introduction to

navigational instruments. A study of pilotage, simulated flight probtheory of dead reckoning time speed, distance in relation to
simulated flight problems in dead reckoning. Three hours lecture per

lems,

week.
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(3).

Meteorological elements; weather maps and measuring of map
symbols; lapse rates; pressure gradients; air masses; fronts; weather
associated with warm and cold fronts; general and local circulation of
the atmosphere; thunderstorm and icing conditions. Three lectures
per week.

Chemistry
100s

—Chemistry for Nurses.

(4).

The aim

of this course is to give sufficient applications of chemand disease to meet the needs of young women who
enter the profession of nursing. The course is divided into three parts.
About one half of the quarter is allocated to general chemistry, about
one fourth of the quarter to organic chemistry, and one fourth to biochemistry. Three hours lecture; two hours laboratory per week.
istry in health

— General

Ill, 112, 113

Inorganic Chemistry.

(4 credits

per quarter).

This course is open to all freshmen and must be taken by all who
major in chemistry or physical science. This course is a comprehensive study of the basic laws and principles of general chemistry. The
important metals and non-metals are covered. Conference periods are
arranged for those who have not had high school chemistry. Others,

who

are deficient,

may

attend these conferences.

The laboratory

for

elementary qualitative analysis. College algebra is
a corequisite for this course. Two hours lecture and four hours laboratory per week.

Chemistry 113

200

is

—Elementary Quantitative Analysis for Laboratory Technicians.

(3).

This course is designed for laboratory technicians and does not
count on a chemistry major. Only one year of general chemistry is a
prerequisite. The care and use of the analytical balance is given first
consideration. The making of standard solutions and their use in
titrations is covered .Only simple volumetric and gravimetric procedures are considered. Also a few colorimetric operations are given.
One lecture and 4 hours laboratory per week.

—

212 Inorganic Qualitative Analysis, (5 credits per quarter).
This course is recommended for chemistry majors in general and
required for quantitative analysis (213, 421, 422, 423). It is presented
from the semi-micro standpoint. The course includes a comprehensive
study of metal ions, non-metal ions, alloys, and ores. Many problems
are given to ilustrate the theoretical and practical aspects of the
field. Prerequisites: college algebra with a working knowledge of logarithms. Two hours lecture and six hours laboratory per week.

211,

213

—Elementary Quantitative Analysis.

(5).

This course follows courses 211 and 212, which are prerequisite.
The course includes the more commonly used volumetric and gravimetric procedures. Enough theory and problems are given to do the
laboratory work intelligently. Two hours lecture and six hours
laboratory per week.

—

Organic Chemistry. (4 credits per quarter).
This course may be taken after Chemistry 111, 112, 113. The structure, names, properties, and uses of the most common classes of carbon compounds are discussed Much time is given to type organic
321, 322, 323

:
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401, 402, 403

—Biochemistry.

(4 credits
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111,

112,

113.

Two

87

hours lecture

per quarter).

This course is designed to cover the fundamental physical and
chemical mechanisms which are involved in the vital processes of the
living organisms. Topics such as the foodstuffs, digestion, metabolism,
the excretions, and the body tissues are considered, chiefly from the
standpoint of human biochemistry. Prerequisite: Chemistry 321, 322,
323. Two hours lecture and four hours laboratory per week.
411, 412, 413

—Physical Chemistry.

(4 credits

per quarter).

This course deals with important theories, laws, and subject-matter of physical chemistry. Many problems and laboratory experiments
are given to illustrate these principles. Prerequisites: college algebra
with a good knowledge of logarithms, Physics 211, 212, 213, Chemistry
211, 212, 213. Calculus is desirable. Two hours lecture and four hours
laboratory per week.

—Quantitative

423

Analysis. (4 credits per quarter).
course in quantitative analysis which may be used
either for undergraduate or graduate credit. This course begins where
Chemistry 213 leaves off. Difficult gravimetric and volumetric procedures are taken up. Many problems illustrating fundamental principles are covered. Prerequisite: Chemistry 211, 212, 213. Two hours
lecture and four hours laboratory per week. Additional work for graduate credit.
421, 422,

An advanced

—Organic Preparations.

451-2-3

The preparation and
hour lecture and four
Chemistry

(3 crs.

per quarter).

purification of type organic compounds. One
hours laboratory per week. Prerequisities

211, 212, 213, 321, 322, 323, 411, 412,

and

413.

Physics
211

—Mechanics.

(4).

First in a sequence of three courses involving a study of the principles of physics and their applications, with emphasis upon problems
and experiments. Chief topics include: measurement and units; force
and motion; power and machines; dynamics of gases and liquids;
mechanics of the air; properties of materials. Prerequisite: college
algebra. Suggested corequisite: trigonometry.

Three hours lecture and

two hours laboratory per week.
212

—Magnetism and Electricity.

(4).

A

continuation of Physics 211, covering the fundamental laws and
theories of magnetism, electrostatics and current electricity, with emphasis upon problems and experiments. Prerequisite: college algebra.
Suggested corequisite: trigonometry. Three hours lecture and two
hours laboratory per week.

213—Heat, Sound, and

Light.

(4).

A

continuation of Physics 211 and 212, covering the modern theories of heat, sound, and light, and their practical applications. Topics
include: accoustics, thermodynamics; bending of light waves; modern
physics. Prerequisite: college algebra. Suggested corequisite: trigonometry. Three hours lecture and two hours laboratory per week.

88
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—Elementary Principles of Photography.

(3).

First in a sequence of three courses involving a study of fundamentals of photography. Chief subjects include: historical development and use of the camera; developers and fixing solutions; camera
lenses and diaphragms; camera shutters; some properties of the photographic emulsion; the process of development; printing processes;
color characteristics of light filters and films; enlarging and projection printing. Prerequisite: Chemistry 111, 112, 113, and Physics
211, 212, and 213. Two hours lecture and two hours laboratory per week.
242

—Advanced Principles of Photography.

(3).

A

continuation of photography 241. Chief subjects include: enlarging and projection printing; the preparation of lantern and film
slides for projection; intensification and reduction; toning and dye
staining prints; color photography; ultraviolet infrared; X-ray
photography; motion picture photography. Prerequisite: Photography
241 or the equivalent. Two hours lecture and two hours laboratory per

week.

—Applications of Principles of Photography.

243

(3)

A

continuation in greater detail of the principles and material
offered in Photography 241 and 242. Applications to the field of commercial and specialized photography are stressed. Chief topics of study
are portraiture; medical and dental application; photoflash photography; exposure and processing of color film; close-up and copy
work; photo-micrography; specialized types of equipment. Prerequisite: Photography 241 and 242 or the equivalent. Two hours lecture
and two hours laboratory per week.
321

—Advanced Magnetism and Electricity.

(3).

A

continuation in greater detail of the basic principles and mateoffered in Physics 212. Applications to the field of engineering and
advanced physics are particularly stressed. Electrostatics, electromagnetism, and circuit theory constitute the chief topics of study. Prerequisite: Physics 211, 212, and 213, Math. 113 and 311. Three hours
lecture or its laboratory equivalent per week.
rial

322

—Fundamental Principles of Electronics.

(3).

An introductory study of the basic principles of the science of
electronics. Particular emphasis is placed upon the modern application of electronics to both industry and research. Classroom and laboratory material is supplemented by visits to various broadcasting stations and industrial plants which make practical use of electronics in
the conduct of their business. Prerequisite: same as Physics 321.
Three lectures or their laboratory equivalent per week.
323— Introduction

A

to Radioactivity

and Nuclear Physics.

(3).

concise survey of the history and present state of our knowledge
lecture course primarily designed for stuof the atomic nucleus.
dents planning to undertake advanced work in the field of modern
atomic physics. Prerequisite: same as Physics 321. Three lectures per

week.

A
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GRADUATE COURSES
Note: Courses preceded by "G" are described above.

G411— Physical Chemistry.
G412— Physical Chemistry.
G413—Physical Chemistry.

(4).
(4).

(4).

—Quantitative Analysis.
G422— Quantitative Analysis.
G421

G423— Quantitative

Analysis.

(4).

(4).
(4).

—Organic Preparations.
G452—Organic Preparations.
G453—Organic Preparations.
531— Organic Qualitative Analysis.
532— Organic Qualitative Analysis.
533—Organic Qualitative Analysis.
G451

(3).
(3).

(3).

(3).
(3).

(3).
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DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL SCIENCES
Mr. Johnson, Chairman
Mr. Canon, Mr. Davis, Mr. Epley, Mr. Gordon, Mr. Matthews,
Mr. Mohr, Mr. Sisco, Mr. Snyder

DEPARTMENTAL REQUmEMENTS
The Army Map Service of Washington, D. C. has chosen the
library at Memphis State College as a depository for some five thousand of its maps. These maps embrace all phases of social science
work, and all students of the department will be directed to use them
1.

frequently.
2. Many of the courses in the Department of Social Sciences are
part of a nine-hour sequence of a year's work in coherent subject
matter. Students are urged to take sequent courses in order of listing
and to complete the sequence before graduation. They are required
to complete at least one sequence of courses in each academic year

in their

major

subject.

All students taking 300 and 400 courses in the department are
required to demonstrate their ability to do work satisfactory for gradution. This requirement may be met in junior and senior courses by
the satisfactory completion of a written paper or other types of individual work of an equal nature.
3.

4. Courses numbered below 199 are the only courses in the department open to freshmen.

MAJORS AND MINORS
Students concentrating in the Department of Social Sciences may
major or minor in economis, geography, or sociology.
A major in Geography is 36 hours, 18 of which must be in the
Upper Division. It includes 121-2-3, 221-2-3, or 231-2-3, and 321-2. A
student majoring in Geography must complete also, as a part of his
minor or as electives, 9 hours in Economics, 9 hours in History, and 9
hours in Sociology.
A minor in Geography is 27 hours. For students majoring in the
Social Sciences, it includes 121-2-3, 221-2-3, and a nine-hour sequence in
the Upper Division. For students majoring in the Physical Sciences it
includes 141-2-3, and 441-2-3.

A

of 36 hours, and a minor consists
includes 211-2-3, 321-2-3, and 411-2-3. The minor
includes 211-2-3, 321, and 15 hours in the Upper Division. In either
case the student must complete also, as a part of his minor or as

major

of 27 hours.

in

Economics consists

The major

one year of Economic Geography.
major in Sociology consists of 36 hours and a minor consists of
27 hours. In either case the student must complete also, as a part of
his minor or as electives, one year of Economic Geography or one year
of Philosophy and Psychology.
electives,

A

DESCRD7TION OF COURSES
ECONOMICS
211

—Principles of Economics.

(3).

This course introduces the student to certain established principles
in the field of economics. It is designed to cover extensively the major
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aspects in production, distribution or marketing, and finance. In addition, a study is made of the causes of business fluctuations, pricing
methods, and international trade.
212

—Principles of Economics.

(3).

This course continues with the principles of economics, and an attempt is made to see how these principles work in actual practice.
It also includes an impartial study of different comprehensive economic systems, such as liberalism, communism, and others.
213

—Principles of Economics.

(3).

This course deals with the economic aspects of different forms
of government financing, control of the business cycle, monopolistic
practices, and other classical and current economic problems.

311

—Agricultural Economics.

(3).

The

objectives of this course are to present the most important
economic problems in the great agricultural area of the Mississippi
Valley and to analyze them in the light of fundamental economic
principles.

Topics for study: factors controlling production and consumption
economic products; rural economic problems; farm incomes; low
standard of living; tenancy; land ownership; the one-crop system
versus diversified and self-sustaining agriculture; warehousing, transporting, and marketing farm products; government agencies and regulations as applied to farmers and farm products; trends and outlook
of

for agricultural output.

312—Labor Problems.

(3).

A

survey of the field of labor economics.
Topics for study: industrial warfare and conciliation; organization
and policies of labor unions; profit sharing and industrial cooperation;
immigration; factory legislation; the sweatshop; child labor; female
labor; employers' liability and workmen's compensation; industrial
insurance; old age pension; the minimum wage; unemployment; industrials

and trade education.

313—Population.

(3).

A

survey of the population pattern of the world with special emphasis on the United States.
Topics for study: the growth and distribution of population; relation of numbers to resources; productive capacity; standard of livling; prosperity and international prestige; the dynamic aspects of
population in relation to material and moral progress; critical considerations of population theories and policies.
of Economic Thought. (3).
survey of the development of economic theory with particular
emphasis on the mercantilist, classical, and historical schools of
thought and the environments in which they developed.

321—The Development

A

322—The Development

A

of

Economic Thought. (3).
The development

continuation of Economics 321.

ism and

its

rivals:

utility

theorists,

of neo-classic-

marginalism, institutional eco-

nomics, theories of imperfect competition, and Keynesian theories of
income and employment. Prerequisite: Economics 321.
323— Economics of National Defense. (3).
A study of the functioning of the economic system during a war,
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hostilities.

Attention

is

given to the

from a peace to a war economy and the accompanying
adjustments and maladjustments.
transition
411

—World Economics Problems.

re-

(3).

A

study of current international problems. The course will examine some of the long-run fundamental forces that have brought
world-wide economic maladjustment. Analysis of the contemporary
drive to establish new economic, social, and political institutions on

an international
412

scale.

—American Economic Problems.

(3).

A

study of the part the United States plays in international problems. The course is organized into four groups of problems centering
around the goals of American progress, security, freedom, and peace.
Problems that affect the material and moral welfare of typical individuals or groups. Prerequisite: Economics 411.
413

—Southern Economic Problems.

(3).

A

study of the South's role in the contemporary drive toward
world economic cooperation. Examining, in this light, the problems
and needs of economic development of the thirteen southern states.
Prerequisite:

Economics 411 and

412.

GEOGRAPHY
121, 122,

123—Economic Geography,

(3 each).

A

study of the major economic activities of man, including the
production, transportation, storage, and consumption of commodities.

143—Physical Geography. (3 each).
study of the major elements of our natural environment as a
foundation for better understanding the science of the earth. Courses
include both laboratory and textbook assignments, and may be elected
as a year of physical science by students qualifying for a B.A. or a
B.S. Degree.
141, 142,

A

223—Regional Geography of the World. (3 each).
survey of regional geography in selected areas throughout the
world with emphasis on the people and their activities as related to
the environmental setting.
221, 222,

A

231—Middle America.

(3).

A

geographic study of Mexico, Central America, West Indies, and
the South American countries bordering the Caribbean Sea.

232—South America.

(3).

A

geographic study of the interior countries of South America
and those countries bordering the Atlantic and Pacific oceans.

233—Africa.

(3).

A

geographic analysis of Africa as a foundation for a better understanding of how and why man occupies and uses the land in the
various regions of the continent.
321,

322— Anglo-America.

An

(3

each).

analytical study of the cultural-physical complex in each of
the major geographic regions of the United States, Canada, and Alaska. Interrelations among regions are stressed.
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(3).

A

specialized study of selected regions in the South as a foundation for a better understanding of the cultural-physical complex. Agricultural, industrial, and cultural trends are stressed.

331

—Conservation of Natural Resources.

(3).

Current problems dealing with the conservation of soils, minerals,
forests, waters, wild life, and the natural beauty of the earth.

332— Historical Geography

of the United States. (3).
study dealing with the geography of selected areas of the
United States for sequent periods of their occupance by the white

A

man.
333—Manufactural Geography.

(3).

Geographic analysis of the major manufacturing areas in the
world. Areas are analyzed in terms of products, and the conditions
which have influenced the location of industries. Field trips in the
Memphis area permit a study of Mid-South manufacturing establishments, and geographic field techniques in industrial research
421,

422—Europe.

(3

each).

An

analytical study of the relationships between the people and
the natural environment in selected regions. Interrelations among the
regions and the geographic aspects of European participation in world
affairs are stressed.

423— Soviet Lands.

(3).

A

course dealing with the activities of the people in relation to
the country's natural resources and environmental factors. Special
attention is given to the evaluation of the country's recent development and growth as a world power.

424—Asia South

of U. S. S. R. (3).
study of the geographic regions in the Near East, India, China,
and Japan; and a brief survey of the other regions of the area.

A

431

—Tennessee.
A

(3

or 4 with field trip).

Tennessee into human-use regions by statistical
method, and a description and explanatory survey of land utilization in
each region. The use of graphs, charts, lantern slides, isopleth maps,
and other visual aids is extensively employed. A minimum of four
days field work is required for 4 hours credit.
432 Field Course in Geography. (3).
The course includes (1) a brief study of field planning and techniques, and (2) an application of these phenomena in reconnaissance
classification of

—

field work and in the detailed
tures. Two half-day trips will
structor.

441

—Physiography.

mapping

of physical

and cultural fea-

be made. Prerequisite: consent of

in-

(3).

An

analytical study of land forms, their changes, and their relation to man. Courses 441-2-3 are designed for students majoring or
minoring either in the physical or social sciences. Assignments include field trips in addition to textbook and laboratory work.

442—Climatology.

An

(3).

analytical study of climatic factors, climatic regions,
matic effects on man.

and

cli-
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—Geography of Soils.

443

A

(3).

and their characteristics including plant nutrients,
classifications, and zones.

study of

soil profiles,
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soils

Political Science

221

—National Government.

(3).

A

survey of the United States government under the Articles of
Confederation followed by a rather intensive study of the government
under the Constitution. The organization and functions of the departments of the government are stressed. Some attention is also
given to such topics as citizenship, suffrage, and elections.
222

— State and Local Government.

(3).

government in the United States,
with special
State constitutions and governmental structure are given detailed examination. Modern trends in
both state and local government are stressed. Special emphasis is
placed upon problems of Tennessee government.
state, county, and city
reference to Tennessee,

Astudy of

223—Political

Parties. (3).

After a rapid survey of the development and contributions of
American political parties, an intensive study is made of such topics
as party organization, nomination methods, campaign methods, ballots and voting, and party machines and political bosses.
321

—Major European Governments.

(3).

A

study of political institutions in Great Britain, France, West
Germany, and other selected democratic governments.
322

—Major European Governments.
A

and Fascist
323

(3).

survey of political institutions in Soviet Russia, Nazi Germany,
Italy.

—Introduction to Public Administration.
An

(3).

introduction to some of the problems encountered
organization and management of governmental agencies

in

the

Sociology
211

—Principles of Sociology.

(3).

A

study of the functional aspects of society.
Topics for study: the method of science applied to social phenomena, man as a social being, nature of social relations, processes of
social change, group control of members, nature of social institutions,
the person and his problems.

212—Rural

Sociology. (3).

A study of rural

life in the United States.
Topics for study: the rural population, rural social organization,
social processes in rural society, rural social experience and personality formation, rural social institutions, emerging problems in a rural-

urban

setting.

213—The Family.

A

(3).

study of the family in modern American society.
Topics for study: the natural history of the family, marriage and
the development of personality, family organization and disorganiza-
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tion, social
stitution.

change and the family, future of the family as a

311— Social

Control.

95

social in-

(3).

A

study of social control with respect to its sociological aspects.
Topics for study: the fields and methods of social control, forms
of social control, evolution of the various types, contemporary problems of social control.

312— Social

Attitudes. (3).

A

study of attitudes as products of social interaction.
Topics for study: genesis and organization of attitudes, typical
attitudes, social attitudinal traits, applications of the wish-quadruplet
theory, complexes of attitudes.

313—Criminology.

(3).

A

study of crime and the criminal.
Topics for study: causes and manifestations of crime, case studies
of criminals in their social milieu, theories of crime and punishment,
analysis and evaluation of penal methods, agencies of rehabilitation
and adjustment.
321 Social Organization. (3).
A study of institutional structure.
Topics for study: comparison of culture and social organization of

—

and development of

preliterate groups, origin

322

—Modern Sociological Theories.

social institutions.

(3).

A review and integration of sociological theory. Topics for study:
European contributions, American developments, recent rends and influences.

323

—Methods of Sociological Research.

(3).

A

study of social research techniques. Topics for study: designing
a research project, methods of collection, analysis and interpretation
of social data,

411—Urban

Sociology.

(3).

A

study of urban life in the United States.
Topics for study: social structure of the modern urban communnity, human relations and personality functions of cities with reference to ecology, analysis of trends, socio-psychological elements in
control and planning.

412— Social Problems.

(3).

A

study of contemporary social problems.
Topics for study: poverty and relief, vagrancy and prostitution,
physical and mental deficiency, alcoholism and drug addiction, crime
and delinquency, suicide and divorce, transiency and old-age, class
and group conflict, social action and reform.

413—Collective Behavior.

A

(3).

study of collective behavior.
Topics for study: mass, psychological crowd, public, mechanisms,
processes, societal behavior, natural history of institutional development, underlying principles and functions of social movements in
fundamental social change.

96
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GRADUATE COURSES
GEOGRAPHY
Note Courses preceded by "G" are described above.
:

G421-422—Europe.

(3).

G423— Soviet Lands.
G424—Asia South of
G431

—Tennessee.

(3).

U. S. S. R.

(3 or 4

G432—Field Course

in

with

(3).

field trip).

Geography.

(3).

—Philosophy and Literature of Geography.
501 — Geography as an Earth Science.
502 — Economic Geography.
503 —Regional Geography.
504— Geographic Tools and Techniques.
500

(3).

(3).

(3).

(3).

(3).

—Population Problems.
520—Problems in the Geography of Europe.
522—Conservation Principles in Geography.
524—Urban Geography.
505

(3).

(3).

527—Political Geography.
539

(3).

—Problems in Geography.

(3).

SOCIOLOGY
G412— Social Problems.

(3).

G413--Collective Behavior.

(3).

(3).
(3).
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DEPARTMENT OF SPEECH AND DRAMA
Mr. Streeter, Chairman
Mr. Bence, Miss Kempe, Mr. White
Courses in the Department of Speech and Drama are designed to
serve the following classes of students: 1. All those who desire the

fundamental abilities and skills employed in such common activities
as group discussion, reading aloud, and informal speech. 2. Potential
elementary and high school teachers who need further study of speech
and drama techniques applicable to the job of teaching and who need
such knowledge regarding speech deficiencies as to enable them to
diagnose the handicaps and possibly assist pupils in this most basic
and personal activity. 3. Those who plan to enter vocations demanding special oral skills or desire to be teachers of speech.
4. Those students who wish to prepare themselves to direct dramatic
productions in high schools and in community playhouses. 5. Those
who wish to familiarize themselves with the art of dramatic production for the sake of enjoyment. 6. Those who wish a fundamental
preparation for the profession of speech correctionist.

Through an affiliation with the Memphis Speech and Hearing
Memphis State College is able to offer to its students the facilities of that institution in the following ways: members of the
staff of the Speech and Hearing Center will come to the Memphis
State campus to teach courses in speech science and correction; and
Center,

students registered in courses in speech science will be admitted to
the Speech and Hearing Center for scheduled demonstrations and
observations of clinical procedures used with children who have speech
and hearing handicaps.

A major in speech and drama consists of
course work, exclusive of beginning and required
Division. These beginning and required courses
and Drama 111, 112, and 121. At least 18 of the
courses above 299.

at least 27 hours of
courses in the Lower
shall include Speech
27 hours must be in

A minor in speech and drama consists of at least 18 hours of
course work, exclusive of the beginning and required courses listed
above. At least 9 of the 18 hours must be above 299.
Students majoring in Speech and Drama are required to choose
a second field of concentration in which they must complete at least
27 hours, 9 hours of which must be represented by courses numbered
above 299.

SPEECH
Description of Courses
111

—Fundamentals

•

(Formerly 241). (3).
Elementary speech training. This course deals with the basic
principles of oral communication, including adjustment to the speaking
situation, effective voice usage, and bodily activity.
of Public Speaking.

—Speech Composition.

112

(Formerly

242). (3).

Follows 111. This course deals with the selection of suitable
speech subjects, the search of and organization of materials, and the
effective use of language for speech.
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(Formerly

341). (3).

A

study of the proposition in argument, analysis, evidence, and
the organization of the argumentative discourse. Practice in extemporaneous speaking and debate.

232— Public Discussion. (Formerly

342). (3).

Follows 231. A consideration and practice of the principles and
techniques of discussion, dealing with current problems of local, state,
national,

and international significance.

—Forensic and Dramatic Activities.

300

(1).

This course is provided for those people who are interested in
preparing for and participating in extracurricular inter-collegiate
forensic activities: debate, discussion, oratory, extempore speaking,
impromptu speaking, radio speaking, and dramatic activities. One
hour of credit will be allowed for each quarter for three clock hours
of supervised laboratory work per week. A maximum of 3 hours credit
will be allowed toward graduation.
332

—Advanced

Public Speaking. (Formerly 343). (Offered every other

year). (3).

Emphasis is placed on the problems of the individual for the development of his own speaking personality, with reference to his professional plans.
333

—Parliamentary Procedures.

(1).

parliamentary practice. Class members will form a practice parliament, and discuss and debate problems of local, national, and international interest, using accepted rules

The theory and procedures

in

of order.

334—Debate.

(3).

An approach
means

to the use of debate and debating techniques as a
of problem-solving. Experience in debating current problems

of interest.

391— Methods
Emphasis

Teaching Speech, (3). (Same as Education 391).
placed on the teaching of fundamentals of speech,
speech training in secondary schools, and supervision of extra-curin

is

ricular activities in speech. This course is coordinated with courses
in speech methods in the School of Education and must be included
by undergraduate majors in the Department of Speech and Drama
as part of the requirements for the certificate. It is also recommended for minors in speech and drama as part of the requirements
for the certificate.

—History

and American Oratory. (Formerly 433). (3).
times, and speeches of outstanding orators
of England and America. Open only to advanced students who have
completed at least one year of American history.

431

A

of British

history of the

life,

—Phonetics

and Voice Improvement. (Formerly 421). (3).
Knowledge and practice in the use of the International Phonetic
alphabet. Consideration of the physiology of the ear and vocal mechanism. Analysis of, and improvement techniques for the voices of the
members of the class.
466— Problems in Speech and Hearing Disorders. (Formerly Speech

465

Pathology

441). (3).
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A general introduction to the causes, symptoms, and effects of
speech and hearing disorders.

—Principles and Methods of Speech Correction.

467

(3).

An

introduction to the principles and methods of correcting speech
and hearing disorders, with scheduled observations and demonstrations at the Memphis Speech and Hearing Center.

—Audiology and Lip Reading.

468

(3).

An

introductory course dealing with the theory and techniques
practiced in audiometry and speech reading.
491

— Speech

for the Classroom Teacher. (Formerly 422).

(3).

seniors and graduate students without prerequisite. An
introduction to the speech characteristics of the public school child.
Fundamentals of public speaking and oral interpretation for the
school teacher. A survey of extra-curricular speech activities in the
public schools.

Open

493

to

—Directing
in

summer

Discussion and Debate in the High School.
session only).

(Offered

(3).

A course which considers the problems of the director of high
school forensic activities. Preparation of bibliography and briefs for
the coming high school debate year. Discussion of other high school
activities such as oratory, extemporaneous speaking, after-dinner
speaking, discussion, etc.

DRAMA
121—Voice and

Diction. (Formerly 255). (3).

Principles of effective voice usage, including special attention
to the individual voices of the class members. Designed to improve
voice characteristics and diction.

245—Reading Aloud. (Formerly Speech

243). (3).

Development of adequate mental and emotional responsiveness to
literature, and of the power to read aloud so that this appreciation
is communicated to others. Prerequisities: Speech 111 and 112 or their
equivalent.
251

—Elementary Technical Production.

(3).

A

lecture-laboratory course covering basic elements of scenery
construction and painting and the fundamentals of stage lighting.
Class schedule: two lectures and one laboratory a week.
252

—Fundamentals of Play Directing

.(3).

A

begining course for directors. The directing elements of composition, picturization, movement, rhythm and pantomime are analyzed. Class schedule: two lectures and one laboratory a week.
253

—Speech and Movement for the Stage.

(3).

An

elementary course in acting, including one laboratory class
a week for the study of stage make-up.

281—Radio Survey.

(3).

An

introduction to the field of radio broadcasting, considering
the history of radio, its uses, and its forms of broadcast.

—Interpretative Reading.

345

Principles and

(Formerly

345). (3).

practice in the oral interpretation of literature,

100
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including poetry, prose, and drama. Prerequisites:

Drama

121

and

245.

351—Theatrical Design. (Formerly 352). (3).
The planning and practice of scene design

for plays of all periods.
Sketches, perspective drawings, models, and water color renderings
will be made. Prerequisite: 251.
352

—Advanced Play Directing.

(Formerly

353). (3).

Planning the production and direction of the long play, modern
and historical. The student directs one-acts and serves as head of
one of the departments on the production staff of departmental or
school productions. Class schedule: two lectures and one laboratory
a week. Prerequisite: 252.

353—Advanced Acting. (Formerly

A

351). (3).

course surveying acting styles from classicism to realism. Pre-

requisites: 253.

354

—History of the Theatre and Survey of Drama.
Greek

355

(Formerly

371). (3).

to Renaissance.

—History

of the Theatre and Survey of

Drama. (Formerly

372).

(3).

Renaissance to Nineteenth Century.
356

—History

of the Theatre

A

continuation of

354.

and Survey of Drama. (Formerly

373).

(3).

The modern

theatre.

A

continuation of 355.

—Radio Production Procedures.
451 —Costume Design for the Stage.
385

(3).

(Formerly

461). (3).

A

survey of historic dress and the planning and rendering of costume designs for plays of all periods. Class schedule: two lectures and
one laboratory a week.

452— Stage Lighting. (3).
The planning and execution

of

lighting for

stage productions.

Prerequisite: 251.

457—Playwriting. (Formerly

462). (3).

Principles and practice in writing the one-act play.
492

—Play

Production for Secondary Schools. (Formerly 463).

(3).

A

course which considers the problems of the play director in
high schools. The choice of play, the casting, and mounting of a
production with limited facilities.

GRADUATE COURSES
Courses preceded by "G" are described above.

G431— History
G493

of British

—Directing

in

summer

and American Oratory.

(3).

Discussion and Debate in the High School. (Offered

session only).

(3).
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BUSINESS

ADMINISTRATION
Aims. The School of Business Administration was organized for
the purpose of providing a program of professional education at the
college level which will prepare young men and women to occupy
positions of responsibility in business organizations or to operate businesses of their own successfuly and efficiently, and to cooperate with
the School of Education in training superior teachers of business
subjects.

During the first two years the student will be called upon to take
a number of basic liberal arts courses with a view to providing a
breadth of general education and a foundation for the specialized training which will be pursued in the junior and senior years.
Entrance Requirements. To be admitted to the School of Business
Administration without condition, a prospective student must present
evidence of graduation from an approved high school, or of successfully
passing entrance examinations.

Advanced Standing. Students who have attended other approved
colleges will be admitted to advanced standing, and credit will be allowed for courses successfully completed in those institutions provided
they are equivalent to courses offered at Memphis State College. With
the approval of the Director of the School, adjustments will be made
where feasible in cases of transfer from other colleges and from other
Schools in this college.

is

Organization of the School. The School of Business Administration
organized in two divisions
the Lower Division and the Upper Di-

—

vision.

The first two years are known as the Lower Division, during which
time the general prescriptions, applicable to all students enrolled in
the School of Business Administration, are satisfied. Lower Division
courses are numbered from 100 to 299. Freshmen are limited in general to 100-199 courses.

The junior and

senior years are referred to as the Upper Divistime the student will complete the Upper Division
Basic Business courses; will satisfy his major and minor requirements;
and will take such additional course work as may be required to complete the prescribed number of credit hours for graduation.
ion.

a

During

this

Each student, when he enrolls in the School, will be assigned
member of the Business Administration faculty who will serve

to

as

his counselor or advisor during the first two years, or until he has
definitely selected his major field of concentration. The counselor will
assist the student in planning his program.

REQUIREMENTS FOR GRADUATION
all students who qualify
for the bachelor's degree in the School of Business Administration at

The requirements which must be met by

Memphis

State College are listed below under seven headings:
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1. Credit Hours. Information relative to the hours of credit required for graduation, the necessary average grade, computation of
quality points is given on pages 37-38.
Of the 198 hours required for graduation, students in the School
of Business Administration must complete a minimum of 72 in courses

numbered above 299.
2. Lower Division. The

99 hours in the Lower Division consist primarily of general education courses and a few foundation business
courses, with some provision for electives. A student who contemplates certification for teaching should follow the suggestions toward
that end given in the electives. The required courses and suggested electives in the Lower Division are given below by years. A one-quarter
course (3 hours) may be taken during any quarter.

Freshman Year
a.

b.
c.

d.
e.

f.

g.

h.

i.

Introduction to Business (Mgmt. 101)..
Fundamentals of Public Speaking (Speech 111)
General Psychology (Psych. 112)
English Composition (Eng. 111-112-113)
Biology, Chemistry, Physics, or Physical Geography
Three quarters must be in one field.

Mathematics

3
3

3

9
9-12

3-9

Physical Education (P.E. 100) Each quarter, 1 credit
Air Force R.O.T.C. All male students must enroll in
R.O.T.C. unless excused. Two credits per quarter

3
6

Additional courses to bring the total to a minimum of 49
hours. Suggested business, general education, and professional education electives follow:
(1) 6 to 9

hours typing

recommended
(2)
(3)

—

required for secretarial majors;
for prospective teachers

—

Education 101 required for teacher certification
Health 101 required for teacher certification

—

Additional general education electives: Home Ec.
171, 241, and 291; Sociology 213
Note. The School of Business Administration requires an ability
to type, using the touch system, for all graduates. This may be
demonstrated by satisfactorily passing a test. Those without
previous typing experience can usually satisfy the requirement
by taking two quarters of typing courses S.S. 121 and 125. Secretarial majors and prospective teachers will take S.S. 122-123,
or S.S. 121-122-123 if they have had no previous typing.
(4)

—

Sophomore Year
a.
b.
c.

d.
e.
f.

Principles of Accounting (Acctg. 201-202-203)
Principles of Economics (Mgmt. 211-212-213)

9

English Literature (English 211-212-213)
History of United States (Hist. 221-222-223)
Physical Education (P.E. 200) Each quarter, 1 credit
Air Force R.O.T.C. All male students must enroll in
R.O.T.C. unless excused. Two credits per quarter

9

9

9
3
6
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Additional courses to bring the total to a

minimum

103

of 50

hours. Suggested electives are:

—

shorthand required for secretarial
majors; recommended for prospective teachers

(1)

8 to 12 hours of

(2)

recommendClerical Office Machines (Mgmt. 271)
ed for accounting and management majors, and
prospective teachers.

—

Basic Upper Division Business Courses. The 24 hours of basic
3.
or foundation business courses listed below are required by every student enrolled in the School of Business Administration, regardless of
his specific major field. They should be scheduled during the junior
year, along with the major courses and electives.

d.

Mgmt.
Mgmt.
Mgmt.
Mgmt.

e.

Mktg. 301-302

a.

b.
c.

301-302-303

341
361

371

Business Law I, II, and III
Business Organization and Finance
Introduction to Money and Banking
Elementary Business Statistics
Principles of Marketing I and II

9
3
3
3
6

24

Major. With the assistance of his counselor, each student, not
than the beginning of the junior year, will select from the list
below an area of concentration to be designated as his major. He
will then be assigned to a major professor who is a member of the
staff of the department in which his major is located. The major professor will direct him in the completion of his major, the selection
and satisfaction of his minor, and the other requirements for graduation. The major will consist of 33 hours of designated course work
4.

later

in the

Upper

Division.

The major areas

a.

Industrial Accounting

b.

Public Accounting
Business Management

c.

d.
e.

are:

Finance
Marketing

f.

Retailing

g.

Secretarial Science

h.

Business Teaching

and Office Management

Descriptions of the departments
tration start on page 105.

and the major areas of concen-

5. Minor. To broaden his general background, each student, as one
of his degree requirements, will complete sufficient course work in an
area other than his major to evidence some specialization in that area.
It will be designated as his minor.

a. Business Major with Minor in Another School. A student who
enrolled in the School of Business Administration may select his
minor in one of the other Schools. It must be in one subject or in
one unit of a department if the department includes several categories.
The minor must be approved by the student's major professor. It will
consist of a minimum of 27 hours, 9 of which must be in courses numis

bered above

299.
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A

student enrolled in the School
b. Major and Minor in Business.
of Business Administration may complete both his major and his minor
in the School of Business Administration. The minor must be in an

area other than the major, and must be approved by the major professor. Six hours from the Basic Upper Division Courses may be applied toward satisfaction of the minor. This means that a business major may complete the minor requirements by taking 12 hours in the
minor area in addition to the Upper Division Basic Business and major

requirements.
c. Nonbusiness Majors. A student enrolled in one of the other
Schools may select as his minor any area in the School of Business
Administration in which a minor is available. The minor requirements
are 27 hours in each area. Descriptions of the minors are given, following the major area descriptions under each department.

Electives. Sufficient additional course work must be taken in
to bring the grand total of credits to a minimum of
198. Electives may be taken in any department in the college.
6.

the

Upper Division

To qualify for the Air Force commission requires 18 hours of
Upper Division Air Force courses in addition to the major, minor, and
Basic Upper Division Business Courses.
7.

Information relative to
is found on page 37.

students

residence

requirements for transfer
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DEPARTMENT OF ACCOUNTING
Mr. Nagy, Mr. Spiceland

A

student who elects to use accounting as his major will, in addition to the 24 hours of Basic Business Courses, complete 33 hours
of specified Upper Division accounting and related courses as indicated
below.

He may slant his work toward public accounting with special emphasis on auditing and tax work, or toward industrial accounting with
the emphasis on cost accounting and controllership.
All accounting majors will complete the six courses
listed

(18 hours)

below:
Acctg.
Acctg.
Acctg.
Acctg.
Acctg.
Acctg.

311
312
331
332
421
451

Intermediate Accounting
Intermediate Accounting
Cost Accounting I
Cost Accounting II

3
3
3
3
3
3

I.

EL

Advanced Accounting I...
Income Tax Procedures I

18
If public accounting is the special area of concentration, the student will complete the 15 hours indicated below:
3
Acctg. 422 Advanced Accounting II
._
3
Acctg. 424 Auditing I
3
Acctg. 425 Auditing II
Acctg. 453 Income Tax Procedures II
3
3
Acctg. 454 Municipal Accounting

15

For

industrial accounting specialization, the student will take 15
hours selected from the courses listed below:

Mgmt.

442
351

Management

of Business Enterprise

Report Writing
Other accounting and approved related courses
S. S.

3
3
9

15

Minor in Accounting. Acctg. 201-202-203; Acctg. 311-312 (Intermediate Accounting) Acctg. 331 (Cost Accounting I) and 9 additional
hours in approved Upper Division accounting and related courses.
;

;

DESCRIPTION OF COURSES
201

—Principles of Accounting

I.

(3).

Fundamentals, accounts, journalizing and posting, trial balance,
simple worksheet, operating statement and balance sheet, basic theory.
Three lectures per week.
202

—Principles of Accounting

II. (3).

Departmentalization of merchandise and expense accounts, payroll and deductions, debit over credit worksheet, accruals and deferments, closing the books. Three lectures per week. Prerequisite: Accounting 201.

203

Memphis
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III. (3).

The

corporation, voucher system, fiscal closing period, bond issues, further application of accounting theory. Three lectures per
week. Prerequisite: Accounting 202.
311

—Intermediate Accounting

I.

(3).

Accounting records, end-of-period procedure, corrections of prior
periods, accounting statements, comparative statements, working capital, miscellaneous ratios, profit and loss analysis, corporations. Three
lectures per week. Prerequisite: Accounting 203.
312

—Intermediate Accounting
Cash and

II. (3).

tangible operating assets, ininvestments, liabilities, reserves and valuation accounts,
net income determination, statement of source and application of
funds. Three lectures per week. Prerequisite: Accounting 203.
receivables,

inventories,

tangibles,

331—Cost Accounting I. (3).
Voucher system, material inventory

records, inventory evaluation,
job cost, distribution of manufacturing expenses, accounting for labor,
cost statements and schedules. Three lectures per week. Prerequisite:

Accounting

203.

332—Cost Accounting

II. (3).

Process costs, estimated costs, cost standards, uniform cost accounting system. Three lectures per week. Prerequisite: Accounting
331.

421

—Advanced Accounting

I.

(3).

Partnerships, consignments, ventures, installment sales, insurance,
statement of affairs, receiver's accounts, realization and liquidation
reports, compound interest and annuities. Three lectures per week.
Prerequisite: Accounting 311-312.
422

—Advanced Accounting

II.

(3).

Estates and trusts, home office and branch accounting, consolidated statements, mergers, foreign exchange. Three lectures per week.
Prerequisite: Accounting 311-312.

424—Auditing

I.

(3).

Ethics in accounting practice, auditing standards and procedures,
programs of audit of various accounts, construction and indexing of
various papers, reports to clients. Three lectures per week. Prerequisite:

Accounting

42&—Auditing

311-312.

II. (3).

Application of auditing principles in verification of financial statements, preparation of reports, case studies applicable to specific industries, current trends. A practice audit is carried out. Three lectures
per week. Prerequisite: Accounting 424.
443

— Analysis of Financial Statements.

(3).

Nature and scope of financial reports, effectiveness of analysis
techniques, interpretation of business reports, specific study of typical
statements. Three lectures per week. Prerequisite: Accounting 311 or

permission of instructor.
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I. (3).

Regulations pertaining to individuals and partnerships. Three
lectures per week. Prerequisite: Accounting 312 or permission of instructor.

453

—Income Tax Procedures

II. (3).

Federal income tax laws and regulations for corporations, estates,
and fiduciaries. Three lectures per week. Prerequisite: Accounting
451.

454

—Municipal Accounting.

(3).

Accounting theory and practice applicable to institutions, municipalities, and local units of government; organization, fiscal procedures,
budgetary control, classification, and use of funds; financial statements and reports. Three lectures per week. Prerequisite: Accounting
312.

481

— Internship in Accounting.

(3).

Seniors majoring in public accounting, after receiving approval
of the accounting faculty, are placed in offices of cooperating public
accounting firms to receive on-the-job training under the direct supervision of a certified public accountant and the general supervision of
the college accounting staff. Credit allowed upon acceptance of report
of work done, verified by supervising accountant, and completion of
a qualifying examination. Minimum time: 400 hours.

GRADUATE COURSES
Note. Courses preceded by "G" are described above.

G-443

—Analysis of Financial Statements.

(3).

108
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DEPARTMENT OF MANAGEMENT AND FINANCE
Mr. Markle, Chairman
Mr. Bobo, Mr. Milner, Mrs. Nagy

A student who desires to use management or finance as his major
area of concentration will, in addition to the 24 hours of Basic Business Courses, complete 33 hours of Upper Division specified management and/or finance and approved related courses.
If his principal objective is to acquire training in the practical operation of business, he should follow the management curriculum. If
his aim is the acquisition of a thorough background in economics and
finance, he should select the finance curriculum.

By completing a major in management and a minor in finance, a
student can obtain a thorough background in business management
and a foundation in economics which will qualify him to pursue graduate work in the field of economics and finance.
All

management and finance majors

(15 hours) listed

will

complete the five courses

below:

Mgmt.
Mgmt.
Mgmt.

312
441
461
Acctg. 311
S. S. 351

Economics of Business Enterprise
Corporation Finance

3
3

Money and Banking

3

....

II

Intermediate Accounting I

Report Writing

3
3

15

management

the major area of concentration, the student
will complete the two courses (6 hours) listed below, and a minimum
of 12 additional hours of course work selected from the offerings of
the School of Business Administration and approved by his major
If

is

professor.

Mgmt.
Mgmt.

321
442

Labor Management

Management

of Business Enterprise

Approved Business Electives

3
3
12

18

finance is the major area of concentration, the student will complete the two courses listed below (6 hours), and a minimum of 12
additional hours of course work, selected from the offerings of the
School of Business Administration, and approved by the major proIf

fessor.

Mgmt.
Mgmt.

451
462

Public Finance

Investments
Approved Business Electives

3
3
12

18

Minor in Business Management. Acctg. 201-202-203; Mgmt 341, 361,
and 442; and 9 additional hours in approved Upper Division management courses.

Minor in Finance. Acctg. 201-202-203 required of all minors. For
finance specialization: Mgmt. 361, 461, and 462, and 9 additional hours
in approved Upper Division management courses. For specialization in
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109

9 additional

hours in ap-

proved Upper Division management courses.

DESCRIPTION OF COURSES
101

—Introduction to Business.

(3).

To acquaint

the beginning business student with the major institutions and practices in the business world. Primarily a survey
course to provide elementary concepts of business and to act as an
orientation course for selection of a specific major.
211

—Principles of Economics

I.

Foundations of economics,

(3).

human

wants, production, organization
large scale production and combination, price and the
market, pure and imperfect competition, demand and supply. Three
lectures per week.

of business,

212

—Principles of Economics
Sellers

and

costs,

II. (3)

price theory in practice, principles of

money

and banking, American banking system, Federal Reserve System,
economic rent and interest, wages and profit. Three lectures per week.
Prerequisite:

Management

211.

—Principles of Economics

213

III. (3).

Public finance and taxation, interregional trade, foreign exchange,
nationalism and protective tariff, the business cycle, unemployment,
labor unionism, transportation, government control of industry, contrasting economic systems. Three lectures per week. Prerequisite:

Management

212.

271—Clerical Office Machines. (2).
To acquaint the student with the major types

of adding

and

cal-

culating machines; and to develop a working knowledge of the 10key and full keyboard adding machines, keydriven and rotary calculators, and other mechanical office devices. One lecture and two laboratory periods per week.
301

—Business Law

I.

(3).

Contracts and agency. Three lectures per week. Prerequisite:
years of college or junior classification.
302

—Business Law

Two

II. (3).

Negotiable instruments, banks and banking, partnership organization and dissolution, organization and rights and limitations of corporations, dissolution of corporations, personal property, sales. Three
lectures per week. Prerequisites Management 301.
:

303—Business Law

III. (3).

Bailments, security, mortgages, conditional sales, suretyship, insurance, real estate, landlord and tenant, liens, trade regulations.
Three lectures per week. Prerequisite: Management 301.
304 Transportation. (3).

—

—

waterways,
American transportation system
air; characteristics of modern transportation
services; rates and rate making; public aid and regulation; problems
of traffic management. Three lectures per week.
311 Economic Development of the United States. (3).
Analysis of economic growth of the American economy. Emphasis

Development

of

highways, railways, and

—
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placed on the factors instrumental in that growth in the various
segments of the economy. Three lectures per week.
is

—Economics of Business Enterprise.

312

(3).

Analysis of the functioning of business enterprise by applying
economic theory to the actual problems of business. Analysis techniques are applied to profit, competition, product policy, demand and
cost conditions, pricing policies, and capital budgeting. Three lectures
per week. Prerequisite: Junior classification.
313

—Consumer Economics.

(3).

Problems of the consumer
Three lectures per week.

—Labor

321

Management.

in dealing

with retailers and producers.

(3).

An

introductory course dealing with the principles and history of
labor policies, from the viewpoint of business management. Three lectures per week.

331—Real

Estate.

(3).

Real estate law, property description, methods of transferring
property, joint ownership, tax sales and title to property, inheritance
of real property. Three lectures per week.
335

— General Insurance.

(3).

Theory, practice, and problems involved with life, fire, marine,
casualty, and surety insurance; rates and rating; actuarial activities.
Three lectures per week.
341

—Business Organization and Finance.

(3).

The promotion,

organization, and financing of business enterprise.
Principles underlying the selection of business form. The structure
and trends of American enterprise system. Financial management of
enterprises. Emphasis is given to small and medium size enterprise.
Three lectures per week.
361

—Introduction to Money and Banking.

(3).

Monetary and banking history

of leading countries with special
emphasis on the United States; theory of money and banking. Deposit
and earning operations of the individual bank, interbank relations,
and central bank relations. Three lectures per week.

371

—Elementary Business Statistics.

(3).

Procedures of collection, analysis, presentation, and interpretation
of economic and business data; measures of central tendency and dispersion; the normal curve; operation of calculators, adding machines,
and other office mechanical devices. Three lectures per week. Prerequisite: 3 hours of mathematics.
413

—Advanced Economic Theory.

(3).

An

introduction to the following concepts of price level, output,
and employment: national income, neo-classical, quantity of money
theory, and neo-Keynesian. Three lectures per week. Prerequisite:
Management 461 and 451.

421— Personnel Administration.

(3).

Employer-employee relationships; job analysis; recruitment,
lection, training, transfer, promotion, and dismissal of employees;

sein-

1
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wage plans and policies; employee health, interest,
and morale; dealing with unions. Three lectures per week. Prere-

dustrial unrest;
quisite

441

:

Management

371 or permission of instructor.

—Corporation Finance.

(3).

Advanced treatment of financial management with emphasis on
large scale enterprise and the forces underlying determination of
problems are considered in connection with refunding,
reorganization, mergers ,and consolidations. Three lectures per week.
Prerequisite: Management 341.
policy. Financial

442

—Management of Business Enterprise.

(3).

Consideration is given to overall policy formation and practice
in the operation of new and going business concerns. Emphasis is
placed on problems of nonfinancial management in the small firm.
Three lectures per week. Prerequisite: Management 341.

451—Public Finance. (3).
Theory and practice

of government expenditure and revenue.
Theory, practice, shifting, and incidence of the various forms of taxation. Elementary consideration of the integration of revenue and expenditure into fiscal policy. Three lectures per week.

452— State and Local Taxation.

(3).

Specialized treatment of state and local financial administration,
with emphasis on Tennessee. Consideration given to trends in policy
formation, and integration with federal fiscal policy. Three lectures
per week. Prerequisite: Management 451.
461

—Money and Banking

II. (3).

A more

detailed consideration of banking and its problems since
1930. Emphasis is given to banking policy and its relationship to business and government policy. Three lectures per week. Prerequisite:

Management 361.
462— Investments. (3).
The principles of investment

in stocks and bonds and their application to specific classes of investments. Three lectures per week. Pre-

requisite:

471

Management

341.

—Advanced Business Statistics.

(3).

A

basic course in statistical theory and methods applicable to
business and economic data in time series. Major topics: Index numbers; trend; seasonal variations; and cyclical variation. Prerequisite:

Management
491

371,

Mathematics

221.

— Government Regulation and Business Policy.
A

(3).

study of the impact of legislation and commission regulation on business policies. The effect of tax laws, Securities and Exchange Commission regulation and anti-monopoly legislation, and organizational, financial, and operational aspects of non-utility business
enterprises. Three lectures per week. Prerequisite: Management 441.
493

critical

—International Trade.

(3).

Historical approach to the theory of international trade. Consideration is given to the techniques of control over investment and trade,
foreign exchange, balance of payments, and world interdependence.
Three lectures per week. Prerequisite: Management 311 and 361.
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(3).

A

study of current domestic and international economic problems
with special emphasis on international trade, foreign investments,
economic reconstruction, and world economic organization and cooperation. Three lectures per week. Prerequisites: Management 451

and

461.

GRADUATE COURSES
Note. Courses preceded by "G" are described above.

G-451—Public Finance. (3).
G-461—Money and Banking
592

II. (3).

—Government Fiscal Policy.

(3).

:
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DEPARTMENT OF MARKETING
Mr. Spindler, Chairman
Miss Cambron

A student who desires to use marketing or retailing as his major
area of concentration will, in addition to the 24 hours of Basic Business Courses, complete 33 hours of specified marketing and/or retailing and approved related Upper Division courses.
If the student's objective is acquiring an understanding of the
fundamental problems of marketing involving world trade, sales
management, and market research, he should follow the marketing
curriculum, outlined below. If his aim is to develop a thorough background in retail store operation, advertising, and the like, he should

follow the retailing curriculum.
All

marketing and retailing majors

(18 hours) listed

Mktg.
Mktg.
Mktg.
Mktg.
Mktg.

will

complete the six courses

below:

351
361
381
461
491
351

Principles of Advertising

Salesmanship
Retailing I
Sales Management
Market Research Analysis

3
3
3
3
3
3

Report Writing
the major area of concentration, the student will,
with the approval of his major professor, select and complete 5
courses (15 hours) from the list below:
Mktg. 375 Wholesaling
3
Mktg. 421 Industrial Marketing
3
Mktg. 435 Cotton Marketing
3
S. S.

If

marketing

is

.....

Mgmt. 304 Transportation
Mgmt. 313 Consumer Economics
Mgmt. 493 International Trade

3
3

3

Materials of Trade and Industry
3
If retailing is the major area of concentration, the student will,
with the approval of his major professor, select and complete 5 courses
(15 hours) from the list below:
Mktg. 352 Advanced Principles of Advertising...
3
Mktg. 382 Retailing II
3
Mktg. 385 Retail Display Techniques
3
Mktg. 485 Retail Credit and Collections
3
Mktg. 489 Work Experience in Retailing
3
Mgmt. 442 Management of Business Enterprise
3
Any two of the following courses
Home Ec. 312 Textiles
3
Home Ec. 481 House Furnishings ...
3
Home Ec. 482 Household Equipment
3
Home Ec. 483 Home Management and Consumer Education 3
Minor in Marketing: Acctg. 201-202-203 (Principles of Accounting);
Mktg. 301-302; and 12 additional hours in approved Upper Division marketing courses (Mgmt. 371 may be used as a marketing course).
Ind. Arts 341 or 342

DESCRIPTION OF COURSES
301

—Principles of Marketing

I.

(3).

General survey of the marketing structure, development of mar-
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keting methods, functions and costs of marketing, pricing and price
policies, the various marketing institutions. Three lectures per week.
of Marketing II. (3).
Marketing of farm products as raw materials; marketing of industrial goods and services; marketing efficiency as it affects business,
government, and the consumer. Three lectures per week. Prerequisite:
Marketing 301.

302—Principles

351

—Principles

of Advertising. (3).

Introductory course. Defines role of advertising in our economic,
social, and marketing structure; terminology and techniques; place
of newspapers, magazines, and radio in carrying the advertising message; use of research in making advertising effective; truth in advertising, and laws to enforce truthful copy.
352

—Advanced Principles of Advertising.

(3).

Considers additional advertising media, such as: direct mail, outdoor, car cards, motion picture, television, and specialty advertising.
Stress is placed on the practical application of advertising methods
and procedures in selecting appeals and media, writing copy, and constructing layouts. Prerequisite: Marketing 351.

361— Salesmanship.

(3).

Basic principles underlying the sales process; the place of the
salesman in relation to his firm, his goods, and his customers; approach, demonstration, and close of the individual sales transaction.
Students make sales presentations, and critical appraisals are given.
Three lectures per week.

375—Wholesaling.

(3).

Types of classes of wholesale organizations; wholesale centers;
organization and management of wholesale establishments including
location, purchasing, receiving, stock control, advertising, selling, order
credits, and expenses. Three hours per week. Prerequisite:

filling,

Marketing

302.

381—Retailing I.
Fundamental

(3).

principles underlying successful operation of retail
types of retail institutions, principles of location, layout and
organization, buying, merchandise control, planning and operating the
merchandise budget, and retail pricing. Three lectures per week.
Prerequisite: Marketing 301.
stores,

382—Retailing

II.

(3).

and marking merchandise; customer servexpenses and their control; training and supervision of sales
force; coordination of store activities. Three lectures per week. PreReceiving,

checking,

ices;

requisite:

Marketing

381.

385—Retail Display Techniques. (3).
Techniques of installing window and

interior displays, place of
display in the sales program, fixtures and materials used in display
preparation. Three lectures per week. Prerequisite: Marketing 382.
421— Industrial Marketing. (3).

A

study of the problems and policies of industrial purchasing; the
for industrial products; programs and policies in marketing
industrial products with emphasis on the subjects of channels of dis-

market
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tribution; price policies, service policies,
requisite: Marketing 302.

435—Cotton Marketing.

11.5

and industrial research. Pre-

(3).

special commodity in the state and the nation is traced
of production, processing, and marketing in the raw
and weaving or knitting; finishing; fabrication into
and distribution at the wholesale and retail levels.
Prerequisite: Marketing 302 or permission of instructor.

Cotton as a
through stages
state; spinning
end products;
461

— Sales

Management. (3).
Problems confronting the

sales executive, organization of the sales
sales planning, territories, quotas, filling and delivery
of orders, sales promotion, compensation and training of salesmen, research, control and management of the sales force. Three lectures

department,

per week. Prerequisite: Marketing 361.

485—Retail Credit and

Collections. (3).

and collections employed today, principles
of mercantile credit, installment credit, sources and significance of
retail credit information, charge account management, collection correspondence. Three lectures per week.

System

489

of retail credit

—Work Experience in Retailing.

(3).

Seniors majoring in retailing, after receiving approval of the marketing faculty, will obtain actual experience by working a minimum
of 150 hours in approved distributive organizations. Cooperating businesses will provide a variety of progressive job sequences and enable
participants to schedule the work experience to suit their individual
academic programs. Students will be coordinated by the instructor,
submit reports, and develop case studies.
491

—Market Research Analysis.

(3).

Research methods and procedures in the field of marketing;
analysis of published sources of market data; study of consumer demand and other marketing factors in determining market policies,
potentials, and methods of collection; tabulation and interpretation of
data. Prerequisite Marketing 302, Management 371.
:

GRADUATE COURSES
Note: Courses preceded by "G" are described above.
G-461

—Sales

Management.

(3).
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DEPARTMENT OF SECRETARIAL SCIENCE AND
OFFICE MANAGEMENT
Mr. Jennings, Chairman
Mrs. Causey, Miss Johnson, Miss Teague

A

student

agement as

who

his

and office manin addition to the

desires to use secretarial science

major area of concentration

will,

24 hours of Basic Business Courses, complete 33 hours of specified
secretarial and office management and approved related Upper Division courses.
All secretarial and office management majors will complete the
eight courses (21 hours) listed below:
S. S.

S. S.
S. S.

S. S.
S. S.
S. S.

S. S.

Mgmt.

311
312
333
431
433
441
442
421

Advanced Dictation and Transcription
Advanced Shorthand
Secretarial Office Machines

2
3
2
3

..

Applied Secretarial Practice
Secretarial Dictation
_

Office
Office

Management
Management

_

_

__

2
3
3
3

I
II

Personnel Administration

21

are to be selected from the
Four additional courses
below. They must be approved by the student's major professor.
(12 hours)

list

S. S.

Advanced Typing

S. S.

Business Report Writing
Business Letter Writing

321
351
352
S. S.
421
S. S.
Mgmt. 313
Mgmt. 442
Mktg. 361

.

_

Secretarial Typing
Consumer Economics
Management of Business Enterprise

Salesmanship

...:..

3
3
3
3
3
3
3

Minor in Secretarial Science and Office Management. S. S. 122123 (Typing), S. S. 211-212-213 (Elementary Shorthand), and 9 hours
of approved Upper Division secretarial and office management courses.
The following courses are suggested: S. S. 311, 312, 333, and 433.

DESCREPTION OF COURSES
121—Elementary Typing

I.

(3).

Mastery of the keyboard, use and operation of the parts of the
typewriter, acquisition of a typing rate of approximately 25 words
per minute. Four meetings per week.

122— Elementary Typing Ha. (3).
Typing business letters, manuscripts, simple tabulations, business
statements, and reports. Development of a typing rate of approximately 35 words per minute. Required by secretarial majors and recommended for prospective teachers. Three meetings per week.
123— Elementary Typing HI. (3).
Further development of techniques in the typing of business lettabulations, business papers and forms, legal documents, and
forms for duplicating machines. Acquisition of typing rate of approximately 45 words per minute.
ters,

—
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125— Elementary Typing lib. (3).
Typing business letters, manuscripts, simple

tabulations, business
statements and reports including balance sheets and profit and loss
statements. Emphasis is on arrangement and on typing business reports and statements on a production basis. This course is for nonsecretarial majors who are required to take typing for the B.S. in Business Administration degree. Prerequisite: Secretarial Science 121 or
permission of instructor.

211— Fundamentals

of

Shorthand

I.

(4).

Basic principles of simplified Gregg shorthand; alphabet, brief
forms, phrases, and abbreviations; beginning dictation and pretranscription training. Three lectures and two laboratory periods per
week. Credit toward graduation allowed only on completion of course
213.

212—Fundamentals

of

Shorthand

II.

(4).

Vocabulary development; the development of improved skills in
taking dictation and reading from shorthand notes; pre-transcription
training. Ability to type, or enrollment in a typing class is required
for students taking this course. Three lectures and two laboratory
periods per week. Credit toward graduation allowed only on completion of course 213. Prerequisite: Secretarial Science 211, or permission
of instructor.

213— Fundamentals

of Shorthand III. (4).

Further study of shorthand theory, acquisition of ability to take
rapid dictation and transcribe it accurately. Three lectures and two
laboratory periods per week. Prerequisite: Secretarial Science 212.
311

—Advanced Dictation and Transcription.

(2).

Review

of shorthand principles, phrases, abbreviations, and special
forms; vocabulary building; daily speed practice to increase writing
speed; and the development of transcription skills for the production
of mailable transcripts. Three class meetings per week. Prerequisites:
Secretarial Science 122 and Secretarial Science 213 or equivalent.

312—Advanced Shorthand.

(3).

Practice in sustained rapid dictation, development of a minimum
dictation rate of 120 words per minute, and increased transcription
speed. Three class meetings per week. Prerequisite: Secretarial Science 311.

321—Advanced Typing. (3).
Review of business letter

types, preparation of manuscripts and
other literary matter, preparation of tables of statistical data, legal
typing. Development of a typing rate of approximately 60 words per
minute. Prerequisite: Secretarial Science 123.

322— Personal Use Typing.
Personal and business

(3).

letters,

reports, themes,

and manuscripts.

Prerequisite: Secretarial Science 121 or permission of instructor.

—Secretarial Office Machines.

333

(2).

Development of vocational skills in the use of secretarial office
machines such as the electric typewriter; voice writing equipment
cylinder, disc, and wire recorders; duplicating machines stencil dupli-

—

Memphis
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cator and direct process duplicator. One lecture and two laboratory
periods per week. Prerequisite: Secretarial Science 123.
351

—Business Report Writing.

(3).

Techniques of business report writing; principles of correct usage
capitalization, spelling, compounding and dividing words,
spelling and writing numbers, and punctuation; the application of the
principles for reporting business activities; preparation of financial
statements and audit reports; minutes of stockholders meetings; briefs,
research theses, and other types of manuscripts. Three lectures per
week. Prerequisite: ability to type.

involving

352—Business Letter Writing.

(3).

Psychology of the business

letter, consideration of the several
types of letter, preparation of letters by students with emphasis on
both the content and the mechanics of the letters, solutions of letterwriting problems. Professional work required. Three lectures per week.
Prerequisite Ability to type.
:

421— Secretarial Typing.

(3).

Production typing with emphasis on development of familiarity
with vocabulary, forms, and techniques required in legal, insurance,
construction and architecture, medical, financial, radio, scenario, and
publishing company offices; use of dictating machines. Prerequisite:
Secretarial Science 321. Not offered 1952-53.
431

—Applied

Secretarial Practice.

(3).

and training of a secretary; requirements
for employment; organization of office work; filing; use of phone;
Qualifications, duties,

handling of mail; reception of office callers; use of reference books;
selection of office supplies. Three lectures per week.

433— Secretarial

Dictation.

(2).

Testing the secretarial student on actual office work. The student
will do stenographic work in offices on the campus. After conferences
with office heads the instructor provides remedial work in class so
that upon completion of the course the student is qualified for employment. Two lectures per week in class or six hours laboratory work
per week when on assignment. Prerequisite: Secretarial Science 311.
441

—Office Management

I.

(3).

To acquaint the student with modern methods used in
organization and management; office systems and routines;
correspondence; dictation and transcription work in the office;

office
office
filing

and record maintenance; office communications, oral and written; the
mailing department. Three lectures per week.

442—Office Management

II.

(3).

A

continuation of Office Management I. Topics: the office building; light, noise and air conditions; office planning and layouts; office
furniture and equipment; office machines and appliances; control of

equipment and supplies;

selection, training,

and compensation of

office

personnel; problems in the handling of office personnel; use and
preparation of office manuals; budgetary control. Three lectures per

week.

GRADUATE COURSES
591

—Improvement

of Instruction in Vocational Business Subjects.

(3).
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Basic Business Subjects.

(3).

(3).

BUSINESS TEACHER PREPARATION
To be eligible for certification to teach business subjects in the
high schools of Tennessee, a student must:
a. Receive a minimum of 36 credits in professional courses in
education (which are approved by the Department of Curriculum and Instruction in the School of Education).
b. Qualify to teach a number of business subjects (known as areas
of endorsement) by receiving credit for courses taken in the
areas in which he desires to teach.
c. Complete a core curriculum of 60 hours in general education
(this will have been accomplished if the student has taken the
complete list of Lower Division requirements including Health
101).

The 36 hours of education will satisfy the minor requirements.
By completing a major in any one of the departments in the
School of Business Administration, a student automatically qualifies
in

some

areas.

The

subjects for which endorsement

is

available in

each of the business administration departments are given:

Department
Accounting

a.

Management and

a.

b.

Finance
Marketing

b.
a.

b.
c.

Secretarial Science and
Office Management

a.

b.
c.

Areas of Endorsement
Bookkeeping
c. Business Law
Business English
d. Economics
Business Law
c. Economics
Business English
Business English
Business Law
Consumer Education
Business English
Business Law
Clerical Practice

Major in Business Teaching. In addition

d.

Economics

e.

Salesmanship

d.

Economics
Shorthand
Typing

e.
f.

the several major
areas of concentration described earlier, the School of Business Administration offers a major designed for preparing students to teach
business subjects in high school. It will qualify for the ten areas of
endorsement (teaching subjects) listed below:
a.

Bookkeeping

b.

Business English
Business Law
Business Machines
Consumer Education

c.

d.
e.

The requirements
a.

f.

g.
h.
i.

j.

for satisfying the

Economics
Salesmanship
Secretarial Practice

Shorthand
Typing

major are:

Completion of the prescribed Lower Division courses including:
(1) A minimum of 8 credits in shorthand
(2)

A minimum

of 6 credits in typing

(3) 2 credits in office machine operation
(4) 3 credits in health (Health 101)
b.

to

(Mgmt.

271)

Completion of the Upper Division Basic Business Courses
(24 credits)
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c. Completion of 33 hours in Upper Division business courses including the nine courses listed below and 8 additional hours approved
by the major professor.

Acctg. 311* Intermediate Accounting I

3

Acctg. 331* Cost Accounting I
~
Mgmt. 313 Consumer Economics
Mktg. 361 Salesmanship, or Mktg. 381 Retailing I

3

311

Dictation and Transcription

S. S.

321

Advanced Typing

S. S.

333**Secretarial Office Machines..

S. S.

S. S.

351

Report Writing, or

S. S.

441

Office

Management

3
3
2
3

S. S.

2

352 Business Letter Writing 3

I

Approved Upper Division Business Electives

3
8

33

The accounting requirement may be satisfied by taking the
courses listed above or by taking 6 hours work in either Intermediate Accounting or Cost Accounting.
*

** Mgmt. 271, recommended in the sophomore year, must be presented to complete the requirement for endorsement in office ma-

chines.

The major

in business teaching is under the supervision of the
Department of Secretarial Science and Office Management. The major
professor will regularly be appointed from that department.
The major in business teaching with a minor in education leads

to the degree, Bachelor of Science in Business Administration.

:
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SCHOOL OF

EDUCATION
The School of Education in
ing objectives:

Memphis

State College has the follow-

To be an

articulated part of the general and cultural program
of the college.
To recruit desirable candidates for the teaching profession.
To provide a program of teacher education which promotes the
growth and development necessary for successful teaching.
To assist in placing teachers.
To provide professional service to public schools in the service
area.
To develop and carry out a continuing program of educational
research.

The School of Education offers several curricula leading to the
degree of Bachelor of Science. Candidates for this degree take certain
required courses and elect others within this school. In preparing for
particular teaching fields or areas, candidates are also required to
take courses in the School of Business administration, and in the
School of Arts and Sciences.

The work of the School of Education
following departments:

is

conducted through the

5.

Art
Curriculum and Instruction
Educational Administration and Supervision
Health and Physical Education
Home Economics

6.

Industrial Arts

7.

Music Education

8.

Training School

1.
2.
3.
4.

Courses leading to the degree of Master of Arts in Education are
offered in the Graduate School by various departments of the School
of Education. Graduate requirements and graduate course offerings
are listed in the Graduate School BULLETIN.

REQUIREMENTS FOR ADMISSION
The work

School of Education leading to the Bachelor
organized into two divisions: (1) The Lower Division, consisting of the work of the freshman and sophomore years,
and (2) The Upper Division, consisting of the work of the junior and
of the

of Science degree

is

senior years.

The entrance requirements

for the

Lower Division may be met

by either of the following methods
1. Admission by certificate.
By presenting a certificate of graduation from an accredited
high school showing the satisfactory completion of fifteen
units.
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2.

Admission by examination.
Applicants for admission who have not been graduated from
a secondary school may be admitted upon passing examinations on fifteen units required for graduation in an approved
high school. An applicant for admission from an unapproved
high school who presents a certificate of graduation may be
admitted upon passing examinations in subjects covering four
units of high school work taken in the senior year.

3.

Admission on the adult special basis.
Applicants for admission, twenty-one years of age or over,
who do not possess all the requirements for admission and who
are not candidates for a degree may be admitted upon giving
satisfactory evidence that they are prepared to take advantageously the subjects open to them.

,

In order to be admitted to the Upper Division, the student must
have completed the work of the Lower Division with an average
grade of C (2.0). In addition, he must have submitted to his adviser
for approval a complete program of study for work in the Upper
Division.

REQUIREMENTS FOR GRADUATION
1.

Each candidate for a baccalaureate degree in the School of Education must meet the general college requirements with respect to
and health.

registration, residence, fees,
2.

Each candidate must earn
average

in
hours, at least 60
(2.0)

bered above
3.

credit, with a satisfactory scholastic
approved courses totaling at least 198 quarter
hours of which must be taken in courses num-

299.

(a) the General Education Program
Professional Education Program required
and (c) the major requirements of the department in which the student declares a major.
These requirements are described below:

Each candidate must complete
for Teachers, (b) the
for state certification,

(a)

General Education Program for Teachers
The general education core shall consist

of not less than 60
quarter hours of credit earned in the following areas of instruction, with credit being distributed as follows:*

Communication

9

Health, Personal Development, or
Home and Family Living.

12
9

Social Studies
(b) Professional

—12
—18
—18
9 —18
3— 9
6

Humanities
Natural Sciences

Fundamental Concepts

— 12

.

of

Mathematics

Education Program

The

basic pattern of professional education needed for teaching has certain common elements which apply to problems
which all teachers face irrespective of the age level of the pupils
who are under their supervision.
Each prospective teacher, qualifying for a certificate based

Must

include general college requirements of English and hisStudents must check with their advisors on other requirements.

tory.
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upon a degree, is expected to prepare initially either for endorsement grades 1-9, or endorsement grades 7-12. Therefore,
the professional education required is indicated as "core professional" and as "specialized professional."
A total of 36 quarter hours in professional education, including
core professional areas, must be offered. Specialized professional
courses in materials and methods of teaching shall place emphasis on teaching in one or more fields— at least 9 quarter
hours credit to be completed in this area. Supervised student
teaching must be represented with at least 6 quarter hours
credit.
(c)

Departmental Majors

Each department

in the School of Education is described on
the following pages. In addition to a statement of the general
purposes and functions of the department, there is a complete
statement concerning major requirements, and a description of
all courses taught within the department.

Each candidate

required to qualify for Tennessee State Certifiof two teaching areas unless special exception
by the Director of the School of Education.

cation in a
is

made
The

(a)

is

minimum

certification requirements for teaching areas which may
be met in the School of Education are described in detail under
the respective departmental sections of this bulletin. See pages

126-155.
(b)

The

certification requirements for teaching areas listed below
in the School of Arts and Sciences:

may be completed
ENGLISH:

offer a minimum of 45 quarter hours.
hours may be in speech, journalism, and/or
dramatic arts. Applicants offering 36 quarter hours in English and 18 quarter hours in speech may be certified in both

The applicant
Of

shall

this total, 9

(see Speech).

FOREIGN LANQUAGE:

(FRENCH,

GERMAN, LATIN,

SPANISH
The applicant

shall offer for a single foreign language 27
quarter hours based upon two or more units of high school
credit, otherwise 36 quarter hours; for two foreign languages,
45 quarter hours with not less than 18 quarter hours in each
in addition to two units of high school credit in each language.

MATHEMATICS:
shall offer a minimum of 27 quarter hours of
college mathematics including college algebra, trigonometry,
and analytical geometry.
course in general or business

The applicant

A

If
it

may

be included in the minimum requirements.
the applicant has not had solid geometry in high school
is recommended that it be included in his college program.

mathematics

SCIENCE:
shall offer a minimum of 48 quarter hours of
credit in the sciences (biological science, chemistry, physics,
and geology) with at least three areas represented. The applicant will be certified to teach those sciences in which he
has completed a minimum of 12 quarter hours of work. When

The applicant

124
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any two endorsements representing both the physical and
the biological science fields appear on the certificate the
holder will be certified to teach general science. If survey
or integrated courses in the biological or physical science
fields are provided by the training institution these may be
included in the required 18 hours. (See Mathematics and
Physical Science.)
For endorsement in a single subject (biology, chemistry,
physics) 24 quarter hours are required, 4 of which may be
in a survey or integrated course.
For an endorsement in general science 24 quarter hours are
required which must include general biology and physical
science.

MATHEMATICS AND PHYSICAL SCIENCE:
When endorsement

in

mathematics and physical science

is

sought in combination the applicant shall present a minimum
of 21 quarter hours in mathematics (including college algebra, trigonometry, and analytical geometry) and a minimum
of 36 quarter hours in the physical sciences (including at least
12 quarter hours in chemistry, 12 quarter hours in physics, and
12 quarter hours in any two of geology, geography and astronomy) plus 18 quarter hours selected from related fields
in mathematics and/or physical science.

SOCIAL STUDIES:
for endorsement in the social studies may
follow one of two plans, as follows: (1) area (group) certification, or (2) individual area certification.
1.
Area of group certification: The applicant for endorsement
in social studies shall offer a minimum of 54 quarter hours
distributed as follows:

The applicant

a.

Eighteen

in history:

American
European or World
b.
c.

d.
e.

9
9
9
9
9
9

...„

Sociology

Geography
Economics
Government

-

TOTAL

quarter
quarter
quarter
quarter
quarter
quarter

hours
hours
hours
hours
hours
hours

54

History endorsement: the applicant for an endorsement
in history shall offer a minimum of 27 quarter hours to be

2.

distributed as follows:

American
European or World

quarter hours
quarter hours
quarter hours
c. Electives
(History)
3.
Individual area endorsement other than history: the applicant for an endorsement in any one teaching area of the
social studies, including economics, geography, sociology, or
government shall offer at least 18 quarter hours in the teaching area so specified.
a.

b.

9
9
9

SPEECH:
The applicant

shall offer a

minimum

of 21 quarter hours in
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Speech to include such courses as Fundamentals of Public
Speaking, Oral Interpretation, Debate, Discussion, and Drama
(See English).
(c)

The

certification requirements for teaching areas listed below
be completed in the School of Business Administration:
The applicant shall offer a minimum of 27 quarter hours, including 18 quarter hours in introduction to business, accounting, typewriting, business law, economics, business mathematics
and be endorsed in general business.

may

applicant endorsed in general business may secure addiby the completion of the hours indicated
including quarter hours completed for endorsement in general

An

tional single subject

business.

Bookkeeping
Typewriting

Shorthand
Business

Law

Economics

15 quarter hours
9 quarter hours, including 3 hours
of advanced typewriting
9 quarter hours, including 3 hours
of advanced shorthand
9

quarter hours

18 quarter hours, including principles and related subjects in that
field.

Salesmanship

9 quarter

hours

selected

from

salesmanship, marketing, merchandising, advertising, and reSecretarial Practice

tailing
3 quarter hours of office practice
plus certification in shorthand

Business Machines
Business English
Business Arithmetic

3
3
9

Office or Clerical

3 quarter hours in office, secretarial or clerical experience
3 quarter hours in consumer eco-

and typewriting
quarter hours
quarter hours
quarter hours (6 in mathematics, or 9 in business mathematics)

Experience

Consumer Education

nomics or consumer education
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DEPARTMENT OF ART
Miss McCormack
art is one of the most important education factors in
the Art Department proposes to serve the needs of those
preparing to teach in the elementary and high schools of the state.
It also affords an opportunity for students in the college to obtain
a cultural, critical, and historical understanding of the great art of
all times.

Since

child

life,

1.

Art major

None
2.

Art Minor*

shall offer a minimum of 36 quarter hours, with at
least 18 quarter hours in techniques, at least 6 quarter hours in appreciation, and at least 6 quarter hours in art materials and methods.

The applicant

—

Art 111 Art Education in the Primary Grades. (3).
A course designed for teacher training in the theories and practice of art education in the primary grades through participation in
problems based on children's interests and activities. Manuscript
writing is included in this course. Two hours lecture; two hours
laboratory.
112

—Art Education in the Elementary Grades.

(3).

A

continuation of 111 with a more comprehensive study of the
principles and developments of the different phases of art taught in
the elementary grades. Two hour lecture; two hours laboratory.
113

—Art

Education for Intermediate Grades and Junior High School

(3).

Problems providing opportunity to develop skill in representathrough the use of pencil, tempora, block printing, and lettering. Two hour lecture; two hours laboratory.

tion

211

—Representative Drawing, Design.

(3).

particularly designed to give practice in creative
art expression. Problems in drawing, color, design, and applied art
will be studied. Two hour lecture; two hours laboratory.

This course

is

212—Poster Design.

(3).

This course is designed to lead the student to a knowledge of
advertising through experience in the use of design, principles of
color, and lettering. The place of the poster in the school curriculum
is emphasized. Two hour lecture; two hours laboratory.
213

—Drawing and Composition.

(3).

This course deals with the analysis and construction of form,
emphasizing perspective, composition, and technique. Media are pencil,
pen and ink, charcoal, and watercolor. Two hour lecture; two
hours laboratory.
* The
Academy

State Board of Education has approved the Memphis
of Arts as a teacher training institution. Memphis State College will accept up to 27 quarter hours of credit earned in that institution to apply toward a Bachelor of Science degree and for high school
certification purposes.
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(3).

A

cultural course aiming to develop an intelligent appreciation
of the underlying principles of art.
study of the great achievements in sculpture, painting and
architecture. Emphasis is placed on the selection and presentation
of the masterpieces of art.

A

311

—Art Appreciation.

(3).

This course offers an opportunity for appreciative study with
reference to creative periods and their relation to the development of man; to recognize the value of art as an educational,
cultural, and social force to the extent that it expresses thought of
the people of any age. Three hours lecture.
special

312—Arts and

Crafts. (3).

—

and problems in applied design. Topics textile decoration in batik, stencil and block printing, wood carving, weaving,
and other craft problems suitable to school and club work. One hour
lecture; four hours laboratory.
Processes

313

—Advanced Drawing and Painting.
Work

(3).

done in various selected mediums from original still life
arrangements of flowers emphasizing value, texture, and tone. One
hour lecture; four hours laboratory.
is

411—Public School

Art. (3).

This course includes the study of the place of art in the program of the school from the standpoint of appreciation through creative expression. Problems in color and design from the standpoint
of age, interest, attainment level of children are carried out in paper,
watercolor, finger painting, manuscript writing, crayon, and lettering.

—

Penmanship 100 Teaching of Penmanship. (1).
The purpose of this course is to teach the principles of an easy
and legible business style of writing. The main purpose of the course
is

pedagogical.

101

Two

hours laboratory.

—Teaching of Penmanship.
This

is

(1).

a continuation of Penmanship

100.
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DEPARTMENT OF CURRICULUM AND INSTRUCTION
Mr. Rumble, Chairman
Mr. Anderson, Mr. Brownlee, Mrs. Cobb, Mr. Johnson Miss McFaddin,

Miss Rawls, Mr. Roland, Mr. Story* Mr. Underwood

The Department of Curriculum and Instruction has as its primary
objective the training of teachers for the public schools of Tennessee.
Requirements for certification are set up by the State Board of Education. Requirements for graduation are set up by the School of
Education. The student's faculty advisor will aid the student in preparing a program of study leading to both certification and graduation.
The Elementary Education Major and Minor
All persons who began college training before September 1, 1953,
and intend to apply for an elementary certificate before September 1,
1955, may major or minor in Elementary Education according to the requirements stated on pages 128-133 of the Memphis State College Bulletin,

May

1,

1952.

All persons beginning training during the school year, 1953-54, may
minor in Elementary Education by completing 36 quarter hours of
Professional Education (including a "Core Professional," the beginning
course of which is Education 101), the General Education Core of 60
quarter hours, and a minimum of 39 quarter hours in subject matter
areas in addition to the General Education Core as follows:

General Education
Courses (60)

Communication

..

9-12

Natural Science.. 9-18

Additional Subject

Matter Courses

Total of 99
quarter hours

(39)

Language Arts
Science and

.....6-9

.18

0-9

18
21

Conservation

Humanities

12-15

Humanities

.6-9

Health, Personal

Development,

Home and
Family Living

6-12
9-18
3-9

Social Studies

Mathematics
The major

Health and Physical
6-12
Education
Social Studies

18
18
6
ex-

0-9
0-3

Mathematics
Elementary Education

is the same as the minor
cept that 48 quarter hours of Professional Education are required.

A

in

Suggested First Year Program for Those Majoring
or Minoring in Elementary Education

Biology 111
or 141

3-4

Biology 112
or 142

Geography 121

3

Geography

Education 101
Music 121

3
1

Music 122

Physical

Education 100
Art 111

122.
Psychology 112
Mathematics 101

1
3

17-18

English 113
Biologv 113
3-4
3
3
3
1

or 143

Geography

123
Education 206
Health 101
Music 123

...

3
3
3
3
1

Phvsical

Phvsical

Education 100

3

1

17-18

Education 100 1
17-18
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The Secondary Education Major and Minor

who began college training before September 1, 1953,
and will obtain the Bachelor's degree before September 1, 1958, may
minor in Secondary Education according to the requirements stated on
pages 132-133 of the Memphis State College Bulletin, May, 1952.
All persons

All persons beginning training during the school year 1953-1954,
in Secondary Education by completing 36 quarter hours of
Professional Education (including a "Core Professional," the beginning course of which is Education 101), the General Education Core
of 60 quarter hours, and meet the requirements for endorsement in at
least one subject matter area, Grades 7-12, in addition to his major.

may minor

The major in Secondary Education is the same as the minor except
that 48 quarter hours of Professional Education and endorsement in
at least two subject matter areas, Grades 7-12, are required.

DESCRIPTION OF COURSES
Education

These education courses may be taken by students in either
elementary or secondary education; and several courses are recom-

mended

for students not preparing for teacher certification.
Education 101 Introduction to Education (3)
This course is to help beginning students interested in earning
teaching certificates answer the following questions: (1) Should I be
a teacher? (2) At what level should I teach? and (3) What preparation will I need to become a member of the teaching profession? Opportunities will be provided to determine personal strengths, limitations, and aptitudes in light of the requirements for successful teaching; for limited observation of children at various age levels; to become acquainted with certification requirements in Tennessee and
border states; and to survey the various important phases of education
in our American society, particularly in Tennessee.

—

206—Child Psychology.

(3).

Analysis of child development to determine normal behavior at
various age levels; an understanding of how parents, teachers, and
other leaders of children must work together to insure a well adjusted
personality in whatever environment the child finds himself. An examination of types of maladjustment most frequently found among
children.

—The Psychology of Adolescence.

307

(3).

A

study of the characteristics of the adolescent stage of development that should be taken into account in planning and teaching the
high school courses of study, in the supervision of extra class activities
in the high school, and in guiding and counseling with adolescents.
308

—Educational

351

—Special Problems in Instruction.

Psychology. (3).
This course deals with the nature of the learner, his equipment and
mental health; the role of the social environment; the general nature
of learning, learning to deal with one's physical and social worlds,
growth and maturity of personality and evaluation of progress in
education. Prerequisite: Psychology 112.
Individual

investigation and

(3).

report of specific problems in the
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area of instruction. Prerequisite: teachers in service, experienced
teachers, or students who give satisfactory evidence that they are
qualified to benefit by such a course.
352

— Special Problems in Curriculum Development.

(3).

problems in the
area of curriculum development. Prerequisite: teachers in service,
experienced teachers, or students who give satisfactory evidence that
they are qualified to benefit by such a course.
Individual

investigation

and report

of

specific

451—History

of Education. (3).
This course traces through European history some of the more
important educational problems of modern times as they have been
affected by the social and political facts of history, by the contribution of some of the leading educational theorists, and by institutional
practice.

452

—History of Education in the United States.

(3).

This course aims to trace, describe, and evaluate, in the light of
accepted facts, the development and growth of our educational practice, institutions, and theories from the beginning of colonial life to
the present time.

456—Educational Sociology. (3).
Group or social behavior in the educational

process; sociological
factors involved in the interaction of pupils, teachers, administrators,

and community.
466

—Audio-visual Aids to Teaching.

(3).

Audio-visual materials will be examined from the point of view of
their effectiveness and possible utilization in the school program.
Recent investigations of materials and methods of presentation will
be studied to ascertain their pedagogical implications. The technical
and administrative problems of integrating audio-visuals into the
school curriculum are considered. Opportunity will be provided to
operate the moving picture projector, the slide projector, the strip
film projector, and the opaque projector.
473

—Educational Tests and Measurements.

(3).

This course deals with the principles underlying the construction
of objective tests, and with problems relating to the intelligent use
and interpretation of school measurements by teachers and administrators. Practice is given in constructing new-type and essay tests,
and in the elements of statistical procedure necessary for the interpretation of school measurements.
476

—Mental Hygiene and the School.

(3).

Guidance for the teacher in working on her own personality
development and a study of the mental hygiene of the child as affected by his total environment, past and present.

Elementary Education
Other courses which may be taken by students in elementary
education are listed under general courses.

—The

Teaching of Language Arts in the Elementary Grades. (3).
This course stresses the importance of developing good habits of
listening, speaking, reading, and writing. Approved techniques for

226
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developing these habits are studied and observed in practice in the
training school, along with the principles of child development in the
formation of attitudes favorable to teaching. Prerequisite: Education
206.

229

— Observation,

321

—The

Participation, and Practice in the Elementary
Grades. (3).
Five hours teaching and one hour conference each week, for
candidates for the elementary certificate based on two years of college
work. Prerequisite: Psychology 112 and Education 206, 226, 321.

Teaching

of Social Studies in the

Elementary Grades.

(3).

An

analysis will be made of the social studies problems in which
the children of the elementary grades are interested. These will begin
with the child's interest in his home and reach out to his interest in
the world as a whole. Units of work will be studied and developed to
learn how the social studies are correlated with all phases of the

elementary program.
429

—Workshop for Teachers in the Elementary Grades.

(9).

A

course designed to meet the needs of teachers in service by
offering an opportunity to work cooperatively on problems which are
real to teaching situations, and which meet the needs of the individual.
Individual consultations, observations in the training school, community studies, and social development. Prerequisite: teaching experience and consent of the director of the workshop.

—Workshop

for Teachers of Handicapped Children. (9).
course designed to offer an opportunity to discover cooperatively
and to learn how to put into practice methods to be used in interpreting and meeting the unmet needs of all children, and to gain
knowledge in understanding causes of handicapping conditions.

440

A

—The

Teaching of Natural Science in the Elementary Grades. (3).
study is made of the natural environment as a child would view
it. The types of activities that would challenge a child are carried out
in the classrooms.

442

A

—The

Teaching of Arithmetic in the Elementary Grades. (3).
This course deals with the teaching of arithmetic in the elementary school. It begins with the primary grades and builds up an understanding of the meaning of numbers. An insight into the reasons why
certain methods are used will help the student make arithmetic more
meaningful to children.

443

444—The Teaching

of the Social Studies

Through the Blocks

Program. (3).
Learning to use the block of time devoted to the

of

Time

social studies in

such a manner that units of work will be developed that enable the
child to apply skills in the acquisition of real learning.

—The

Teaching of Reading in the Elementary Grades. (3).
study of reading methods designed to develop throughful, independent readers. Remedial reading techniques, and the correlation of
reading with other phases of the elementary school program.

446

A

—Workshop in the Reading Program.

448

(6).

Through the media of group study, discussion, demonstration, directed observation, and laboratory work, participants will have op-
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portunity to formulate plans for their reading programs as to content, methods and techniques, materials, and evaluative criteria.

—The Elementary School Curriculum.

462

(3).

This course is designed to afford some help in the clarification
of educational purposes and in determination of appropriate learning
activities. It deals with the functional teaching objectives, ways of
attaining these objectives, methods of establishing relationships
among the school subjects, developing the core curriculum, and the
organization and use of units of work.

—The Elementary School Program.

486

(3).

A

study of the major aims of the elementary school; planning
the daily program through integration of related subjects; learning
to keep and interpret various types of records and reports. Considering the importance of proper teacher-pupil, teacher-teacher, teacheradministrator, and teacher-parent relationships. Special emphasis on
the P.T.A. program in Tennessee. Prerequisite: three hours of successful student teaching.

Secondary Education
Other courses which may be taken by students in secondary education are listed under general courses.
211

—Principles of Secondary Education.

(3).

The purpose

of this introductory course in secondary education
is to direct the student in the development of a broad, general understanding of why we have secondary schools, how the secondary school
has come to be what it is, how it is to do what it is supposed to do, how
we can tell if it is doing what it is supposed to do, and what it takes to
be a successful teacher in the secondary school.

381

—Foundations

of

Teaching Methods

in

High School

Subjects.

(3).

The purpose

of this course is to help students acquire a perspective of the scope of the problems which they will deal with as teachers. Emphasis is laid on the nature of learning, ways in which learning experiences may be organized to insure effective pupil learning,
and skillful use of various devices for carrying on classroom work and
working with pupils. Students taking this course must plan to enroll
in Education 391 to meet certification requirements. Prerequisite: Education 211 and 308, and satisfactory preparation in a subject matter
field.

391

(

)—Materials and Methods

in

High

School.

(3).

Objectives, nature of content, and grade placement of courses offered at the secondary school level in the subject matter area under
consideration. Tools of instruction needed to carry on the work of the
department; organization of courses and units of instrucional teaching procedures and practice. Students registering in Education 391
will suffix or append one of the letters below to the course num(
)
ber so as to indicate the subject matter area to be covered. A student who is unable to schedule a methods course in his field of concentration before graduation, may register in Education 391W, provided he can arrange for a one-hour conference period each week with
the chairman of the department preparing him for his student teaching. Students may register for Education 391 (
)
more than once,
but may not repeat the same subject area for credit. Prerequisite:
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and satisfactory preparation

Subject Matter Areas (quarter hours indicated in parenthesis)

Art

A.
B.

461

(3)

Home Economics

a.

Secretarial Business

H. Industrial Arts
Latin (3)
I.

Subjects

J.

b.

Bookkeeping and

c.

Business Arithmetic
Basic Business
Subjects (2)

d.

Distributive

(2)

Education
D. English (3)

French

E.

German

F.
G.

(3)

Biology (3)
C. Business

Mathematics

(3)

(3)

(3)

K. Music (3)
L. Physical Education (3)
M. Physical Science (3)
N. Social Science (3)

(2)

O.
P.

(2)

Spanish (3)
Speech (3)

W.

(4)

(3)

—The Secondary School Curriculum.

(3).

This course is designed to afford some help in the clarification of
educational purposes and in determination of appropriate learning
activities. It deals with the functional teaching objectives, ways of
attaining these objectives, methods of establishing relationships among
the school subjects, developing the core curriculum, and the organization and use of units of work.
471

—Guidance in the Secondary School.

(3).

An

introduction to guidance programs in the secondary schools.
Emphasis is placed upon the functions of guidance in relation to adolescent needs, the principles and techniques of guidance, the function
of different guidance workers, and an analysis of representative pro-

grams
481

of guidance in selected secondary schools.

—High School Administration.

(3).

This course is offered as a concise description of modern useful
practices in organizing and administering secondary schools, types
of high schools, selection and assignment of staff, program of studies,
records, management of buildings and grounds, pupil personnel, guidance, selection, retention and
ing the school to the public.

improvement of teachers, and

interpret-

DIRECTED STUDENT TEACHING
majoring in secondary education or elementary education, or minoring in secondary education or elementary education, are
required to enroll in directed student teaching courses. Opportunity is
provided for observation of good teaching practices and for actual
teaching experience under the direction of supervision teachers. Students who wish to secure teaching certificates should register their
intention with the Chairman of the Department of Curriculum and
Instruction by the close of the sophomore year in order that guidance
mav be given them in the selection of a teaching field and in the seAll students

lection of professional courses.

The requirements for enrolling in one of the beginning directed
student teaching courses are as follows:
1.

Classification as a senior
at Memphis State College.

and at

least

one quarter of residence
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2.
3.

4.

An

Memphis

overall "C" average

State College

and a "C" average

in education courses.

If at the elementary school level, the student should have met
the requirements for the elementary certificate except for student teaching, or enroll in needed courses concurrent with enrollment in the student teaching course. (See the requirements
for the minor in elementary education).

at the high school level, the student should have as many
quarter hours earned in the subject field as required for certification by the State Department of Education, and earned
If

credit in Psychology 112, Education 211, 308, 381,
the subject field to be taught).
5.

6.

and 391

(in

Filing of an application to enroll in a directed student teaching
course with the Chairman of the Department of Curriculum and
Instruction sixty days before the beginning of the quarter in
which the student desires to do his student teaching. The application form may be secured from the Chairman of the Department of Curriculum and Instruction, and when presented
for approval the application should be attached to a statement
from the student's advisor certifying that the student has met
the certification requirements in the subject matter area.

Approval of the Chairman of the Department of Curriculum
and Instruction. If approved, the application will be taken by
the student to the coordinator of student teaching assignments
for processing.

—Directed

Student Teaching in High School Subjects. (3).
Observation of the growth and development of pupils and of
methods of teaching; participation in school activities, culminating
in assuming responsibility for teaching entire groups. Prerequisite:
the student should have met the requirements for directed student
teaching in high school subjects.
415

416—Directed Student Teaching in High School Subjects. (3).
For the student who has had Education 415 and desires student
teaching in a second area. Prerequisite: student must have had or
be taking Education 415, and meet the subject matter requirements
of this

new

area.

417—Directed Student Teaching in High School Subjects. (3).
For the student who has had Education 416 and desires student
teaching in a third area at a different level. Prerequisite: student
must have had or be taking Education 416, and meet the subject matter requirements.

418— Directed Student Teaching in High School Subjects. (3).
For the student who has had Education 417 and desires additional
teaching experience at a new level or in a new area. Prerequisite:
student must have had or be taking Education 417, and meet the subject

matter requirements.

—Directed

Student Teaching in the Elementary Grades. (3).
Observation of the growth and development of pupils and of
methods of teaching; participation in school activities, culminating in
assuming responsibility for teaching entire groups. Conferences with
the supervising teacher, and with members of the Department of
Curriculum and Instruction and other departments offering methods
425
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courses are provided for in the student's program. Prerequisite: the
student should have met the requirements for directed student teaching in the elementary grades.
426

—Directed

Student Teaching in the Elementary Grades. (3).
must have had or be taking Education

Prerequisite: student
427

—Directed

428

—Directed

425.

Student Teaching in the Elementary Grades. (3).
Prerequisite: student must have had or be taking Education 426.
Student Teaching in the Elementary Grades. (3).
must have had or be taking Education 426

Prerequisite: student

and

427.

Advanced Undergraduate Courses

The course numbers below preceded by "S"
courses open to advanced undergraduate students
eight quarter hours credit toward graduation.

S526—The Emotional Needs

indicate

who

graduate

lack only forty-

of Children. (3).

Study of the emotional needs of children at various age levels,
including the needs for achievement, belonging, love and affection,
economic security, freedom from fear, freedom from guilt, self-respect,
,and understanding. Emphasis on the recognition of these needs, and
techniques for meeting these needs. A survey of educational research
relative to emotional needs. Prerequisite: a background in psychology
and consent of the instructor.

S531— Evaluation.

(3).

Study and practice

in systematic and continuous judgment of
the characteristics, abilities, and accomplishments of children, teachers, and schools. Attention will be given to critical self-analysis and
evaluation, to the evaluation of schools and school programs, and to
the interpretation and use of the results of the various evaluative
processes. Prerequisite: Education 473.

S536— Education

Statistics. (3).

Designed to cover such procedures and applications as are most
often needed by school administrators, teachers, and other educational
workers, and as a basis for further work by advanced graduate students. Prerequisite: major or minor in either education or psychology.
S541

—Diagnostic and Remedial Reading.

(3).

An

analysis of why certain children fail to read adequately. The
development of a program in reading that will tend to correct reading deficiencies. Prerequisite Education 446.
:

S545

—The Teaching of Children's Literature in the Elementary Grades.
(3).

A

course designed to improve the methods of teaching children's
literature in the elementary grades. Units on story telling, dramatization, choral speech work, and the correlation of literature with the
content subjects will be carried out.

S547—Fieldwork

in Reading. (3).

in diagnostic and remedial techniques in reading with public school children. Students enrolled in
this course will make an intensive study of one child as to: diagnosis
of his reading difficulties; setting up a remedial program to meet

Practice,

under supervision,
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these needs; evaluating the results of the program. Group demonstraand practices will be included. Prerequisite: Education S541.

tions

S565—The Modern Junior High School. (3).
Origin and functions of the junior high

school; prevailing nation-

wide practices in its educational program; and a description of suggested improved programs and procedures not yet common to the
typical school.

S566—The Pupil Activity Program.

(3).

A

study of current philosophy and practice in regard to responsibilities of teachers, supervisors, and administrators for those phases
of educational practice which are essential for the total educational
program, but are not considered as part of general classroom procedure. Prerequisite: Education 461 or Education 481.

Library Service
301

—Books and Related Library Materials for Children.

(3),

Primarily a reading course based on materials suitable for elementary school children. Includes a study of their leisure-time interests and curricular needs; criteria for evaluating books and related
materials, such as magazines, phonograph records, radio programs
and films; aids used in their selection; types of literary and informational books; authors, illustrators, and publishers; story telling and
other devices for encouraging reading. Opportunities will be given
also to study materials at this level suitable for use with young people
retarded in reading.
312

—Books

and Related Library Materials for Young People.

same

approach as the course for younger
dren, but adapted to the junior and senior high school level.
Basically the

401

—The

in

Library as an Information Laboratory.

(3).

chil-

(3).

Increased interest in the newer forms of materials

now

available

films, filmstrips, recordings, charts, and slides as well as periodicals and pamphlets makes it necessary for the school library to

as

provide these materials of learning. This course also introduces materials most commonly used to answer simple reference questions, and
methods of teaching the use of these materials to students. Non-book
materials and basic reference books in every general field are studied,
thus making the course desirable for teachers and administrators.
402

— Organization of Materials.

(3).

Includes instruction and practice in simplified procedures for the
acquisition, preparation, organization and circulation of books and
related library materials, such as pamphlets, periodicals, and audiovisual aids.

451

— Organization
The

and Administration of the School Library.

(3).

library is treated as a service agency in this course and is
planned for school administrators as well as librarians. Emphasis is
given to the place of the library in the instructional and guidance
program of the school. Included are such problems as standards and
evaluation, public relations and publicity, support, housing and equipment, training of assistants and library-study hall relationships.
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(3).

Designed to provide school librarians or teacher-librarians an opportunity to work on problems along the lines of their special interests which will be of outstanding value in their own particular situations.

——
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DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND PHYSICAL EDUCATION
Mr. Humphreys, Chairman
Mr. Buchanan, Mr. Curlin, Mr. Donahue, Mrs. Floyd, Mr. Hatley,
Miss Dling, Mr. Lambert, Miss McMillan, Mr. Smith, Miss Roane

The purposes of the health and physical education courses are to
improve the habits and principles of health for individuals, and in the
schools; to develop the individual physically, and to train teachers of
health and physical education. The aims specifically are: (a) to guide
youth in the conservation and improvement of their own health, (b) to
cultivate in the student socially desirable attitudes and traits, (c) to
emphasize the acquiring of skills in recreational physical activities
that can be used pleasantly and profitably in adult life, (d) to provide
a corrective and adaptive program for students with a physical weakness or handicap, and (e) to acquaint prospective teachers with the
importance of health and physical education in order that the school
may make its proper contribution to the promotion of health and
wholesome living to the individual, the family, and the community.
All students are required to take Physical Education 100 for three
quarters, and Physical Education 200 for three quarters. If officially
excused from active participation the student is still required to register for these courses, but will attend the class held for the inactive

group.

Members of varsity and freshman athletic squads, with
ception of majors in Health and Physical Education, upon
mendation of the coach concerned, may substitute activity on
squads for Physical Education 100 or Physical Education 200
courses.

the ex-

recomathletic
activity

A major in this department consists of not less than 45 quarter
hours of health and physical education, exclusive of Physical Education 100 and Physical Education 200.
The requirements

for a

major

in physical education are:

1st year. Physical Education 100; Biology 121, 122,
101, 102; Psychology 112.

2nd year. Physical Education
Health 200.
3rd year. Physical Education

291;

200,

301,

311,

and

130;

Health

Health 241; Health
331,

342,

351;

103;

Health 341;

Sociology 211, Three 200 activity courses.
4th year. Physical Education 332; 6 hours from other physical
education courses.
A minor in physical education and health consists of not less than
36 quarter hours of health and physical education distributed as follows:

For women
Health 101, 102, 103, 200, 241, 341
Phys. Ed. 291, 331, 333, 342, 351
Phys. Ed.

327, 328 (either of

these two)

18 hrs.
.15 hrs.

3 hrs.

36 hrs.

For men
Health

101, 102, 103, 200, 241, 341

18 hrs.
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291, 331, 333, 342, 351
321, 322, 323, 324
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15 hrs.

(one of these) ...:....

3 hrs.

36 hrs.

DESCRIPTION OF COURSES
Health

101— Health Instruction Content.

(3).

Course content shall include the physiological basis for correct living; procedures for avoiding communicable disease; available agencies
related to health. The teaching of the course shall be focused on procedures to develop attitudes, habits, and ideals for healthful living.
Three hours lecture.
102

—Community

Hygiene.

(3).

Community health problems and

sanitary aspects of health; en-

vironment health hazards and their control; the community procedures for avoiding communicable and social diseases; functions of
public health agencies and available related cooperative agencies.
Three hours lecture.
103

—Health Education in the Elementary School.

(3).

a course designed to develop attitudes? habits and ideals for
healthful living on the elementary grade level. Attention is given to the
various health problems; elementary physical diagnosis of remediable
defects and communicable diseases; correlating health instruction with
other subjects of the curriculum. Three hours lecture.
This

is

200—School Health

Service. (3).

Study of methods to promote the health of school children through
the detection of physical and mental defects; the teacher's function
as an aide in the medical examination; follow-up of medical examination; rough screening for defects of a remediable nature such as vision,
hearing, teeth, nose and throat, nutrition, posture, etc., prompt detection and control of common communicable diseases. Attention given to
school health problems. Three hours lecture.

241—Nutrition.
See

(3).

Home Economics

341— Safety and

First Aid.

241.
(3).

Instruction for students who wish to familiarize themselves with
first aid and safety measures. First aid materials are used in practice;
recognition of injuries and emergency treatment practiced; first aid
and safety for the home, school, and community are covered. Three

hours lecture.

Health 342

A

Advanced Safety and First Aid

course for students who wish to qualify as Red Cross Approved
Instructors in First Aid. Health 341 or a Red Cross Advanced Certificate is a prerequisite for this course. Emphasis will be placed upon
the techniques of demonstration and presentation of first aid principles
and methods. Upon the successful completion of this course a Red
Cross First Aid Instructor's Certificate will be awarded.
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PHYSICAL EDUCATION

—Conditioning Exercises and Games.

100

Three quarters required of
200

all

— Selected Physical Activities.

(1).

students.

(1).

Three quarters required of all students selected from activities
listed below which will be offered different quarters during the year.
Prerequisite: three hours Physical Education 100.

FOR WOMEN

FOR MEN

—Inactive
212—Tumbling
213— Boxing
214—Wrestling
215—Tennis

—Inactive
252—Tap Dancing
253 — Modern Dance
254—Tumbling
255 —Tennis

216—Golf
217— Basketbal
218—Volleyball
219— Swimming
220—Touch Football
221—Softball
222— Social Dance
223— Folk Dance

256—Golf
257— Archery
258— Basketball
259—Volleyball
260— Swimming
261—Recreative games
262— Folk Dancing
263— Softball

251

211

— Soccer

264

and Speedball

265— Social Dance

291—Plays and Games

for

Elementary Schools.

(3).

This course covers the activity for the first six grades, taking into
consideration the type of work suitable for each grade. Stunts, calisthenics, story plays, etc., on the proper grade level. Three hours lecture.

—History

and Principles of Physical Education. (3).
Study of the beginnings of physical education systems and practices with developments down to modern times. Changes as related to
political and economic cycles are traced with the underlying principles
common to all epochs shown. The final effort is to show the place of
a sound physical education program in the modern school systems
with a proper appreciation of its historical development Three hours
301

lecture.

311

—Community Recreation.

(3).

A

study of community recreational needs, how the school with
other agencies can meet these needs. Special emphasis and adult recreation including programs for stunt night, carnivals, and other community gatherings. Three hours lecture.

312—Club and Scout Leadership. (3).
A general study is made of theorganization, and guidance of youth
clubs and scout troops. Topics such as community and school service,
first aid,

nature study, group singing, hiking, outdoor cooking, games,
Two hours lecture, two hours laboratory.

and contests.
313

— Playground

Methods and

Activities. (3).

This is a lecture and laboratory course in the direction of activities
on a public park or playground. A study is made of the activities
carried on in the Memphis City parks. Emphasis is placed on crea-
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tive play and lead-up games for the major
two hours laboratory.

321

sports.

—Fundamentals and Technique of Football.

141

Two

hours lecture,

(3).

Fundamentals

of football coaching with special emphasis on blocking, tackling, passing, punting, catching; principles of line and backfield work, and the manner of playing the various positions: formations of plays, generalship, signal systems, and scouting; some coaching problems; study of the rules. Three hours lecture supplemented

by demonstration on
322

field.

—Fundamentals and Technique of Basketball.

(3).

This course deals with the theory and practice of basketball coaching, history of the game, and study of the rules. A study is made of
offensive and defensive systems, and drills for the development of fundamental skills in the game are taught. Training and conditioning of
basketball squads are covered; classroom work supplemented with
practice on gymnasium floor. Three hours lecture.
323

—Fundamentals

and Techniques of Track and

Field.

(3).

A

study of the accepted forms of starting, hurdling, distance running, pole vaulting, discus and javelin throwing, and sprinting; study
of physical conditions affecting speed, endurance, and fatigue; the
selection and preparation of contestants for the various track and
field events; managing and officiating of games and meets; study
of rules. Three hours lecture supplemented by demonstration on track.
324

—Fundamentals

and Techniques of Baseball and

Softball. (3).

This course covers the theory and practice of baseball coaching
with attention given to the coaching of the individuals, in base running,
fielding, batting, and pitching; detail study is made of each position;
offensive and defensive team play; officiating; scoring; study of rules.
Three hours lecture supplemented by demonstration.

—Teaching Adult Recreative Sports.

326

(3).

Instruction in the fundamentals of adult recreative games, badmintion, ping pong, shuffle board, tennis, horseshoes, and archery; methods of teaching these games to high school physical education classes
with limited facilities. Two hours laboratory will be spent in observing and teaching these activities in freshman and sophomore gym
classes. Two hours lecure, two hours laboratory.

—Fundamentals and Techniques of Women's Volleyball, Soccer, and

328

Speedbal.

(3).

Fundamentals

of teaching and coaching volleyball, soccer and
including history of the games, and astudy of the rules.
A study is made of offensive and defensive systems and drills for the
development of fundamental skills. Practical work in officiating intramural competition. Two hours lecture, two hours laboratory.
speedball,

—Fundamentals

329

ball.

and Techniques of Women's Basketball and

Soft-

(3).

Fundamentals of teaching and coaching basketball and softball,
including history of the games, and a study of the rules. A study is
made of offensive and defensive systems, and drills for the development of fundamental skills. Practical work in officiating intramural
competition. Two hours lecture, two hours laboratory.
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—Physical Education Activities for High School.

(3).

A

study of the needs, abilities, and interest of high school boys and
girls. Includes gymnastics, heavy apparatus, and activities that are
suitable to be used in a high school program. Three hours lecture.
332

—Tests and Measurements in Physical Education.

(3).

To

familiarize the student with various tests and measurements
in the field of physical education. Special attention to methods of giving and scoring tests and to the uses to be made of the results obtained. An evaluation of test material and testing programs forms an
important part in the course. Three hours lecture.
333

—Organization
tion.

and Administration of Health and Physical Educa-

(3).

A

study of administrative problems of health and physical educaincluding curriculum, facilities, buying and caring for equipment,
general class organization, and organization of an intramural program.
tion,

Three hours
342

lecture.

—Corrective and Adaptive Physical Education.

(3).

A

textbook course supplemented by lectures and demonstrations
on the mechanics of physical deformities and their causes. Abnormalities of the spine, feet, and other postural and functional conditions are

Treatment by active and passive movements is applied in
physical education class for freshman and sophomores.
Two hours lecture, two hours laboratory.
discussed.
corrective
343

—Athletic

Conditioning and Treatment of Athletic Injuries.

(3).

Covers bith practical and theoretical aspects of treatment of athletic injuries; the subjects of massage, bandaging, treatment of sprains,
strains and wounds. There are also lectures on diet, determination of
fatigue, and condition of athletes. A fee of $0.50 is charged to pay
cost of tape, bandages, and other materials used. Three hours lecture.
351

—Rhythmical Activities for Elementary school.

(3).

Rhythms designed
and teaching,
lecture and two
352

for grades 1 through 6; principles of selection
analysis of materials, student teaching. Two hours
hours laboratory.

—Rhythmical

Activities

for Junior

and Senior High School.

(3).

Rhythms designed

for junior and senior high school (grades 7
through 12) including folk, square, tap, social, and modern dance;
principles of selection and teaching, analysis of materials, student
teaching. Two hours lecture and two hours laboratory.

401— Current Studies and Trends

in

Health and Physical Education.

(3).

A study of modern trends in health and physical education and
standards of evaluation in relation to the historv of the various systems including a review of the principals and objectives.
433— Problems in the Administration of
For athletic directors, supervisors,

Athletics. (3).

athletic coaches and principals.
study of representative athletic administrative procedures for colleges, public school systems, and municipal athletic leagues. Fiscal
procedures and business management are stressed.

A
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—Problems in Health Education and Physical Education.

143

(3).

Designed to afford opportunity for prospective or in-service school
and professional personnel to work individually or in groups on health
education, and on physical education factors in the solution of practical

problems.
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DEPARTMENT OF HOME ECONOMICS
Miss Henderson, Chairman
Mrs. Sands, Miss Whitaker

The Department of Home Economics is designed to provide professional education qualifying for teaching in junior and senior high
schools. It also includes those phases of learning related to personal
number of courses are offered
living, family life, and homemaking.
which are designed to help students more effectively take their places
in family and community life. These courses, taken in proper sequence,
are open to anyone.

A

Home Economics Major

A

major consists of 60 hours of credit

in

home economics and

48 hours in related courses as follows:

Lower Division
Speedball. (3).

Home Economics
Home Economics

(111, 112, 113, 171, 181)
(241,

Mathematics (121)
Chemistry (111, 112,

242, 243,

291)

15
12
3

12
6
3

113)

Biology (241, 242)
Sociology (211)

59

Upper Division
Home Economics (311,
Home Economics (421,
Chemistry

312, 313, 341, 242, 343)
471, 481, 482, 483)

(321, 322, 323)...

..

Bilogy (302)

18
18
12
4
62

Home Economics
(1)

A minor required of
teach non-vocational
credit in

Home
Home
Home
Home
Home

all students who wish to be
home economics consists of

home economics

Economics
Economics
Economics
Economics
Economics

Minors
certified to
36 hours of

as follows:

(112, 113, 311, 313, 421)

9

(312)

3
6
6

(242,

(241,

243,

341)
343)

342,
(291, 472, 481, 483)

12
36

A

minor for students majoring

in the School of Business Administration consists of 27 hours of credit in home economics. Refer
to the School of Business Administration for details.
(2)

DESCRIPTION OF COURSES
Clothing and Textiles

111—Clothing

Selection. (3).

This course
selection,

is planned to help the student develop standards in
purchase, use, and maintenance of the wardrobe from the

Memphis
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standpoint of design and materials.
Three hours lecture.
112

—Clothing Construction

I.

Fundamental principals
materials, selection and use
ting.

One hour

State College

No
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construction of garments.

(3).

of
of

garment construction applied to wash
commercial patterns, principles of fit-

lecture; four hours laboratory.

113—Clothing Construction

II. (3).

Continuation of 112. Garments of cottons and rayons. Emphasis is
placed upon development of standards and judgment in fitting and
construction. One hour lecture; four hours laboratory. Prerequisite:

Home Economics
311

112.

—Advanced Dressmaking.

(3).

Problems

in construction, fitting, and finishing garments to develop techniques in handling woods and rayons. One hour lecture; four
hours laboratory. Prerequisites: Home Economics 112, 113 (or equivalents).

312—Textiles.

(3).

and the household, charby fibers and processes.
Two hours lecture; two hours laboratory. Prerequisites: Home Economics 111; Chemistry 111.
Study of

textile fabrics used in clothing
acteristics of textile products as determined

313

—Dressmaking and Design.

(3).

Advanced construction, techniques

of handling silks and rayons,
development of individual designs. One hour lecture; four hours laboratory. Prerequisites: Home Economics 112, 113, 311.

421—Children's

Clothing.

(3).

and construction of clothing for various age
groups. Emphasis is placed on the contributions of suitable clothing to
the education and health of the child. One hour lecture; four hours
laboratory. Prerequisites: Home Economics 111, 112, 113.
Selection,

design,

Foods and Nutrition
241

—Elementary Nutrition.

(3).

A

study of the nutritive value of food, the factors influencing the
body food requirement and the relation of food selection to health.
Three hours lecture.

Students desiring credit for nutrition in the Department of Health
should register for this course as Health 241.

242—Principles

of Food. (3).

A

study of the principles underlying the selection, buying and
preparation of foods; an introduction to the planning, preparation and
serving of meals. One hour lecture; four hours laboratory.
243

—Meal Planning and Service.

(3).

Planning, preparation and serving of food for the family. Emphasis is placed on management factors. Meals are planned and prepared on different cost levels. One hour lecture; four hours laboratory.
Prerquisite: Home Economics 242; Prerequisite or parallel: Home Eco-

nomics

241.
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341— Advanced Meal Planning and Table Service. (3).
Meal preparation, methods of table service for various types of occasions, marketing and the costs of meals. Laboratory work consists
of individual and group planning, preparation and service of meals to
family size and larger groups. One hour lecture! four hours laboratory. Prerequisites: Home Economics 241, 242, 243.

342—Nutrition

(3).

I.

A

study of the fundamentals of human nutrition and their application to individual and family dietaries. Two hours lecture; two hours
laboratory. Prerequisites: Home Economics 241, 242, and 243. Prerequisite or parallel,

Chemistry

343—Nutrition

(3).

II.

321.

Planning dietaries to meet the requirements of the individual at
different age levels. An introduction to the study of special diets. Two
hours lecture; two hours laboratory. Prerequisite: Home Economics
342.

Prerequisite or parallel, Chemistry 322.

Home Management and
171

—Introduction to Present Day Living.

Related Art
(3).

This course is planned to help the student make the proper adjustments in personal and group life during college and afterwards.
Topics considered are: choice of vocation, factors essential to successful marriage and family life, and the contribution of Home Economics to general education. Three hours lecture.
This course is open to all students and is required of all first
quarter students majoring in home economics.

181—Art in Everyday Life. (3).
Fundamental design principles and

color theory are presented as
a basis for appreciation, good judgment, and good taste in selection
and use of clothing and house furnishings. The course is planned to
aid the student in making applications to other art problems in everyday life. It is prerequisite to the course in house furnishing. Three
hours lecture.
of the Family and Home Nursing. (3).
Building health habits; protection against illness and accidents,
physical care of the infant, simple procedure in caring for the sick and
aged. Two hours lecture; two hours laboratory.

291— Health

471— Family Relationships.

(3).

A

general study of family life with emphasis upon courtship, marriage, the factors related to the achievement of satisfaction in the
family group and the responsibilities of the family to community life.

Three hours

lecture.

472— Child Development. (3).
The study of the child's

social, emotional and mental growth. Emphasis is placed on the preschool child with references to his place
in the family group. Three hours lecture.

481— House Furnishing.

A
and

(3).

brief study of the most common types of domestic architecture
suitable furnishings for use with each, principles of design and
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color theory applied to selection and arrangement of the house and
furnishings, one hour lecture; four hours laboratory.

482— Household Equipment.

147

its

(3).

Selection, placing, use, care, and repair of household equipment for
most efficient use of time, energy, and money available. Two hours
lecture; two hours laboratory.

483

—Home Management and Consumer Education.

(3).

Problems of management of money, time, and energy; study of
consumer goods from standpoint of the homemaker as the household buyer; guides to guying. Three hours lecture.

Home Economics Education
Methods of Teaching Home Economics. (See Education 391).
Supervised Teaching in Home Economics. (See Education 415-416417-418).
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DEPARTMENT OF INDUSTRIAL ARTS
Mr. Coltharp, Chairman
Mr. Brotherton, Mr. Nave, Mr. Simmons, Mr. Street

The objectives of the Industrial Arts department are: teacher
training, terminal vocational industrial training, the development of
avocational interests, the furthering of functional consumer literacy,
and serving the needs of preengineering students.
Industrial Arts

Major

A
arts,

major consists of not less than 48 quarter hours of industrial
of which at least 27 hours shall be Upper Division courses.

Lower Division (Required)
Industrial
Industrial
Industrial
Industrial

2 hours

Arts 141, 142, or 143...
Arts 151 and 152
Arts 243
Arts 253

6

hours

2 hours
3 hours

13 hours

Upper Division (Required)
Industrial Arts 341 or
Industrial Arts 462
Industrial Arts 463

3 hours
3 hours
3 hours

342..

9 hours

The student

will select other courses as electives
of drafting, electrically, metal work, or woodwork.

from the areas

Industrial Arts Minor

A

minor consists of not less than 27 hours of industrial
which at least 9 shall be Upper Division courses.
Required Courses
Industrial Arts 141, or

142,

or 143

Industrial Arts 155
Industrial Arts 341 or 342

arts, of

2 hours
3 hours
3 hours

8 hours

The student

will select other courses as electives
of drafting, electricity, metalwork, or woodwork.

from the areas

GENERAL COURSES
141—General Shop.

(2).

A general survey course, with the major emphasis on electricity,
metal work, and woodwork. One hour lecture, two hours laboratory.
142—General Shop.

A
arts.

143

(2).

general survey course, with the major emphasis on the graphic

One hour

—General

lecture,

two hours laboratory.

Shop. (2).
A general survey course, with the major emphasis on ceramics,
cements, and plastics. One hour lecture, two hours laboratory.

.
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(2).

This course deals with materials and practices of current pattern
making procedure. One hour lecture, two hours laboratory. Prerequisite: one course in woodwork, or consent of instructor.

242— Foundry.

(2).

This course is a continuation of Industrial Arts 241, and deals with
the casting of non-ferrous metals. One hour lecture, two hours laboratory. Prerequisite: Industrial Arts 241, or consent of instructor.
243

—Home

Maintenance.

(2).

A

course dealing with the selection, use, and care of household
equipment. One hour lecture, two hours laboratory.
341

—Materials of Industry.

(3).

A

study of woods and metals used in current manufacturing
processes. Three hours lecture. Prerequisite: nine hours credit in
industrial arts, or consent of instructor.

—Materials of Industry.

342

(3).

A

study of plastic, cements, ceramics, fuels, and protective coatings. Three hours lecture. Prerequisite: Industrial Arts 341, or consent of instructor.
343

—Production Analysis.
A

(3).

study of industrial production methods. Three hours lecture.

Prerequisite: junior classification.

434—Problems

in Teaching of Industrial Arts (Crafts). (3).
This course is planed to assist individuals or groups of teachers in
the use of crafts as an integrating factor in the classroom. School problems, facilities, and programs will be studied.

441

—Industrial Arts for Teachers.

(3).

A

course planned to give teachers a working knowledge of the
common hand tools, materials, and processes useful in developing an
activity program. One hour lecture, four hours laboratory. Prerequisite: junior classification.
442

—Industrial Arts for Teachers.

(3)

A

continuation of Industrial Arts 441, with special emphasis on
the preparing and selecting of supplies for use in the activity program. One hour lecture, four hours laboratory. Prerequisite: Industrial Arts 441, or consent of instructor.
443

—Industrial Arts for Teachers.

(3).

A

continuation of Industrial Arts 442, with special emphasis on
the selection and completion of projects suitable for the teacher's
specific needs. One hour lecture, four hours laboratory. Prerequisite:
Industrial Arts 442.
462

—Tools and Maintenance.

(3).

This course deals with the selection and care of hand and machine
tools common to industrial arts laboratories. One hour lecture, four
hours laboratory. Prerequisite: junior classification.
463

—Production Methods.
A

(3).

study and practice of assembly line and mass production procedures. Propects completed in this course are the property of the"

Memphis
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hours laboratory. Prerequisite: junior

DRAFTING
151

—Engineering Drawing Practice.

(3).

An
One
152

introductory course in the fundamentals of drafting practice.
hour lecture, four hours laboratory.

—Engineering Drawing Representations.

(3).

A

continuation of Industrial Arts 151, with additional emphasis
on working drawings. One hour lecture, four hours laboratory. Prerequisite: Industrial Arts 151.
153

—Engineering Working Drawings.

(3).

This course includes working drawings of machine elements, and
a complete set of plans for a small machine. One hour lecture, four
hours laboratory. Prerequisite: Industrial Arts 152.

155— Blue Print Reading.

(3).

A

course with emphasis on the interpretation of drawings. Three
hours lecture. Students who have credit in two or more courses of
drawing will not be given credit in this course.
251

—Descriptive Geometry.

(3).

A

study of the representations of space relations of points, lines,
planes, intersections, and developments. One hour lecture, four hours
laboratory. Prerequisite: Industrial Arts 153.

252— Electrical Drawing.

(3).

A

study of electrical symbols and their use in house and radio
wiring. One hour lecture, four hours laboratory. Prerequisite: Industrial Arts 151.

253— Industrial Design.

(3).

A

study of the principles of structural design and surface enrichment. Three hours lecture. Prerequisite: Industrial Arts 151, or consent of instructor.
351

—Architectural

Drawing.

(3).

A

study of the fundamental principles of architectural practices
and techniques. One hour lecture, four hours laboratory. Prerequisite:
Industrial Arts 152.
352

—Architectural

Drawing.

(3).

A

continuation of Industrial Arts 351: course requirements include the development of complete plans for a house of the student's
selection. One hour lecture, four hours laboratory. Prerequisite: Industrial Arts 351.
353

—Architectural

Drawing.

(3).

A

study of perspective drawing, pencil rendering, and complete
estimates and specifications. One hour lecture, four hours laboratory.
Prerequisite: Indusrial Arts 352.

METALWORK
271—Wrought

Iron. (3).

This course takes up the study and uses of wrought iron, with the
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emphasis upon hand processes. One hour

lecture, four

151

hours labora-

tory.

272—Sheet Metalwork.

A

study of the
dealing with hand
Prerequisite

(3).

common
tools.

sheet metals and manipulative processes
lecture, four hours laboratory.

One hour

Industrial Arts 151.

:

273—Art Metal.

(3).

A

course dealing with metals and processes used in the making
of art metal and jewelry projects. One hour lecture, four hours laboratory. Prerequisite Industrial Arts 141 or 271.
:

371—Machine Shop.

(3).

A

course in the fundamentals of the machining of metals. One
hour lecture, four hours laboratory. Prerequisite: Industrial Arts 271.

372—Welding.

(3).

A

study of arc and gas welding. One hour lecture, four hours
laboratory. Prerequisite: Industrial Arts 371.

373—Machine Shop. (3).
The course project consists of casting, machining, and assembling
the parts of a small machine. One hour lecture, four hours laboratory.
Prerequisite Industrial Arts 242, 371, and 372.
:

ELECTRICITY
281—Basic

Electricity. (3).

A

study of the practical applications of electricity. One hour lecture, four hours laboratory. Prerequisite: Industrial Arts 252, or
consent of instructor.

282—Electrical Wiring.

(3).

A

study of house wiring and power transmission. One hour lecture, four hours laboratory. Prerequisite: Industrial Arts 281, or consent of instructor.

283—Radio.

(3).

A

basic course dealing with circuits, tubes, filters, and transmission of messages; with manupulative work consisting of the assembling
of a standard set. One hour lecture, four hours laboratory. Prerequisite Industrial Arts 281.
:

WOODWORK
161

—Beginning Woodwork.
An

introductory course in the area of hand woodwork.

lecture, four

162

(3).

One hour

hours laboratory.

—Machine Woodworking.

(3).

A

beginning course in the use of the more common woodworking
machines. One hour lecture, four hours laboratory. Prerequisite: Industrial Arts 141 or 161, or consent of instructor.

163—Wood Turning.

A

(3).

course dealing with the study and use of the wood turning
lathe. One hour lecture, four hours laboratory. Prerequisite: Industrial Arts 141 or 161, or consent of instructor.
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(3).

A

course involving continued use of power equipment in the woodworking shop. One hour lecture, four hours laboratory. Prerequisite:
Industrial Arts 162 and 163.

362—Upholstery.

(3).

Manupulative and study experiences dealing with the fundamentals
of pad and spring upholstery. One hour lecture, four hours laboratory. Prerequisite: Industrial Arts 161, or consent of instructor.

363—Wood Finishing.

A

study of

processes.

(3).

current

One hour

practices

lecture,

four

in

hand and machine finishing

hours

laboratory.

Prerequisite:

nine hours woodwork, or consent of instructor.
461

—Machine Woodwork.
A

(3).

course involving the use of power equipment in the completion
of furniture. One hour lecture, four hours laboratory. Prerequisite:
Industrial Arts 361 and 363.

:

:
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DEPARTMENT OF MUSIC EDUCATION
Mr. Harris, Chairman
Mr. DeFrank, Mr. Eaheart, Miss Gaudy, Mr. Gilbert, Mr. Haggh,

Mr. Hale, Mrs. Maxwell, Mr. Minsky, Miss Quant, Mr. Northcross,

Mr. Robertson, Mrs. Taylor, Mr. Webber

The Department of Music Education has for its primary objective
the musical training of two types of students
1. Those who plan to become teachers, supervisors, and directors of music in elementary and secondary schools.
2.
Those who plan to become classroom teachers in elementary
schools.

Secondarily, the department provides experiences in listening and
in performing which are planned to develop in the student body as
a whole an appreciation of the values of music.
Classification of Courses

(Courses listed Groups I, II, and III, are described in the offerings of the Department of Music, School of Arts and Sciences).

Group L Music Theory and Literature: Music

101, 111-2-3, 211-2-3,
301-2-3, 305-6-7, 308-9, 315-6-7, 319, 401-2-3, 405-6-7, 411, 412, 413, 414,
415-6-7.

Group n. Applied Music: Music

071, 081, 091, 095, 171, 271,
181, 281, 381, 481, 191, 291, 391, 491, 195, 295, 395, 495.

Group

DX

Music Organizations: Music

371,

471,

151, 251, 351, 451, 154, 254, 354,

454, 161, 261, 361, 461.

Group IV. Music Education: Music Education
131-2-3,

121-2-3, 124-5-6, 127-8-9,

137, 138, 231-2-3, 234-5-6, 320, 420, 425, 434.

Courses in Groups I, n, and III are offered for students enrolled in all of the schools of the college while courses in Group IV
are offered only for students in the School of Education, except for the
general provisions of the college which permit a student enrolled
in one school to take a limited numbed of hours credit in other schools.

MAJORS IN MUSIC EDUCATION
Students in the Department of Music Education may major in
either or both of two fields, i.e., Public School Music, or Instrumental
Music. Those students who successfuly meet the requirements of the
Department of Music Education and the requirements of the School
of Education are qualified to apply for teacher certification in the
State of Tennessee.
All students in the Department of Music Education must meet the
following requirements
1.
Core music subjects, to include a minimum of 45 quarter
hours credit in theory, harmony, instrumentation, conducting, history, and applied music.
2. Participate each quarter in one of the music organizations,
with a minimum of two quarters each in one of the bands,
orchestras, or choirs.
3. Attend twelve different recitals or concerts specified by the
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department during the regular school year. One quarter
hour of credit will be deducted each year from the total
number of credit hours earned if this requirement is not
met.

Majors

in Public School Music shall offer nine quarter hours of
appropriate materials and methods in addition to the 45 quarter hours
of core music requirements.

Instrumental Music majors shall meet the core music requirement
of 45 quarter hours, shall offer in addition nine quarter hours of appropiate materials and methods, and nine quarter hours of applied
music (beyond 18 quarter hours in core to include the equivalent of
four years study on an instrument of major emphasis).
Note: Certification in either Public School Music or Instrumental Music carries endorsement for teaching in grades 1-12.
The applicant for endorsement in Public School Music shall
meet all requirements in professional education for either
grades 1-9 or 7-12. The applicant for endorsement in Instrumental Music must meet the requirements in professional education for grades 7-12.
Description of Courses

123—Music Education

in the Elementary School.
per quarter).
Practical experiences for the classroom teacher in singing, rhythms', playing the piano and simple melody instruments, listening
and simple notation. For students in elementary education. One hour
per week.
121, 122,

(1 credit

124,

125,

The

—Class

126

Instruction in Voice. (1 credit per quarter).

principles of proper vocal technique, posture, breath support,

diction, tone-production.

129

Two

hours per week.

—Class

Instruction in Piano. (2 credits per quarter).
Standard class procedures using pianos and individual keyboards.
For students without previous training in piano. Three hours per
127, 128,

week.

—

Class Instruction in Stringed Instruments. (2 credits
132, 133
per quarter).
Course designed to give prospective teachers a thorough working
knowledge of the stringed instruments. One hour lecture; two hours

131,

laboratory.

—Music

Education Orchestra.

—Music

Education Band.

137
138

(1

(1 credit

credit per quarter).

per quarter).

These courses provide familiarity with materials and routines
suitable for use with elementary and secondary school orchestras
and bands. The courses also enable a student who plays his major
instrument in the college orchestra or the college band to gain needed
playing experience on other instruments, and enable voice, piano, and
organ majors to gain ensemble experiences. Either course may be repeated for additional credit, or students may participate without credit. Three hours per week.

—

232, 233
Class Instruction in
per quarter).

231,

Woodwind Instruments.

(1

credit
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—Class

234, 235, 236
(1 credit per

Instruction in Brass and Percussion Instruments.
quarter).

These courses give prospective teachers a working knowledge of
the various wind instruments used in the band and orchestra. Two
hours per week.

— Teaching Music in Primary Grades.

320

(3).

A

study of the types of music and methods suitable for furthering
appreciation and creative expression in children. The child voice,
rhythmic expression, the music reading readiness program. For students in elementary education; not open to music majors. Prerequisite: Mus. Ed. 121, 122, and 123 or instructor's permission. Three
hours per week.
420

— Music

Supervision in Elementary Schools. (3).
survey of materials and methods appropriate to the teaching of
music in the grade schools. Comparison of basic music series on the
Tennessee approved textbook list; correlation techniques; music integration; problems of supervision. Open only to music majors unless
special permission is granted by the instructor. Three hours lecture.

A

— Instrumental

Music Methods and Materials. (3).
Technique of teaching instrumental classes and of organizing
and directing bands and orchestras in elementary and secondary
schools. Three hours per week.

425

— Special

Problems in the Teaching of Music. (3).
Course provides for individual study of those specific problems
and opportunities faced by the classroom teacher who teaches music
in addition to the other subjects. Open to teachers, supervisors, and
434

administrators.
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TRAINING SCHOOL
Mr. Roland, Principal

The training school, located on the campus, is a public school
comprising grades 1-9. This school is operated by Memphis State College as a part of the public school system of the City of Memphis. The
training school enrolls approximately 700 students, and offers a broad
program of training for these children. This school serves the teacher
training program as a laboratory in which prospective teachers observe, study, and practice the art of teaching. Many and varied opportunities are offered college students to study children, to study a
school program, and to participate in teaching activities. Through the
training school, arrangements have been made for the use of other
city schools for purposes of teacher training. Student experiences with
the teachers of the training school, and with the many other fine
teachers in the area, are considered an integral part of preparation
for a teaching career.
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DEPARTMENT OF
EDUCATIONAL ADMINISTRATION AND SUPERVISION
Mr. Crader, Chairman

The Department

of Educational Administration and Supervision
does not offer courses at the under-graduate level. This department
provides specialized graduate courses designed to prepare students to
become elementary school principals, high school principals, supervisors,

and

A

city or

county superintendents.

guide for students who plan professional study in this area
at the graduate level, may be found in the GRADUATE SCHOOL
BULLETIN, together with a listing of all courses offered.
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DEAN'S LIST
Winter Quarter, 1951-52
Babb, Beverly Ann
Bargery, Lynnwood

Noffel,

Brown, Edward A.
Burnette, Barbara Jean
Carson, Lillye Ruth

O'Callaghan, Claire
Oglesby, Betty Jean
O'Roark, Joanne Stignani

Cummings, Harvey Ray

Palmer, Richard
Pence, Mary

McGinnis, Dorothy

Denton, Carolyn Bess
Etkind, Irving Mendel
Hare, Mary Frances
Harmon, Verlon Paul
Hill,

Rumble, John C.
Scott, Joy
Sellers, Harold Edward
Simmons, Dorothy
Smith, Betty Jane
Spencer, William Lee
Walker, Lewis Albert

Walter Bernard

Hosse, Dorothy

J.

Shawie Edwin

J.

James, Robert Felix
Jones, John Gordon
Kiser, Lola Frances

Walpole, Betty Giles
Weiss, Selma D.
Yancey, Sylvia
Young, Charlotte Lucille

Law, Anne
McCallen, James F.

DEAN'S LIST
Spring Qarter, 1951-52
Almy, Ruth Britton
Babb, Beverly
Bay, Harold Eugene
Beeler, Betty
Box, Elizabeth Rebecca
Briggs, Robert Earl
Brown, Edward A.
Burnette, Barbara Jean
Carter, Betty Joe
Corbet, John
Duckworth, John K.
Fantz, John R.
Fiser, Carolyn Marie
Garavelli, Caesar B.
Goings, Barbara
Green, Marion Evans

Herring, Roy B.
Hunter, Jo Ann
Jones, Maxine E.

Law, Anne
McDermott, Jean
McGinnis, Dorothy
Makris, Sophie
Mays, Sara Ellen
Newton, Jennie Mae
O'Callaghan, Claire
O'Roarke, Joanne S.
Palmer, Richard Carl
Parker, Nelda Laural
Perrin, Jeannette
Pierce, Carol Edna

Rumble, John C.
Rumble, Nancy Jo
Sibley,

Mary Ann

Skinner, Oliver Harris
Swinton, Marilyn Johns
Walker, Lewis Albert

Kiser, Lola Frances

Weber, Eugene B.
Young, Charlotte Lucille

Kitterman, Joy Sanderson

Zimmerman, Carol Louise
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DEAN'S LIST
Fall Quarter, 1952-53
Anderson, Donald P.
Bargery, Lynnwood
Bigbee, Rosalynn
Briggs, Robert Earl
Burnette, Barbara Jean
Byrd, Bobby G.
Chandler, John W.

Compton, Donovan Earl
Costlow, Asa Levi

Cummings, Harvey Ray
Danavant, William B.
Fiser Carolyn Marie
Garavelli, Caesar
Goode, Juia
Hilton, Elizabeth Lindsay
Hirschmann, John Russell
Irving, Charles Clayton
Kemp, Stanford
Law, Anne
Lee, Minnie Loggins
Lutz, Albert Garland
Lutz, Beverly Irene

McDearman, James Albert
McDermott, Jean
May, Charles Norman
Mendel, Gisela
Morris,

Aubrey

Moyt, Lonnie Wallace
Palmer, Richard Carl
Penuel, Richard Byron
Philbeck, Jo Sloan
Pryor, Boyce
Reagin, Charles E.
Scott,

Joy

Shackleford, Elbert Conrad
Skinner, Oliver Harris
Smalley, David Henry
Spears, Mary Ann
Spencer, Clare Agnes

Tooms, Robert Edwin
Webber, Louise Ruch
Wilkinson, Patricia Landram
Williams, Edward Foster
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HONOR ROLL
Winter Quarter, 1951-52
Honor Points
Bargery, Lynnwood
Babb, Beverly Ann
Burnette, Barbara Jean

170
165
165
165
165
165

Cummings, Harvey Ray..

H

Essary, William

Harmon, Verlon Paul
O'Roark, Joanne Stignani... .165
Sellers,

Harold Edward

Vaught, Charles John
Kiser, Lola Frances
Weiss, Selma D.

Yancey, Sylvia
Craig,
Jones,
Riggs,

Peggy
John Gordon

Mary

Alice

165
165
160
160
.160
155
155
155
155
155

Rumble, John C
Scott, Joy
Young, Charlotte Lucille .155
Carson, Lillyle

Ruth

Garavelli, Caesar

Hare,
Hill,

150
...150

Mary Frances

150
150
150

Walter Bernard

Horner, John William
Wilkinson,
Patricia

Landram

150
145

Brown, Edward A.
Denton, Carolyn Bess
Garey, Berl Bartley
Smalley, David Henry
Smith, Betty Jane
Walker, Lewis Albert

...145

145
...145

.145
...145

Young, Bobby Gene
145
Zimmerman, Carol Louise 145
Bone, Larry Earl
140
McDonald, James Kirk
140
Oglesby, Betty Jean
140
Etkind, Irving Mendel
.135
...

Goode, Julia
Hosse, Dorothy

J.

Mary Grace
McDermott, Jean Claire
McGinnis, Dorothy J
Miller, Charles Leo
Mount, May Brown
Noffel, Shawie Edwin
Kiser,

Allen, Ivy

Law, Anne
McCallen, James
Palmer, Richard

F

Thompson, Nancy Sue

135
135
135
135
135
135
135
135
130
130
130
130
130

Honor Points
Evans, Flora Rebecca
Evans, Kathryn Judith
Greaber, Norma
Moffett,

Kenneth

125
125

.125
125
125
125
125
120
120
120
120
120
120
120
120
120

.

Roland, Richard Henry
Terry, James William

Webb, Patsy Ruth
Adams, Wayne Kay
Aeschliman, Amy Nell
Bousson, Ed
Briggs, Robert Earl
Brunner, William
Clay, Peggy
Corbitt, Joe

Ann

Green, Marion Evans
Griffith, Marvin Carl
Herring, Roy B.
James, Robert Felix
Mendel, Gisela

...120

120
120
120

Morehead, William Edward
O'Callaghan, Claire
.120
Pence,

Mary

Simmons, Dorothy
Spencer, William Lee..
Sullivan, Virginia

Almy, Ruth Britton
Cole, Billy Francis
Dalton, Barbara
Gordon, Imogene
Howell, Joe Burton
Koepke, Charles A
..

Mueller, Charles E.
O'Donnell, Henry
Peterson, Jack

H

Rumble, Nancy Jo
Scott, Dorothy Ann
Campbell, Patricia M.

Epting, Mary Emma
Gary, Arthur Lloyd
Lapworth, Thomas Sidney
Lessel, Dorothy M.
Lutz, Albert Garland

Manis, Milton

Mary Jeanette
Robinson, Billy Green
Perrin,

Singleton, Helen Claire
Skinner, Oliver Harris

Spencer, Clara
Taylor, Jolee

Agnes

Tooms, Robert Edwin

...

120
120
120
120
115
115
115
115
115
115
115
115
115
115
115
110
110
110
110
110
110
110
110
110
110
110
110
110
110
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HONOR ROLL
Spring Quarter, 1951-52
Honor Points

Honor Points
Goings, Barbara
Burnette, Barbara Jean

Newton, Jennie Mae
Rumble, John C.
O'Roark, Joanne S
Pierce, Carol Edna.—-.

Babb, Beverly
Kiser, Lola Frances

Law, Anne
Rumble, Nancy Jo
Duckworth, John K
Riggs,

Mary

Alice...

Bone, Larry Earl

190
170
170
170
165
165
160
160
160
160
155
155
.150

Brown, Edward A.
Corbet, John
Greaber, Norma Rose.
Green, Marion Evans..
Herring, Roy B.
Hunter, Jo Ann

McDermott, Jean
Makris, Sophie
Palmer, Richard Carl

150
150
150
.150
150
150
150

.150

150
.150
Swinton, Marilyn Johns
150
Weiss, Selma
150
Young, Charlotte Lucille ..... 150
145
Almy, Ruth Britton
145
Kiser, Mary Grace
Kitterman, Joy Sanderson 145
145
Smalley, David Henry
Sibley,

Mary Ann

D

Walker, Lewis Albert

...145

140
Peggy
140
Cummings, Harvey Ray
Zimmerman, Carol Louise ...140
Craig,

Beeler, Betty

.

Box, Elizabeth Rebecca
Briggs, Robert Earl
Burns, Joseph
Carter, Betty Joe
Chess, Virginia Ann
Fantz, John R
Fisher,

Thelma

Goode, Julia
Koepke, Charles A.
Martin, Margaret Ann
O'Callaghan, Claire
Patrick, Jo Ann
Taylor,

Peggy Shaw

Mays, Sara Ellen
Mount, May B

135
135
135
135
135
135
135
135
135
135
135
135
135
135
130
130

Perrin, Jeanneth

.130

Roland, Richard Henry

Shannon, Sue
Stimbert, Phyllis

130
130
130
130
130

Vaught, Charles J
Weber, Eugene B...
...125
Aeschliman, Amy Nell.
125
Corbitt, Joe Ann
.125
Garavelli, Caesar B
125
Gibson, Helen
125
Greenbaum, Erica
.125
Howell, Joe Burton
.125
Parker, Nelda Laural
125
Tanner, Raymond
120
Bargery, Lynnwood
...120
Bay, Harold Eugene
120
Bousson, Ed
120
Brunner, William
120
Futris, Steve
120
Gibson, Sue
Henderson, James A.
120
120
Horner, John
McClain, Rosella Overall ...120
120
McGinnis, Dorothy
...

W

McGruder, Mary P
Pace, Dorothy Jean
Phillips,

Elmer

L

..

Skinner, Oliver Harris
Wilshire, Charles Alex
Zepatos, Harry S
Carson, Lillye Ruth
Clevenger, Joseph P.
Cutsinger, Joyce

120
120
120
...120

120
120
115

.115
115

Ricco

115
115
115
Hanson, Helen Nichola
115
Harmon, Verlon Paul..
Kelly, Peggy
115
McCullough, Sue
115
Nichola, Glendon
115
Oglesby, Betty Jean
115
Pope, Connie Sue
.115
115
Rucks, Marianna
115
Sides, Toby
Smitheart, Shirley Dolores 115
Gatti,

Guthrie,

Thomas

C.

Thompson, Nancy Sue
Tooms, Robert Edwin
Vaughan, James C.
Beaudoin, Anne Marie
Cratin, Carol

.115
115
115
110
110
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110

State College

Stewart, Peggy
Taylor, Clinton

110
110

HONOR ROLL
Fall Quarter, 1952-53

Honor Points
Lutz, Beverly Irene
Smalley, David Henry.
Lee, Minnie Loggins
Philbeck, Jo Sloan

185
185
180
180

Williams, Edward Foster ...175
Shackleford, Elbert Conrad 170
Hirschmann, John Russell 165
Scott,

Joy

Burnette, Barbara Jean
Goode, Julia
Kemp, Stanford
Palmer, Richard Carl
Penuel, Richard Byron
Wilkinson,
Patricia Land ram
Byrd, Bobby G.
Chandler, John
Coats, Thomas D
Dalton, Barbara
East, Marjorie Lassiter
.

.

W

165
155
155
155
155
155
155
150
150
150
150
150
150

Fiser, Carolyn Marie
Garavelli, Caesar
.150
Hilton, Elizabeth Lindsay .150

Mendel, Gisela
Skinner, Oliver Harris.
Bigbee, Rosalynn

Gilman, Bobby Greer
Greaber, Norma
Irving, Charles Clayton
Webber, Louise Ruch
Harris,

Irma

Hinds, Patsy

B

Emma

Law, Anne
McCullough, Sue
Medley, Robert George
Rosenberg, Pauline
Spears, Mary Ann
Sprogis, Ivars Valdemars
Sturdivant, John

W

Turner, Peggy Joyce
Allen, Joe Edward
Anderson, Donald P.
Brown, Edward Alfred
Cheek, Anna Pearson
Compton, Donovan Earl

150
150
145
145
145
145
145
140
140
140
140
140*

140
140
140
140
140
135
135
135
135
135

Honor Points
Moyt, Lonnie Wallace
Oglesby, Betty Jane
Pearson, Betty Ann
Spencer, Clara Agnes

135
135
135
135
Stimbert, Phyllis
135
Anderson, Jane Ann
130
Bargery, Lynnwood
130
Derrick, Ann Mary
130
Gorman, Louise Abernathy. 130
Kiser, Mary Grace
130
Klenke, Evelyn Andre
130
McDermott, Jean
130
Mason, Walter Lawrence
130
Morris, Aubrey
130
Pace, Dorothy Jean
130
Pryor, Boyce
130
Webb, Pete
130
Adams, Wayne Kay
125
Atyas, Victor
125
Case, Barbara Lee
125
Clayton, Bruce Turner
125

Clemons, Sara

S.

Cursey, Virginia Dale

,,125

125
125
Holland, Marian Alma
125
Lutz, Albert Garland
125
Mothershed, Betty Sue
125
Tedder, Melvin Ellis
125
Tooms, Robert Edwin
125
Wood, Ora Lee
125
Zoccola, John Louis
125
Briggs, Robert Earl
120
Costlow, Asa Levi
120
Dunavant, William B.
120
Epting, Mary
120
Evans, Milton
120
Fleischer, Bertram
120
Foster, Warner G.
120
Greenbaum, Erica
120
Hawkins, Helen Dickerson 120
120
McCallen, Elizabeth
McDearman, James Albert 120
O'Callaghan, Phyllis Jane 120
Reagin, Charles E.
120
Robinson, Billy Green
120

Gordon, Imogene

Emma
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Rumble, Nancy Jo
Seay,
Tarr,

Ann Elizabeth
Carmen

Turner, Annette V.
Wallace, Shirley Jean
Guthrie, Jerry Godwin
Martin, Alice June
Powers, Nancy Mae
Strange, Marylyn
Adams, Robert E.
Byrd, Lynda

Cannon, Ann

Memphis

120
120
120
120
120
115
115
115
115
110
110
110

State College

Crosby, Glenn A
Dudley, Fred Gene
Flint, lone
Griffin, David Miller
Harbert, Sara Evelyn
Loob, Mildred B. Clark

163

110
110
110
.110
110
110
Myers, James Robert
110
Roberts, Susan Grace
110
Sansing, James Clarke
110
Trotter, William P
110
White, Shirley Ann
110
Williams, Robert Alexander 110
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JUNE GRADUATES

1952

SCHOOL OF ARTS AND SCIENCES
Bachelor of Arts
Fisher,

Dorothy Jane

Jackson, Mathilde

Bachelor of Science
Farris,

Dwight Jones,

Jr.

James, Robert F.
Jost, Patricia

Cowan

Ledbetter, Sidney

J.

Rumble, John Catlett

SCHOOL OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
Bachelor of Science
Bay, Harold Eugene
Brugge, Warren Martin
Colas, Jacques Emmanuel
Fitchpatrick, William Lynn
Forrester, Daniel O'Neil
Hadley, James Ashley, Jr.
Hill, Walter Bernard
Humphrey, Harron R. L.
Knight, Daniel Conway, Jr.
Latham, George Glenn
Rich, Edward Eugene
Scavo, Richard Anthony

Starks, Robert Francis

Stidham, Emri le Davis,
Tate, Herbert Leon, Jr.
Via, William Russell

Jr.

SCHOOL OF EDUCATION
Bachelor of Science
Caldwell, Dorothy C.

Green, Marion Evans
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GENERAL COLLEGE
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE DEGREE
June Graduates, 1952
Ackerman, Dorothy Shelton
Ainley, Charles Fauver

Fox, Barbara Scruggs
Fraser, Richard A.

Alexander, Earl D.
Anderson, Frederic Sigvard

Fuller, Belle

Anthony, Lee Pierce, Jr.
Appling, Robert Clark
Arnold, David Alton
Aste, William Anthony
Austin, William Darrell
Aydelott, Mildred Joann
Babb, George Paul
Barber, Shirley Jacqueline
Barnett, J. P., Jr.
Barrasso, Vincent Louis
Bartholomew, Mary Elizabeth
Bartlett,

Helen Whitmore

Darwin

Garcia, Rupert R.
Gibson, Helen M.
Gibson, John Charles

Joseph William
Margaret Gene
Goings, Barbara Anne
Graninger, Jack
Graves, Frances Lenore
Griffin, Glynne
Gilliand,
Gillis,

Griffith, Elizabeth Louise

Haley,

Ewing Graves,

Jr.

Hall, Harry E., Jr.
Hall, Louis Miller

Beaver, Peter Delisi
Beeler, Betty Anne
Blasengame, Betty Frances
Bousson, Edward Joseph, Jr.
Brewer, Charles Richard

Hardison, Leon Guymann
Hardison, Marguerite Allen
Hare, Mary Frances

John Joseph
Burke, David Grayson

Gene Raphael
George A., Jr.
Holman, Richard E.
Holmes, Eddye Ann
Holmes, James Harmon

Brin,

Burns, Nancy
Burton, Eloise
Bush, Austin Eugene
Buttner, Charles R.
Carson, Lillye Ruth
Chumney, William Gerald
Clark, Linda Cauley
Clay, Peggy Jean
Colson, William Joe, Jr.

Conn, Ruth Carol
Cooley, Leonard Claud
Cox, Golda B.
Cox, William Dewitt
Crain, Robert Eugene
Crupie, Joseph
Curry, Edward Inman, Jr.
Danielson, Dorothy Ann
Darnall, Roy Gilbert
Davis, Thomas D.
DeLong, Neil P., Jr.

Yvonne Josephine
Essary, William Howard
Ergle,

Eubanks, Eugenia Rice
Evans, Kathryn Judith
Farmer, James Melton Jr.
Fenner, Myrlie Marie
Fisher, Thelma Elizabeth
Forester, William Edward

Heiss, S. Wilson

Henson, William Leon
Hill,

Hill,

Holmes, Richard Bert
Holmes, Richard Bert
Holmes, William Alvin
Hoover, Patricia Evalyn
Hooper, Gerald B.
Houston, Betty Marylene
Hunt, Nancy Mae
Hurst, Hugh Gordon, Jr.
Jarvis, Robert Younger
Johnson, Clarence G., Jr.
Johnson, Dorothy Claire
Johnson, Leslie Ernest, Jr.
Jones, Julia Louise
Key, Walter McKinley, Jr.
Kingsolver, Merritt Leon
Kirkland, Billy Joe
Kiser, Lola Frances

Koepke, Charles Arthur,

HE

Kraft, Grace Jackson

Lapworth, Thomas Sidney
Latimer, James Buchanan
Lewing, Daniel Jack
Lewis, George Winfield, Jr.
Lewis, Thomas Lax
Linville,

Mary Jane
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Long, Robert Albert
McDonald, Fred Morgan, Jr.
McGinnis, Dorothy J.
McLeskey, Mary Dorothy
McMillin, Pauline

McQuiston, John Francis
McQuiston, William Calvin
McRae, Frank Lewis
Makris, Sophia
Mason, James Clifford
Mathis,

Van Holman

Mitchell,

Van Horn

Mary Carolyn

Mize, Edward Lee
Moffett, Kenneth Daniel
Moore, Thelma Elizabeth
Motley, Gwendolyn Rebecca
Mount, May B.
Mullikin, Mary Julia
Murrell, Charles E., Jr.

Musser, Donald Walter
Napier, Kathryn Ellen
Nelson, Dorothy L. Johnson
Newton, Ruth Catherine
Nichols, James Edward
Nichols, Julia Shide

No rs worthy, Ada
Norvell, Clifford H.
O'Callaghan, Claire

Marie

Henry H.

O'Donnell,

O'Roark, Joanne Stignani
Owens, Dorothy Erin
Patrick, Jo Ann
Pence, Mary Alice
Perrin, Mary Jeannette
Phillips, Lura Doris
Pierce, Julian H.
Pierce, Rita Louise
Pritchard, Jesse T.

Randolph, James Thomas
Rast, Margaret Gunetta
Ray, Francis Edwin
Reddick, Cleveland N. F., Jr.
Reece, Oscar Edwin
Riddick, Eugene Marshall
Riles,

John

A., Jr.

Roberts, Percy L., Jr.
Rogers, Mary Gene
Roop, John Wilson, Jr.
Ross, George Cairncross
Sales,

Benson

Samuels, William Conrad
Sanders, Frank Maurice
Sanidas, George T.
Scheibler,

Harold Edward
Shamel, Charles Richard
Sharp, Elizabeth May
Sharp, Pat Kerr
Shaw, Ernestine Counce
Shettles, Sibyl Elaine
Sellers,

Mary Ann
Peggy Dean
Siegwart, John Thomas
Simmons, Dorothy Ann
Skinner, Thomas B.

Sibley,
Sibley,

Smith,

Meadows, Gene H.
Meredith, Jesse

State College

Mary Grace

Sam

E.

Stamps, Jerry Frank
Stevens, Jane Claire
Stewart, Eugene B.
Stone, George Franklin
Stone, Harold Langston
Strain, Charles Clifton
Stratton, Bessie
Strong, Roselyn
Strong, William Collier
Taylor, Harvey Egbert, Jr.
Taylor, Jolee
Teague, Mary Alice Dennis
Tenent, Edgar Harris, Jr.
Terry, James Harvey

Thomas, Evelyn Humphreys
Thomas, Thomas G.
Thompson, Carolyn Ann
Thompson, Marietta
Thurman, Barbara Fay
Trail, Peggy Louise
Truax, Barbara Augusta
Vaughan, James Charles
Vaught, Charles John, Jr.
Voyles, Richard Carlton
Waff, Donald Jackson
Walker, Oliver Hal
Walkley, Richard Nelson
Waller, Leland
Warnock, William R.
Watkins, Robert Ray
Weiss, Ethel
Williams, Edna Lois
Williams, Janie Katherin (Kitty)
Williams, Jo Ann
Wilson, Jane Cooper
Wilson, Paul Jerome

Winestone, Theodore Marshall
Wisher, William James
Woodruff, Richard Edwin
Wright, Myrlee
Yancey, Oscar Dunnagan, Jr.
Young, Harl H., Jr.
Zepatos, Harry Spero
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AUGUST GRADUATES, 1952
SCHOOL OF ARTS AND SCIENCES
Bachelor of Arts
Mary Vincent Taylor

Bachelor of Science
Burns, Joseph Morrison
Fletcher, Richard Mercer
Heard, Mary Jo
Jones, Norwood Elton
Walker, Harry Taylor

Widney, Jo- Ann Ragland

SCHOOL OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
Bachelor of Science
Bandy, James William
Crutchfield, Lee Melton
Greenway, Carlvin Algia
Utley, Buford C, Jr.
West, Jon W.

SCHOOL OF EDUCATION
Bachelor of Science
Hoback, Viola Frances
McGruder, Mary Patterson

GENERAL COLLEGE
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE DEGREE
August Graduates, 1952
Abrams, Rachel
Alexander, Bobby Joe
Adkins, James Hoyt
Bass, Katherine Dickerson
Brister,

Mary Frances

Burr, Gladys Thrailkill
Byrne, John Kenneth
Chess, Virginia Ann
Clevenger, Joseph P.
Cole,

Joy Watkins

Coltharp,

May Dorman

Combs, Mary Nell Prather
Cooley, Mary Eleanor

Crone, Sam E., Jr.
Curry, John Edward
Cutsinger, Harriette Joyce
Dennie, Mary Anthony
Dupree, Arthur Rollo
Farris, Pauline
Ford, Ruth Ann Welting
Fowler, Frances T.
Fowler, Martha Frances
Frizzell, Austin Eugene
Goldsmith, Allen T.
Gore, William Dean
Graham, Polly Wayne

167
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Harston, John Edgar

Hartman, Shirley Ann
Hight, Margaret Elizabeth
Hodson, Philip Brooks
Howell, James

T., Jr.

Hudson, Maude D.
Hurt, Robert Preston
Johnson, Dorothy Ann
Johnson, Waddie
Jones,
Jones,

State College

Palmer, Dale Eugene
Percer, William Philip
Phelps, Kathryn Vieh
Pierce, Ruth S.
Pike, Thelma Webb

Rainey, Paul Ray
Richards, Albert Stephens,
Robinson, Kenneth D.
Rucks, Marianne Gray

James Chamberlayne

Ryan, Frances Monroe

Mary Wilson

Sanders, Mary Ellen
Saunders, Mary Elizabeth

Knowles, Frederick Lynn
Lessel, Dorothy Marcelle
Link, Dorothy Jean
Lusk, Robert Alvin
McClain, Mayme George
McKinnon, Charles R.
McLelland, Louis Martin
McLemore, Sidney Leon

McQuary, Charlotte McCullough
McSwain, Margaret Frances
Mays, Sara Ellen
Meadow, Florence Hylton
Michael, Ernest
Mills, Estel Ray

Mitchum, Robert M.
Moore, Christine Ferguson
Moore, Edward Clayton
Mordecai, Bryan Grimes
Myers, Mary

Newbern, Nancy Alice
Newton, Jennie Mae McMinn
Nichols, Azalee
Nowlin, Kittie Davis
Oates, Alma Elizabeth

Sides, Wade Herbert
Spitchley, James Reagan
Stergios, Thomas Charles
Stocks, Patricia Denton
Sullivan, Olive
Taylor, Clinton Wagner

Terry, Ronald Anderson
Thompson, Leonard
Tuttle, Emily Kay
Waldon, Van
Warmath, Carol Laureata

Watkins, Floyd
Watson, Elizabeth
Weber, Eugene B.
Wigley, Leslie Barber,
Wilder, Warren Lindy
Williams, Turner

Jr.

Edward

Wilmot, Herbert A., Jr.
Wilson, William Joseph
Yeargin, George Scott
Young, Royce O'Neal
Young, Stillman Ralph

Jr.
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INDEX
Admission, General Terms of

35
36
26

Advanced Standing
Alumni Association
Applicants for Admission
Instructions
Application Form
Air Science and Tactics, Department of
Arts and Sciences, School of

.173
174
42-44
45-100
46
47
45
47, 48-51
46
47
48

Admission Requirement
Concentration Groups
Degrees
Departmental Major and Minor Requirements^
Lower Division Requirements
Upper Division Requirements
Prospective Teachers
..

Associations,
Athletics

Member

of

1

33

Auditorium, College.

24
29
101-120
101

Awards
Business Administration, School of

Admission Requirements
Degree Requirements, General
Degree
Lower Division Requirements
Upper Division Requirements
Calendar

...101

101
102
103
2
3
39
29-32

Calendar, College
Classification of Students
Clubs, College
College Administration
Administrative Officers
Directors of Schools
Administrative Staff
College Organization.

8
8

8
8

41
25
26

Conduct
Cooperation with Public Schools
Courses

Absence from

39

Change

40
41

of

Course Numbers
Dropping

Withdrawal from
Credit, Correspondence or Extension
Credit, Unit of

Credit Load

Dean's List, Qualifications
Dean's List
Degrees Conferred

-

for.

Divisions of Instruction
School of Arts and Sciences
School of Business Administration

School of Education

Department of Instruction
Accounting

39
39
38
39
39
40
158-159
36

45-100
101-120
121-157

—Courses
105-107
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__

Biology.
Classical and
French...

Modern Languages

German
Latin
Spanish

__

Curriculum and Instruction
Educational Administration and Supervision.
English
Health and Physical Education
History

_

Home Economics
Industrial Arts

Journalism
Library Service..

.,

Management and Finance
Marketing
Mathematics
Music
Music Education
Philosophy and Psychology

„

Physical Sciences
Aviation

Chemistry

„

Physics
Secretarial Science
Social Sciences..

and Office Management

Economics
Geography
Political Science

Sociology

Speech and Drama
Speech

Drama
Training School
Dormitories
Education, School of
Admission Requirements
Degree Requirements
Degree

Lower Division Requirements
Upper Division Requirements
Approved Minor Requirements in Other Schools
Department Major and Minor Requirements
Directed Student Teaching
Entrance Credits
Entrance to College, Methods
Extension Division
Faculty Committees, 1952-1953
Faculty Roster
College

Training School
Fees, Payment and Refund of
Fees, Special
Late Registration

_

126-127
52-56
57-60
53
60
57
58-59
128-137
157
61-67
138-143
68-72
144-147
148-152
65-67
136-137
108-112
113-115
73-76
77-82
153-155
83-84
85-89
85-86
86-87
87-88
116-120
90-96
90-92
92-94
94
94-95
97-100
97-99
99-100
156
23
121-157
121-122
122
121
121
122
123-125
123
133-135
36
36
37
9

10-19
20-21

35

34

-
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Changing Course
Late Examination
Transcript

34
34
34
35
35
35
35
34
29

Diploma
Breakage and Material
Dormitory Breakage

Key Deposit
Fees and Expenses

-

Fraternities, Social
Fraternities, Honorary.
Fraternities, Professional
General Requirements for Graduation

—

—

31
32
37
38
164-168
121
37
26
25
5

-

22
40
160-163
27
41
33

.'.

—

Grades and Grade Points
Graduates (1952)
Graduate School
Graduation, Deferred
Hazing
Health Center
High Schools, West Tennessee
Historical Statement of College
..

Honor Roll, Qualifications for
Honor Roll
Loan Funds
Memphis Academy of Arts, Approval

....

of

Musical Activities
Organization of College

~

41
26
23-25
24
23
- 24
25

Placement Service
Plant, College

Auditorium
Administration Building
AF ROTC Building
Bookstore

-

Cafeteria.

....,

Gymnasiums
Hayden Hall

..

Industrial Arts Building

Library

Manning Hall
Power Plant

_...
..

-

~~~

-

Scates Hall

23
24
24
23
24
25
40

-

-

Student Center
Training School

....

Women's Dormitory
Veterans' Housing
Post Office
Pre-Professional Curriculum, Three Year
Pre-Professional Study
Dentistry
Engineering
..

Law
Medicine

Optometry

Pharmacy

..

Probation

Purpose of College
Railway and Baggage

24
24
24
24
23
23
24

....

~

41
41
41
41
41
41
40
22
26
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Room

Reservation
Scholarships
Scholastic Standards..
Scholastic Year, The

25
28
40
35
29
33
26
4
29
29
32
32
32
33
4

Sororities

Speech and Dramatic Activities
Special Advantages
State Board of Education
Student Activities
Student Government
Student Publications

The De Soto
Imagine

The Tiger Rag
Superintendents, West Tennessee
Supervisors, West Tennessee

—

What
When

Students Furnish
to

Enter

7
....

25
25
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INSTRUCTIONS TO APPLICATIONS FOR ADMISSION
1

—If

2

you are entering college for the first time, request your high
school principal to mail an official transcript of your credits to the
Registrar's Office, Memphis State College, Memphis 11, Tennessee.
If you are transferring from another college, request the registrar
to mail an official transcript of your credits to the Registrar of
Memphis State College. This request should be made at the
time that your application for admission is mailed, and at least
thirty days before the date you expect to enter. Upon receipt of
your application and the proper credentials from the last school or
college attended, the registrar will mail you a notice stating
whether or not you have been approved for admission to Memphis
State College. He cannot notify you of your acceptance until he has
received proper credentials.
A College Health Service Medical Report form will be sent to you
by the registrar with your notice of approval of admission. This
form must be completed by a licensed physician and returned to the
College Health Service at the time of registration.

—

(Continued on Next Page)

I

hereby apply for admission to Memphis State College in the

School of (a) Arts and Sciences, (b) Business Administration,

(c)

Edu-

cation (underscore one).
I

was

date

(or will be) graduated:.

High School
Address
I

Total units

have completed

quarter

hours of college work at

College and
dismissal from
I

room

am

all

quarter, 195_

am

entitled to honorable

colleges attended.

enclosing ten dollars

($10.00)

room reservation

fee for a

dormitory for the

in

This fee

is

to be applied to the rental of the room.

Signature.

Address

of

D ate

174
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3

If you plan to live in one of the dormitories, make your room reservation at the time you apply for admission by sending a fee of
$10.00. Room reservations will be made in the order in which applications are received. Upon registration, married students are eligible to apply to the Memphis State College Housing Authority for
an apartment. Women students should send deposits to the Dean
of Women, men should send deposits to the Dean of the College.

—After

4

you have been enrolled, the director of the school in which
you registered will assign you to some member of his staff for counseling.

5

—Become

familiar with the college catalogue, especially with the
requirements of the curriculum you plan to follow and with the
course offerings in the departments in which you will major and
minor. Students are responsible for all information published in the
catalogue on such subjects as registration for and dropping of
courses, class attendance, discipline, and student activities.

